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Zusammenfassung

Zusammenfassung

Sensoren für Sauerstoff, pH und Kohlendioxid sind wichtige Werkzeuge in Forschung und

Industrie. Marine Sensoren sind besonders wichtig für die Erforschung der Ozeane und die

Bereitstellung großer Datenmengen. Sauerstoffsensoren für die Meeresforschung sind bereits

etabliert, elektrochemische und spectrophotometrische pH Sensoren ebenfalls. Kohlendioxid-

sensoren hingegen sind eher selten. Eine vielversprechende Technologie zur Messung aller drei

Parameter sind Optoden. Dieses Projekt war auf die Entwicklung und Evaluierung einer CO2-

Optode, basierend auf den kürzlich publizierten aza-BODIPY Farbstoffen, ausgerichtet.

Kapitel 1 beschäftigt sich mit der Entwicklung einer langzeit stabilen, mechanisch robusten und

sensitiven CO2-Optode für Meerwasser. Hyflon AD 60 (perfluoriertes Polymer) erhöhte die Sta-

bilität dramatisch, indem es die Vergiftung des Sensors durch Schwefelwasserstoff und andere

saure Gase verlangsamt. Der Einsatz dieses Polymers erforderte allerdings einen speziellen Her-

stellungsprozess des Sensors. Erste Feldtests wurden in der Ostsee im Oktober 2015 durchgeführt.

Im zweiten Teil wurde eine intensive Evaluierung und Vergleich des Sensors im pazifischen Ozean

for Kalifornien (USA) durchgeführt. Ein vielseitiges, kleines, druckresistentes Gerät wurde mit

Sensorfolien für Sauerstoff, pH und Kohlendioxid kombiniert. Die Sensoren wurden mit bere-

its käuflich erhältlichen Sensoren für den jeweiligen Analyten in verschiedenen Umgebungen

(z.B. Aquarium, Flussmündung, offener Ozean) verglichen. Außerdem wurde ein Langzeitsta-

bilitätstest für den entwickelten pH Sensor durchgeführt.

Der Einsatz von perfluorierten Polymeren erhöht die Ansprech- und Erholungszeit des Sen-

sors beträchtlich. Für die Messung von Profilen durch die Wassersäule sind jedoch schnell

ansprechende Sensoren essenziell. Der bestehende CO2 Sensor wurde neu strukturiert. Die Ma-

terialauswahl wurde angepasst und die Schichtdicke reduziert, um ein schnelles Ansprechen zu

ermöglichen. Der schnell ansprechende Sensor wurde erfolgreich während regelmäßigen Kontrol-

lausfahrten eingesetzt, um Profile von bis zu 230 m Tiefe zu messen.

Ein immer größer werdendes Problem sind Sauerstoffminimumzonen in den Weltmeeren. Zum

Teil sind sie anoxisch und es kommt zur Produktion von Schwefelwasserstoff durch Bakte-

rien. H2S hat ähnliche Eigenschaften wie Kohlendioxid, diffundiert ebenfalls in die Optode und

verhindert somit eine akkurate Messung der CO2 Konzentration. Eine Vielzahl von Verbindun-

gen zum Abfangen von Schwefelwasserstoff in Kombination mit Hyflon AD 60 wurde auf ihre

Schutzwirkung untersucht. Zinkoxid mit einer hohen spezifischen Oberfläche stellte sich als der

vielversprechendste Kandidat heraus.
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Abstract

Abstract

Sensors are indispensable for monitoring purposes in research and industry, especially param-

eters like carbon dioxide, pH and oxygen. A special case are marine sensors to investigate the

ocean and gain large data sets. Oxygen sensors are already established in marine science, pH

sensors based on electrochemical and spectrophotometric sensing schemes as well. Carbon diox-

ide sensors are relatively rare. A promising sensor technique for measuring the three parameters

are optodes. This project was focussed on the development and evaluation of an plastic type

carbon dioxide optode based on recently presented aza-BODIPY dyes.

Paper 1 deals with the development of a long-term stable, mechanical robust and sensitive car-

bon dioxide optode for marine applications. The use of Hyflon AD 60 (perfluorinated polymer)

enhanced the stability dramatically. Moreover poisoning processes induced by hydrogen sulfide

and other acidic gases are decelerated. Due to the use of perfluorinated polymers a special pro-

duction procedure was developed. First field tests were performed at the Baltic Sea in October

2015.

In the second paper an intensive evaluation and comparison study was done in the Pacific Ocean

close to California, USA. A small, versatile and pressure resistent sensor device was developed

to measure oxygen, pH and carbon dioxide. The sensor performance of the three optodes were

compared with already commercially available sensors for all parameters in different environ-

ments (e.g. open ocean, estauries, aquarium, AUV and profiling float). The long-term stability

of the pH sensor was although investigated.

The use of perfluorinated polymers enhance the long-term stability, but increase the response

and recovery time as well. To allow the measurement of profiles, a fast-responding carbon diox-

ide optode was developed by redesigning the sensor foil. The selected materials and the layer

thicknesses were optimized to obtain a sensor foil responding within 100 s (t90). The redesigned

sensor foil was successfully applied for profiling measurements during monitoring cruises in

Monterey Bay, California (USA).

An expanding problem in the ocean are oxygen minimum zones. In many cases the water is

anoxic and hydrogen sulfide is formed by bacteria. H2S is an acidic gas and has similar proper-

ties like carbon dioxide. Protection of the sensor against hydrogen sulfide is essential to garantee

accurate CO2 measurements. Several scavenger particles (e.g. metal oxides and organic com-

pounds) in combination with perfluorinated polymers were investigated. Zinc oxide with a high

specific surface area was the most promising candidate.
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Chapter 1

Theoretical Background

Scope of the Thesis

The Ocean is a hugh water mass with great impact on the earths climate. Especially anthro-

pogenically produced carbon dioxide is a driving force for changes is the carbonate chemistry

in seawater. The ocean is the major sink for CO2 and so buffers the overall increase. But the

uptake is not without consequences; effects like ocean acidification and an increase in the ocean

surface temperature occur. For investigating the effects and long-term consequences, the ocean

has to be observed with a high temporal and spatial resolution. This is realized by the help of

sensor technology and a wide range of oceanic platforms. Parameters like temperature, salinity,

oxygen concentration, pH and carbon dioxide are of special interest.

Several important developments were presented in the last decades in the field of sensor technol-

ogy. Sensors became smaller, lightweigther, less power consuming and highly reliable. Moreover

new mobile oceanic platforms, like glider and profiling floats, were developed and operated

worldwide to transport sensors through the harsh ocean. The combination of both enhanced

the amount of data available to understand changes in the ocean related to an increased CO2

concentration.

Carbon dioxide sensors for marine applications are often based on IR-technology. Gas chro-

matography and the Severinghaus electrode are although suitable for CO2 determination but

are not suitable for seawater. Moreover electrochemical or spectrophotometrical systems are

available, but show several drawbacks like a high power consumption, moving parts which are

prone to break, wast production during measurements or an insufficient size. These systems

cover a wide range of measurable carbon dioxide concentrations, as well as a wide operation

temperature. Lately a lot of working groups focussed on optodes (’plastic’-type) to determine

the carbon dioxide concentration in seawater. Optodes include an indicator dye and a lipophilic

base to determine a pH change generated by carbon dioxide, which diffused through a proton-

inpermeable polymer. They have the potential to be used for long-term deployments, as well as

for fast profiling measurements. This technology is also a good possibility to reliably measure

other parameters like dissolved oxygen or pH. A small number of CO2 optode-prototypes were

developed and tested in the last decade.
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Theoretical Background

1.1 Carbon dioxide in Seawater

1.1.1 CO2-Equilibria and Systemparameters

Seawater carbonate chemistry is described by four main species: dissolved carbon dioxide

(CO2 (aq)), carbonic acid (H2CO3), bicarbonate (HCO−
3 ) and carbonate ions (CO2−

3 ). This

species are related by the following equilibria:

CO2(atmos) � CO2(aq) (1.1)

CO2(aq) +H2O � H2CO3 (1.2)

H2CO3 � HCO3 +H+ (1.3)

HCO3 � CO2−
3 + 2H+ (1.4)

The atmosphere-sea exchange (eq. 1.1) with surface waters is rather slow compared to the

dissociation and is therefore the limiting step.1 The concentration of the overall dissolved carbon

dioxide can be calculated with the solubility coefficient of carbon dioxide in seawater K0 and

Henry’s law. The solubility coefficient is given by2:

lnK0 = A1 +A2(100/T ) +A3ln(T/100) + S[B1 +B2(T/100) +B3(T/100)2] (1.5)

where A and B are constants, T the absolute temperature and S the salinity in parts per

thousand. After dissolution aqueous carbon dioxide reacts with water to carbonic acid, a second

electrical neutral form next to the dissolved CO2. Since the equilibrium coefficient for the

hydration is around 10−3, the bulk of the undissociated dissolved carbon dioxide is in the

CO2 (aq) form. A distinction between these electrically neutral species is not considered. The

sum of CO2 (aq) and H2CO3 is denoted by [CO2] and used for the calculation of dissociation

constants for equations 1.3 and 1.4. The formed carbonic acid dissociates to bicarbonate (HCO−
3 )

by losing a proton (eq. 1.3). In the next step a second proton is formed, as well as carbonate

ions (CO2−
3 ; eq. 1.4). The use of [CO2] instead of aqueous CO2 and carbonic acid simplifies the

equilibrium (eq. 1.5) and K1 and K2 can be defined as the equilibrium constants for the first

and second dissociation step, respectively.3

CO2 +H2O
K1−�===�− HCO−

3 +H+ K2−�===�− CO2−
3 + 2H+ (1.6)

K∗
1 =

[HCO−
3 ] · [H+]

[CO2]
(1.7)

K∗
2 =

[CO2−
3 ] · [H+]

HCO−
3

(1.8)

The equilibrium constants are temperature, salinity and pressure dependent. Based on the data

of Roy et al. 1993 the constants K∗
1 (eq. 1.9) and K∗

2 (eq. 1.10) can be calculated for a salinity

between 5 and 45 PSS and a temperature between 0 and 45°C. The data were determined in

artificial seawater, using pH values in the total hydrogen ion concentration scale.4
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lnK∗
1 = 2.83655− 2307.1266/T − 1.5529413 lnT − (0.207608410 + 4.0484/T )

√
S

+0.0846834S − 0.00654208S3/2 + ln(1− 0.001005S)
(1.9)

lnK∗
2 = −9.226508− 3351.6106/T − 0.2005743 lnT − (0.106901773 + 23.9722/T )

√
S

+0.1130822S − 0.00846934S3/2 + ln(1− 0.001005S)
(1.10)

All species, which describe the carbonate chemistry are in near equilibrium.5 The main species

present in seawater are bicarbonate ions. In surface waters (pH ∼ 8.1) bicarbonate ions are

around 90% of the inorganic carbon, 9% carbonate ions and just 1% dissolved carbon dioxide.1

The aqueous carbonate system can be described by four measurable parameters: total dissolved

inorganic carbon (DIC), total alkalinity (TA), fugacity of CO2 (f (CO2)) and the total hydro-

gen ion concentration (pHT ). Additionally parameters like equilibrium constants, temperature,

salinity and pressure are indispensable for the description of the carbonate system.

Total dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC, CT ,
∑

CO2 or TCO2) is defined as the sum of all species

formed of dissolved carbon dioxide (eq. 1.6, 1.11).

DIC ≡
∑

CO2 = [CO2] + [HCO−
3 ] + [CO2−

3 ] (1.11)

It can be determined by acidifying a seawater sample, generating gaseous CO2 and measuring

the resulting amount of gas.

A second parameter is the total alkalinity (TA, AT ). It is most precise described by Dickson 1981:

”The total alkalinity of a natural water is thus defined as the number of moles of hydrogen ion

equivalent to the excess of proton acceptors (bases formed from weak acids with a dissociation

constant K≤ 10−4.5, at 25 °C and zero ionic strength) over proton donors (acids with K≥ 10−4.5)

in one kilogram of sample.”6 According to Dickson’s definition TA can be calculated by the

following equation:

TA = [HCO−
3 ] + 2[CO2−

3 ] + [B(OH)−4 ] + [OH−] + [HPO2−
4 ] + 2[PO3−

4 ] + [H3SiO
−
4 ]

+[NH3] + [HS−]− [H+]F − [HSO−
4 ]− [HF ]− [H3PO4]

(1.12)

The total alkalinity of seawater can be determined by an automated closed or open-cell, poten-

tiometric titration with hydrochloric acid.

The fugacity of carbon dioxide (f (CO2)) is the partial pressure corrected for the solubility

behaviour in seawater of an non-ideal gas. It can be expressed by the following equation (eq.

1.13)7

fCO2 = [CO2]/K0 (1.13)

The fourth parameter to fully describe the carbon dioxide chemistry in seawater is the total

hydrogen ion concentration (pHT ). It is defined by Hansson et al. 1973 as the sum of the free
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hydrogen ion concentration and the HSO−
4 concentration8:

[H+] = [H+]F · (1 + ST /Ks) (1.14)

where [H+]F is the free hydrogen ion concentration, ST total sulfate concentration ([SO2−
4 ]+

[HSO−
4 ]) and KS acid dissociation constant for HSO−

4 . The most precise measurement is spec-

trophotometrically by using m-cresol purple.

At least two of the previous mentioned CO2-related parameters have to be measured for one

seawater sample to characterize the carbonate system.9 The selected parameters to character-

ize the carbonate system are depending on the deployment and the facilities to measure the

parameters as accurate and precise as possible. A common used and reliable pair of parameters

is DIC and pHT
10 11 12. Considering these two parameter concentrations of CO2, HCO−

3 and

CO2−
3 , as well as the carbonate alkalinity (CA) can be determined (eq. 1.14 - 1.17).

[CO2] = DIC/(1 +
K∗

1

[H+]
+
K∗

1K
∗
2

[H+]2
) (1.15)

[HCO−
3 ] = DIC/(1 +

[H+]

K∗
1

+
K∗

2

[H+]
) (1.16)

[CO2−
3 ] = DIC/(1 +

[H+]

K∗
2

+
[H+]2

K1∗K∗
2

) (1.17)

CA = [HCO−
3 ] + 2[CO2−

3 ] (1.18)

Moreover DIC and pHT enable the construction of a Bjerrum plot (fig. 1.1). It is a diagram

representing the distribution of dissolved carbon dioxide, bicarbonate und carbonate ions as

a function of pH, dissolved inorganic carbon and temperature. The logarithm of the species

concentration is plotted against the pH. The curves intersect at two points, which represent the

temperature dependent pK-values (pK1 and pK2).

Figure 1.1: Bjerrum plot for carbonic acid, DIC= 2.1 mmol/kg, S=35 PSS, TC= 25 °C. pK
values marked with circle and diamond.13
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Values at 25°C are 5.86 and 8.92 for pK1 and pK2, respectively. A decrease in temperature,

salinity or pressure lead to an increase in the pK-values.

The curve shape for the three carbonate species is dependent on the dissolved inorganic carbon

concentration. Whereas the curve shape for H+ and OH− are unaffected by DIC. At 25 °C car-

bonate ions are the dominant species for pH higher than 10.3, bicarbonate for a pH between

6.3 and 10.3 and the neutral carbon dioxide for a pH less than 6.3 (fig. 1.1).14

In general all combinations of parameters are possible to describe the whole carbonate system.

Errors in the sample preparation, the measurement accuracy of the parameter determination

and the precision of the dissociation constants K1 and K2 (eq. 1.9, 1.10) result in preferred pairs

for calculations. There are several studies dealing with the choice of parameters to calculate

the carbonate system.3 7 11 15 16 17 The measurement and sample preservation of DIC and TA

are straightforward and highly reliable reference materials are available. Additionally both pa-

rameters are insensitive to temperature and pressure.18 These factors and the recommendation

in ’Guide to best practices for ocean acidification research and data reporting’ (Riebesell et al.

2011) make DIC and TA an often used pair of parameters.19 20 17 Earlier studies from the 1990ies

revealed an underestimation of pCO2 using DIC and TA to calculate pCO2. The problem was

minimized by sufficient reference materials for the measurement of both parameters15 3 10 The

major problem by using the total alkalinity is an uncertainty in titration generated by organic

alkalinity, which often occurs in estuarine areas. If TA can not be determined reliably, the use

of DIC and pHT is also sufficient. In this case the critical point is the accuracy of the pH

measurement.11 Spectrophotometric measurements of the pH value using m-cresol purple are

highly accurate and straightforward, but the accuracy depend on the dye purity.17 Overall the

data, obtained through calculations using the aqueous carbonate system, should be compared

with caution, because the chosen set of input parameter and equilibrium constants can affect

the calculated data set.

Currently there are several programms supporting the calculation of the carbonate system from

any chosen input parameters: CO2SYS by Lewis and Wallace 199821 and the next generation

CO2calc22 by Robbins et al. 2010, SEACARB23 by Lavigne and Gattuso and SWCO224 by

Hunter. They give almost similar results, when inserting the same parameters and equlibrium

constants.11

1.1.2 Global Carbon System

The global carbon cycle is a biogeochemical process, which describes fluxes of carbon (car-

bon dioxide, methane, organic matter, dissolved inorganic carbon, organic compounds, etc.)

between the three major reservoirs. Carbon reservoirs are the atmosphere, the ocean, including

the marine biota and the terrestial system, including soils, vegetation and fossil fuels. Whereat

the atmosphere transfers carbon between the ocean and the terrestrial system. The rate of

exchange between the reservoirs depends on spacial and seasonal patterns.25 Furthermore the

exchange is influenced by the human hand through antropogenically produced carbon dioxide.

Each reservoir can act as a sink (take up carbon) or source (release carbon) of carbon in the

atmosphere. The carbon can be released naturally by respiration, decomposition of organic
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matter, vulcanic activities or soil emission and antropogenically by foresty, agriculture, cement

industry and fossil fuel burning.25 26

Figure 1.2: Global carbon cylce with stored carbon (gigatons) in black and carbon fluxes in
purple (gigatons per year).27

The ocean is the largest reservoir of carbon in the global cycle and stored 38,400 gigatons

of carbon26. The reservoir takes up and convert carbon dioxide by three different processes:

physical, chemical and biological. The physical process is driven by the equilibration of the

partial pressure of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere and the surface ocean water. This exchange

is rather rapidly and the effectiveness is determined by the wind over the ocean surface area. The

carbon can be further transported into deeper water by vertical mixing. A more effective process

to transport carbon in deeper water layers is the so called ’biological pump’. The process starts

in the well-mixed ocean surface area, where organisms convert dissolved inorganic carbon into

inorganic compounds and organic matter via photosynthesis (primary production). A lot of the

manufactured substances sink to deeper water as dead organisms or fecal particles. The organic

matter gets remineralized and decomposed by bacteria or decomposed at the ocean floor.25 An

additional biological process takes place, the ’carbonate pump’. A variety of plankton species

use Ca(CO3) to build up shells, which sink in the deep water and get dissolve again.26 Both

processes decrease the amount of DIC in the mixed surface layer and allow further carbon

dioxide uptake. Moreover they increase the amount of DIC in the deep ocean. The chemical

process includes the whole carbon chemistry described above.

The terrestrial system will be described shortly. The system contains several pools of carbon like

the terrestrial biosphere (plants, animals, microorganisms). Via photosynthesis carbon dioxide

from the atmosphere gets consumed and stored as organic matter. It is although released to the

atmosphere by several respiratory pathways. Without human inpact the exchange between the

terrestrial system and the atmosphere would be in balance over a decade time scale.25

The atmosphere is the smallest reservoir with just 750 gigatons of stored carbon in form of
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carbon dioxide, methane and other compounds.28 It represents the connection between the

ocean and the terrestrial system. Moreover the atmosphere has a big impact on the world’s

climate, especially the increasing concentration of carbon dioxide (280 ppm preindustrial to

384 ppm in 2008).29 The impact of several factors, like soil respiration30, agriculture31, climate

extremes32 or tropical forests33, on the atmosphere and the whole global carbon cycle were

investigated over the last decades.

1.1.3 Biogeochemical Processes involving Carbon Dioxide

Several biolgeochemical processes are involved considering carbon dioxide in the ocean. They

are driving forces in the global carbon cycle and responsible for the destribution of carbon in the

ocean. Biological processes like algae metabolism and the carbonate chemistry have an influence

on total alkalinity and dissolved inorganic carbon in seawater. The uptake or release of CO2

just alter the amount of DIC and let TA unaffected. Moreover the trend in pH can be estimated

throughout the diagram (e.g.: CO2 release→ reduction of pH). Photosynthesis instead changes

TA and DIC at the same time (fig. 1.3).

Figure 1.3: Effect of processes on TA and DIC. Dashed and solid lines represent constant
values of pH and dissolved carbon dioxide (µM), respectively.13

Just a small selection of important processes in the ocean were selected and will described

briefly below. There are more processes going on in the water column and their interactions are

highly complex.

Photosynthesis is probably the most known biological process involving carbon dioxide which

appears in the ocean. The process convert carbon dioxide in oxygen and organic matter by light.

Photosynthesis result in a reduced DIC and a slightly increased TA. The rate of photosynthesis

is dependent on illumination. The maximum water depth light can penetrate seawater and mi-

croalgae grow, called photonic zone, is dependent on optical conditions and vertical turbulent

mixing.34 Within that zone net primary production (NPP) occurs. It is defined according to
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Field et al. as ’the amount of photosynthetically fixed carbon, available to the first heterotrophic

level in an ecosystem’.35 In the ocean NPP is mainly generated by phytoplankton. Moreover

it is in direct relation to the plant biomass. Results of satellite-derived measurements in com-

bination with knowledge about the sea surface temperature, solar irradiation and mixed layer

depths allow the calculation of the global oceanic NPP of ∼ 48 Gt C per year. Approximately a

third of the produced organic matter reaches the deeper ocean.36 The highest oceanic primary

production can be found in coastal areas and the Northern hemisphere during summer time.

The second biological process dealing with carbon dioxide is the formation and dissolution

of calcium carbonate (CaCO3). CaCO3 can be found in sediments in the deep sea, which de-

rived mostly from pelagic sceletal organisms, as well as in skeletons of calcifying organisms. The

chemistry around CaCO3 influences the global carbon cycle by reducing the carbon dioxide level

in the upper ocean (’carbonate pump’) and is therefore influenced by the increasing amount of

CO2 in the atmosphere (see section 1.1.4).37 The precipitation of CaCO3 result in a simultane-

ous decrease of total alkalinity and dissolved inorganic carbon in a ratio of 2:1. So the carbonate

system changes to higher CO2 levels and a reduced pH.13 Calcium carbonate can be formed

either by inorganic processes, like cristalization or organic processes, like biogenic calcification

in marine calcifiers. The precipitate can either be calcite, aragonite, high-magnesium calcite (>

5 mol % MgCO3) or amorphous calcium carbonate.38 The two main forms are calcite and arag-

onite, two polymorphs with a very similar crytal structure. Are double charged ions, like Mg2+,

present in the solution, the formation of aragonite is favored.39 The most important parameter

for calcification is the calcium carbonate saturation state (Ωcal). The degree of saturation is

represented by the ion product of the concentration of calcium and carbonate ions for a certain

temperature, salinity and pressure.40

Ωcalc = [Ca2+][CO2−
3 ]/K∗

spcal (1.19)

The carbonate concentration primarly determine the level of saturation and is defined through

the carbonate system. The major planktonic CaCO3 production occurs in the upper ocean by

three main groups of calcifiers: coccolithophores (calcite shell), foraminifera (calcite shell) and

euthecosomatous pteropods (aragonite shell).38

Material forming processes, like photosynthesis (NPP) and shell production, occur mainly in

the upper ocean (∼100 m). A large proportion of the net primary production is respired by

metabolic mechnisms in the upper ocean (0-200 m, main reason temperature-dependent bac-

terial respiration41). The smaller fraction sinks below the thermocline and get remineralized

(200-1000 m). Just a tiny fraction reaches the deep ocean, but remaines there for hundreds of

years.42 The remineralization depth is known as the depth where sinking carbon is decomposed

to carbon dioxide. The depth depend on the sinking speed of the particles and the rate of decay,

as well as on the temperature, oxygen concentration, particle composition and stratification.43

Decomposition of dissolved organic matter (DOM) in the water column is mainly realized by

heterotrophic bacteria. Via intracellular transformations and enzymatic decomposition organic

material is converted to nitrogen, phosphorus and inorganic carbon, related to the elemental
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composition of the DOM.44 Overall remineralization increase the amount of carbon dioxide and

nutrients, as well as reduce the oxygen concentration.

1.1.4 Increasing CO2 Content

Since the industrialization started in the late 18th century, the level of atmospheric carbon

dioxide increases continuously.45 A large proportion of the antropogenically produced carbon

dioxide is taken up by the ocean and stored in the deep sea.46 The increasing carbon dioxide

concentration in the ocean results in a lowered pH and a change in the carbonate chemistry

(see section 1.1.1). A huge number of studies have been made to investigate the impact of a

rising CO2 level to the marine ecosystem. The studies were focussed on global scale variations,

as well as the response of marine flora and fauna.

To understand global scale variations in the ocean, changes in the world’s climate have to be

considered. The most known process is the greenhouse effect, caused by the so called greenhouse

gases (carbon dioxide CO2, methane CH4 and nitrous oxide N2O).47 Normally the earth’s sur-

face and the overlying atmosphere absorb solar radiation and re-radiate the energy by infrared

and longwave emissions. Gases like carbon dioxide absorb the emitted radiation. Therefore less

energy is re-radiated to space and the atmosphere is getting warmer. This difference in energy

transfer is called greenhouse effect. But not exclusively greenhouse gases contribute to the ef-

fect, water vapour and aerosols are a part of it as well.48 Overall the greenhouse effect lead to

a higher ocean surface temperature (0.6 °C over the last 100 years). The higher temperature

result in an intensified stratification of the ocean with impact on the oxygen concentration,

nutrient availability and primary production. Moreover a rising sea level is although a result,

induced by thermal expansion and meltwater from terrestrial glaciers and ice sheets. Moreover

the temperature affects the rate of animal metabolism and primary production (whole food

web).49 High levels of pCO2 changed and will further change pH (0.1 pH unit decrease com-

pared to preindustrial times), dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC), carbonate concentration and

saturation state of CaCO3. A lowered pH cause a higher dissolution rate of calcite shells and

minerals, as well as weaker and smaler carbonate skeletal of calcifying organisms, like corals.

The combination of a higher temperature and a more acidic pH causes although bleaching of

coral reefs.50 51

1.1.5 Additional Interacting Parameters

There are several other parameters affecting the carbonate chemistry and the marine ecosystem

in general. The most important parameter are the oxygen, nutrient concentration and their

distribution. The oxygen concentration influences the respiration of marine organisms, as well

as the remineralization in the deep ocean. The upper ocean layer is in equilibrium with the

atmosphere generating a constant level of high oxygen concentration. Furthermore the photo-

synthesis rate is high due to a high light intensity. Afterwards it gets consumed in sub-surface

waters by respiration of sinking organic matter. Additionally oxygen-rich water masses get

transported in the ocean water body by circulation. An overall decrease in the ocean oxygen

concentration could be observed by several oceanographers. The likely reason is a reduction in

ocean circulation and a solubility change due to a higher sea surface temperature. Decreasing
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oxygen concentration causes expending oxygen minimum zones (see section 1.2.3)52

The group of nutrients consist of nitrate, nitrite, phosphate and silicate, as well as their or-

ganic counter parts particulate organic carbon, particulate organic nitrogen and particulate

organic phosphorus. Nutrients mainly influence the rate of primary production in the eutrophic

zone and therefore influence the biological pump dramatically (transport of CO2 in the deep sea

via organic matter). Nutrient sources are upwelling events, bringing nutrient rich water from the

deep sea to the upper ocean. Nutrient enrichment occurs via remiralization in the deep sea. The

second factor are nutrient rich terrestrial water inputs, in many cases leading to eutrophication.

Both factors are influenced by the annual cycle. The Mediterranean Sea for example is char-

acterized by a large annual variability of hydrological structures, from a strong stratification

during summer to a homogenisation in the water column in winter times. Due to the winter

mixing, algae blooms can occur in spring. Overall the winter mixing determine the initial stock

of nutrients and the stratification during the summer lowers the availability of new nutrients

significantly. Corresponding to the study of Moutin et al., the surface nutrient concentration is

near the detection limit. The deeper in the water column, the higher is the nutrient concentra-

tion. Whereas the concentration is relatively constant between 1000 and 3000 m. A maximum

in nutrient concentration is mostly related with a minimum in oxygen concentration.53

1.2 The Ocean – Structure and driving Forces

Almost everybody knows ’the Ocean’. It covers around 70% of the world’s surface and influences

the climate significantly. 97% of the world’s water reservoir are united in the ocean, in numbers

1.35 billion cibuc kilometers. The average depth is around 3675 m.54 The deepest point is the

’Mariana trench’ with almost 11,000 m in the western Pacific Ocean.55 The mean surface salinity

is between 32 and 38 PSS, depending on precipitation and river water influence. Scientists devide

the large water body into four major parts: The Pacific, Atlantic, Indian and Arctic. Additionally

smaler parts are called sea, gulf or bay.

The Ocean is additionally a big economic fator. The probably biggest segment is the transport

of goods via tankers, bulk carriers and container ships. The growth of global trade led to

an extension of the global merchant fleet (2009: 53,005 vessels, 31% general cargo ships, 27%

tankers, 15% bulk carriers, 13% passenger liners, 9% container ships, 5% others) with a carrying

capacity of 1192 million dwt (’death weight tonnage’). For commercial goods just a few principle

transport routes are used worldwide. The second segment is fishery. The estimated value of

landed fish worldwide was around 90 billion US dollar (2010). The most catched fish 2006 were

herings, sardines and anchovies with around 21% of the overall fish catched. The most important

nation concerning fishing are China, Peru, Indonesia, USA and Japan. Other economic segments

are tourism, resources and renewable energies.56

1.2.1 Ocean circulation

Ocean current carries an enormous amount of heat around the world. The water anomaly is the

main reason for the characteristics of water, which are necessary for sufficient water circulation
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around the world. Saltfree water has his highest density at 4 °C, because water molecules are

packed closest together. In solid ice instead, water molecules are further away from each other,

leading to a lower density. Furthermore water has besides ammonia the highest heat capacity.

It is able to take up a large amount of heat before it boils. Seawater is salty, which shifts the

density maximum to -3.8 °C. The freezing point is -1.9 °C for the same water mass. So water

with high density is formed till ice formation starts.

There are three main forces abeting the ocean circulation: i) convektion, ii) eddies and iii) wind.

The main force is ’convektion’. Depending on salinity and temperature, the density of water

changes. Cold and salty water sinks down to great depths. This phenomenon is powerful and

can be observed in some polar regions of the North Atlantic. The overall process of density

driven movement of huge amounts of water in the polar region is called ’convektion’. The cold

and salty surface water sinks down (convektion), salty water from nearby warmer area flows

in from south. The warmer water cooles down in the Artic air and begins to sink down again.

Therefore convektion happens continuously. The water masses driven by convektion just sinks

down till around 2000 m and settle on denser deep-water from the Antartic. Before the water

sinks down, it absorbs a high amount of carbon dioxide and transport it to the deep ocean.

Convektion in the polar region, e.g. Labrador and Greenland Sea, is the engine for a worldwide

thermohaline (thermo - temperature driven; haline - salinity driven) circulation (fig. 1.4). This

phenomenon not only occurs in the North Atlantic reagion, it can be observed in the Artic

region as well. The salinity is even higher. Therefore the water sinks till the sea floor and forms

the so called Antartic Bottom Water. This water mass flows across the whole ocean floor. The

formation of ice promote this effect by increasing the salinity (ice just contains 0.5% salt).56

Several studies dealed with the impact of global warming on the convektion process.57 58 59 A

higher sea surface temperature is expected to decrease the efficiency of convektion.

Figure 1.4: Thermohaline circulation of cold saline surface water (blue) downwards and toward
south. Warm surface water (red) flows in opposite direction. Yellow points represent convection
areas. Dark areas has a high salinity.56

The second driving force for ocean circulation are eddies. They are formed, when water flows

between regions with high temperature or density differences. These eddies are comparable with

low-pressure systems in the atmosphere, but smaller. They can be observed in surface waters

as well as in the deep ocean.

The third driving force for ocean circulation are strong winds in combination with the Earth’
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rotation (Coriolis force) and the shape of ocean basins. These three influences determine char-

acteristic currents in the sea surface circulation (fig. 1.5). Examples for such currents are the

’Gulf Stream’ in the Atlantic Ocean, which is driven by a combination of winds and thermoha-

line circulation and the Kurishio in the Pacific Ocean, which gets weaker by depth. Moreover

winds are responsible for up- and downwelling of water masses. Especially upwelling processes

are interesting, because they transport nutrient rich deep water to the surface, leading to a big

fish population.56

Figure 1.5: Sea surface current worldwide: warm streams in red; cold streams in blue.56

1.2.2 Layerstructure

The ocean is mainly devided in three layers depending on the temperature: the surface layer, the

pycnocline and the deep zone. A more detailed layer structure depending on light appearance

can be seen in figure 1.6. Their shape and size depends on the latitude and annual season. The

formation of the layer structure is driven by gravity and density differences depending on tem-

perature and salinity. The epilagic zone is equal with the surface layer. This zone is well mixed

by wind and wave and it is penetrated by sunlight. The zone is up to 200 m deep and represents

2% of the ocean volume. The mesopelagic zone is from 200 to 1000 m water depth and includes

the pycnocline. The temperature drops very fast, forming a thermocline, which prevent mixing

events. The penetrating light is faint (aphotoc). 18% of the ocean water body belong to this

zone. Followed by deep water consisting of bathypelagic (till 4000 m), abyssopelagic (till 6000 m)

and hadalpelagic zone (till 10,0000 m). The temperature in this region is almost constant. Just

a few invertebrates live in that region.

The first layer in the ocean starting from the surface is the mixed surface layer or upper ocean.

It is considered to be a quasihomogenous region, where little variations in temperature, salinity

and density occur. The mixing and the resulting uniformity is generated by turbulent mixing

from wind and the formation of eddies, as well as heat fluxes, resulting in evaporation or the

formation of sea ice. The mixed layer depth (MLD) varies annually and interannually. Moreover

the layer thickness determines the air-sea exchange rate. The MLD can range from 20 m (sum-

mer hemisphere) to more than 500 m (winter hemisphere subpolar latitudes).60 In the ocean
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mixed layer primary production takes place. Light penetrates the upper few tens of meters

and deliver the energy source for the production of biomass. Carbon fixation just take place,

when the solar insolation is strong enough. Normally the ocean mixed layer is nutrient-poor

and carbon dioxide rich. Nutrient rich water enters the layer by upwelling events, inducing a

high rate of primary production. Primary production is an important factor for carbon fixation

in the biological pump (section 1.1.2).

Figure 1.6: Vertical structure of the ocean depending on temperature.61

The mesopelagic zone is characterized by deminished light, increasing hydrostatic pressure

and high nutrient concentration, as well as episodic food supply. It is a heterogeneous layer with

high gradients in temperature (thermocline) and salinity (halocline). These gradient influence

the microbial and metazoan distribution and activity. The mesopelagic layer can also be defined

by ongoing processes for the upper and lower depth. The zone begins when light is too low for

photosynthesis and ends, when downwelling irradiation is insufficient to effectively capture prey.

Furthermore ∼ 90% of annually from the surface exported carbon is respired to carbon diox-

ide. The zone accomodates a highly divers and active community of bacteria, archaea, protists,

viruses and plankton.62 The mesopelagic zone includes the pynocline, which is defined as a rapid

change of density, generated by temperature and salinity differences. The pycnocline represents

an effective barrier for heat transport and fluxes of organic matter. Fluxes in this layer occur

by diffusion and eddies.63 Additionally marine diel migrating biota enhance the flux of organic

matter through the pycnocline. They obtain organic carbon by feeding above the pycnocline

during nighttime and respire during the day below the pycnocline.64 The pycnocline strength

is high (0.04-0.07 kg/m4) at low latitudes (equator), because of a high surface temperature and

getting weaker with increasing latitude (<0.02 kg/m4). Although the pycnocline depth varies

worldwide, from 250 m in the Southeast Pacific Ocean to 60 m in Northwest Pacific Ocean.65

The deep zone is the largest and highly unknown ecosystem on earth. The deep sea is char-

acterized by permanent darkness, high pressure, low temperatures, carbon scarcity and energy

limitation. It accomodates numerous pelagic organisms, which are able to emit light. The biolog-

ical activity relies on organic matter coming from the sea surface. Downwelling events, triggered
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by density changes at the surface during winter cooling or evaporation, result in higher biolu-

minescence produced by pelagic organisms.66 Therefore the deep sea ecosystem is influenced

by the primary production in the upper ocean layer. A higher surface temperature for exam-

ple enhance the stratification of the ocean and alter the respiration rate in the upper ocean,

consequently the flux of organic matter in the deep sea is reduced.67

1.2.3 Special Case – Oxygen Minimum Zone

Oxygen minimum zones or dead zones are a spreading problem in the world’s oceans. The

formation of hypoxic zones are driven by high primary production. An enhanced primary pro-

duction lead to accumulation of organic matter, which is exported to the bottom layer. A high

amount of organic matter encourage microbial respiration and consequently a high demand of

dissolved oxygen. A high primary production is mainly caused by eutrophication in the coastal

zones worldwide, due to a high amount of riverine runoff of nutrients. Hypoxic water contains

less than 2 mL O2/L. Mass mortality occurs when the dissolved oxygen concentration is below

0.5 mL O2/L. Often hypoxia is going along with semi-enclosed hydrogeomorphology (intensified

by water-column stratification), which hinders water exchange. But not only eutrophication

induced by human hand, also natural processes can cause high productivity. Coastal upwelling

events transport nutrient rich water to the ocean surface layer generating high primary pro-

duction. Such regions often occur in the eastern Pacific Ocean, south Atlantic Ocean, Arabian

Sea and Bay of Bengal. The oxygen minimum zones are persistent in that regions and can be

observed between 200 and 1000 m. Eutrophication-induced oxygen minimum zones are gener-

ally once per year during summer time after an intensive spring bloom. Moreover in summer

stratification is strong and water warm.68

Coastal hypoxia is suggested to follow a predictable pattern:

1. increased formation and export of organic matter leading to enhanced microbial growth

and respiration, which increase the oxygen demand

2. hypoxia occurs temporary in combination with a high mortality of benthic animals

3. seasonal or periodic hypoxia is observed, as well as boom-and-bust cycle of benthic pop-

ulations; organic matter and nutrients enriches in the sediment

4. hypoxia exists for years, zones start to expand and level of dissolved oxygen decreases;

anoxia occurs and microbial generation of hydrogen sulfide68

A low level of dissolved oxygen also affect the marine fauna (e.g. habitat compression). Hy-

poxia causes a low secondary production and a dramandous decrease of marine fauna in that

region. Some animals are able to adapt their energy household to a low oxygen supply. Inhab-

itants of regions with a persistent low dissolved oxygen level adapt their aerobic metabolism

by a lowered oxygen consumption rate or a highly effective oxygen removal from water. Pelagic

crustaceans for example remove oxygen more effective via several adaptations: i) enhanced ven-

tilatory ability, ii) enhanced O2 removal from ventilatory system, iii) enlarged gill surface area,

iv) shorter diffusion distances into the blood and v) proteins with higher affinity to oxygen.69

Natural occuring oxygen minimum zones are located in the eastern Pacific (37°S till 52°N,
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from coast to 180°W), Indian (northern part semi-enclosed by continents) and Atlantic Ocean,

according to figure 1.7. They appear due to a relatively high sea surface temperature and con-

sequently a strong stratification. In the gulf of Alaska (fall-winter-spring) and the West Bering

Sea (winter) a low oxygen level occur seasonally.

Figure 1.7: Worldwide distribution of oxygen concentration with depth of minimal oxygen
concentration indicated by solid lines according to WOA2005 climatology. BS= Baltic Sea,
BLS= Black Sea, PG= Persian Gulf , RS= Red Sea, SWACM= southwest African continental
margin, AS= Arabian Sea, BB= Bay of Bengal, ENP= Eastern North Pacific, WBS= Western
Bering Sea, GA= Gulf of Alaska, ESTNP= eastern subtropical North Pacific, ETNP= eastern
tropical North Pacific, ESP= eastern South Pacific.70
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1.3 Sensor Technology in Oceanography

1.3.1 Necessity and Benefits

Sensor technology became an indispensable tool in oceanography. The ocean is a huge, con-

tinuously changing and harsh environment. Ocean circulation is the continuous movement of

water masses around the globe, which are not fully understood. The interdependency between

the ocean circulation and the climate change is not completely investigated yet. The impact

of ocean acidification on flora and fauna is of special interest for research groups all over the

world. These are just a few subjects which are currently investigated. For the prediction of

adequate models for ocean circulations and climate change, as well as the correct interpretation

of flora and fauna response, a large amount of data is necessary. In the last decades data aqui-

sition was limited to ship based measurements, like profiling measurements and taking discrete

samples. Especially discrete samples were collected, treated for transport and measured in the

lab. Parameter determination in the lab is time-consuming and the sample treatment on the

ship is error prone. Moreover the amount of data is limited and the costs for ships and trained

stuff are very high. In the last decades huge effort was put in the development of sensors and

carrier platforms. The combination of a reliable sensor and a long-lasting platform increase the

temporial and spatial resolution of ocean data significantly. In some cases a ship measures a

profile at a certain station once a year. This is to less to make appropriate statements about

ongoing processes. A monitoring buoy for example can be installed and deliver data over a long

period, allowing to observe short-term, long-term or annual events. The use of mobile oceanic

platforms enable the collection of large data sets through the whole water column. Continuous

profiling measurements allow the investigation of the ocean mixed layer. Overall the increased

amount of data is used to investigate and model the human impact on the ocean (e.g. offshore

installations), marine eutrophication, biodiversity issues, pollution research, animal behaviour

studies and food safety issues (e.g. toxic algae).71 Sensors have to fulfill certain requirement to

be used in oceanography.

1.3.2 Applicationrequirements

Several working groups developed and are developing sensor systems for marine applications.

Each sensor has to fulfill certain requirements, which have to be considered during development.

There are several characteristics an ideal sensor systems generally have to have. The sensor

should be:

� selective, highly accurate and precise

� reversible

� sensitive (low limit of detection)

� easy to calibrate and handle

� drift-free (no periodic recalibration necessary, long-term stable)

� fast (ensure real-time measurements)
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� robust (sensor chemistry and housing)

Further instrument specifications depend on the area of use and the platform chosen for imple-

mentation. For the use in the ocean, factors like power consumption, size, resistance to corrosion

(e.g. biofouling) are important. For oceanic applications, the power consumption of the sensor

is essential. It limits the duration of the deployment, as well as the versatility of potential

platforms for integration. Power efficient sensor components, as well as an intelligent data aqui-

sition (powering down between measurements) are possibilities to reduce power consumption.

Another factor is the size and weight of the sensor device. A small size allow the integration into

mobile platforms like glider and AUVs. Especially when the sensor is supposed to be attached

to animals or implemented in surf boards (’smartfin’ project). The sensor should be resistent to

corrosion, a special issue is biofouling. It occurs during long-term deployments and deployments

in nutrient rich water masses with a high biomass production rate (e.g. estuaries, see section

3.4.7). Marine biota (e.g. algae and barnicles) tend to populate the sensor after a certain time,

can cause variations in the sensor response and potentially slows down the response time. Copper

materials and the retraction of the sensor surface are successfull strategies to avoid biofouling.

Furthermore the sensor should be user-friendly. Conditions at sea are harsh, so the handling of

the sensor system should be as easy as possible, to minimizes sources of errors. A high degree of

automatization can simplify the handling dramatically and can enhance the long-term stability

by automated frequent self-calibration. Moreover the sensor has to have a appropriate dynamic

range to cover all analyte levels, which can appear during the measurement. A special case are

areas affected by the tidal cycle, where large variations in all parameters occur. Almost every

sensor shows a temperature and salinity dependency, which should be fully characterized in the

required range to garantee accurate data. The sensor has to be sensitive, even in a high saline

medium with a wide variety of other compounds with partially the same characteristics as the

target molecule. The response time is important especially for profiling applications. Another

important factor are the costs for the sensor device itself, but also for installation and main-

tainance.71 72 73 Depending on the area of deployment certain requirements are more important

than others.

1.3.3 Fields of Applications

Aquarium

Aquaria differ significantly in size, animal population and water characteristics. An aquarium

can be found in many households. Commonly filled with fresh water and a mixture of plants

and fish to mimic a natural environment. Huge saltwater aquaria are commonly for research

purposes and/or open for public. Famous examples are the Oceanografic in Valencia (Spain),

the Georgia Aquarium in Atlanta (USA) and the Monterey Bay Aquarium in California (USA).

It is essential to control the water quality to ensure appropriate conditions for the individual

animal population. Often used sensors measure temperature, oxygen, pH and turbidity. They

should be installed invisible for visitors and at best unreachable for animals. Therefore sensors

should be small, long-term stable, accurate and unattractive for fish (e.g. no blinking light), as

well as moderately fast to deliver real-time data. The service interval should be long. Power

consumption, weight and pressure resistance are no limiting factors.
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Aquaculture facilities and fish transport

Water quality monitoring systems are essential in aquaculture facilities. Such facilities getting

more and more automated to increase profit. They are typically characterized by a large number

of fish in a relatively small water volume. Variations in water quality parameter can cause fish

mortality and a high economic loss. Therefore the use of sensors for oxygen, pH, carbon dioxide,

salinity, alkalinity and ammonia are of special interest. These parameters directly affect animal

health, feed utilization and growth rates. Each parameter should be at the optimum level to

ensure a low stress level of the fish, distinct appetite, a high growth rate and a low disease

susceptibility. The most important parameter seems to be oxygen, due to the need for fish

respiration as well as phytoplankton activity (break down toxic ammonia).74 The transport of

living fish from aquaculture farm to farm or from the farm to customer is practiced worldwide.

The fish is transported in so called wellboats with large storage volumes to transport efficiently.

The transport of salmon is closely monitored to ensure fish health: Salmon die from hypoxia

at low oxygen concentration, a high carbon dioxide concentration can have sedative effects and

a high ammonia gas level increase the mortality rate. Sensors are used to keep the parameters

within the limits.75

Sensors used in aquaculture facilities and boats are not limited in terms of energy consump-

tion, size or weight. They should have a moderate response time, a high ruggedness and long

maintainance interval. Additionally biofouling is a big issue during such deployments.

Brackish water

Brackish water are water masses with a salinity lower than 30 PSS. They commonly appear

when seawater meets fresh water. Therefore estuaries are the biggest brackish water masses

worldwide (a river end in the sea). A big brackish sea is the Baltic Sea. Due to its hydrographic

location, saltwater barely enter the basin and fresh water is continuously delivered by a number

of rivers. If estauries are influenced by the tidal cycle, large and rapid changes in temperature

and salinity can occur. Due to the high amount of nutrients transported by river water, estuaries

are regions with high biomass production.76

These environments are a special challenge for sensor systems. They have to be well character-

ized for a wide salinity- and temperature range. Moreover sensors have to be fast responding

and resistent to biofouling.

Ship deployments

Currently a large number of research vessels (RV; RRS - royal research ship) are used for

oceanographic research purposes. They are commonly alloted to research instituts like the RV

’Roger Revelle’ owned by SCRIPPS Institute of Oceanography, the Research ice breaker ’Po-

larstern’ maintained by the Alfred-Wegener-Institute Helmholtz Centre for Polar and Marine

Research, the RRS ’Discovery’ owned by the National Oceanography Centre or the RV ’Elisa-

beth Mann Borgese’ owned by the Institute for Baltic Sea Research. Almost all research vessels

are equipped with a CTD rosette connected to a rope. They are made to measure C onductivity,

Temperature and Depth through the whole water column and taking discrete samples at chosen

depths for additional lab measurements. Sensors used for profiling applications via a CTD have
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to be fast and highly pressure resistent. CTD profiles were measured in the Mariana Trench

down to 10877 m with a velocity of around 1 m/s.77 Power supply, size and weight are minor

issues. Moreover sensor should be unaffected by changing the environment from aqueous phase

to gas phase and the other way around. Additionally sensors can be integrated in continuously

pumped shipboard systems to measure surface parameters. Such pumped systems are although

implemented in commercially used ships like ferries.

Moreover reasearch vessel are sometimes equipped with a Remotely Operated V ehicle, short

ROV. ROVs are mobile devices connected with the ship and operated by a pilot. They have a

continuous power supply, cameras and robotic arms to take samples or to do maintainance (fig.

1.8).

Figure 1.8: From left: Research vessel ’Rachel Carson’ operated by Monterey Bay Aquarium
Research Institute (MBARI), CTD rosette with 12 water samplers and the ROV ’Ventana’.

Monitoring buoys

Monitoring buoys are used to observe certain parameters of the ocean, like temperature, salinity

or turbidity over time. They can be drifting or anchored at the sea floor. So called drifting

bouys move with ocean current and can be localized via satellite. They mainly consist of a

surface float and an underwater drifting drogue connected with a rope. Sensors are attached

to the rope or the surface float, which also includes GPS and communication systems. Instead

a mooring buoy is located at a certain position. These buoys although consist of an equipped

surface float, which is achored via a chain on the sea floor. Sensors can be attached to the chain

at certain depths. Also profiling moorings, like the GODESS profiling mooring in the Baltic

Sea78 were developed. Sensors used at monitoring buoys should be highly long-term stable,

to minimize maintainance. Moreover they have to be mechanically robust, especially when

used at drifting buoys. Monitoring buoys are not limited to observe geochemical parameters

(temperature, salinity, oxygen concentration), they are although used for fish population or

whale calls investigations. These buoys are also suitable to measure air quality parameters.
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Figure 1.9: Mooring Buoy C1 in the Monterey Bay maintained by MBARI.

Mobile platforms

The group of mobile oceanic platforms is indispensable for in situ observations. They act as

autonomous carrier for sensors through the whole oceanic water mass. Several platforms for

different deployment areas were developed in the last 50 year. The platforms differ in terms of

shape, propulsion, working depth, time of deployment and production cost. All presented mo-

bile platforms are unmanned maritime vehicles (UMV). They all include a communication and

localisation system to transmit data and the position in almost real-time to a land-based server.

An often used mobile oceanic platform are wave gliders. It is an autonomous surface ve-

hicle (ASV) and designed to measure just in the upper ocean (< 10 m). The platform utilizes

ocean wave energy for platform propulsion. It consists of a sea-surface float and a submerged

glider connected via a tether. The sea surface float has a size of 2 m x 0.6 m on average, is

equipped with solar pannels to continually charge the batteries and carries the control elec-

tronics, communication systems and sensors. The glider is mostly placed ∼ 7 m under water

surface and has a size of roughly 2 m x 0.4 m with wings of 1 m. The glider is responsible for

the propulsion of the platform independent on the wave direction. The movement is induced by

the position of the wings relatively to the float position and exclusively mechanical. Therefore

a limitless movement is possible.79 80 For this type of mobile platform the sensors have to be

small, fast and less prone to biofouling. The power consumption is a secondary issue due to the

installed solar panels, as well as the data logging, pressure resistance and in a certain range the

weight.

Continuous profiling measurements can be realized by profiling floats. They are suitable to

measure profiles from the upper 2000 m of ice-free global ocean. The floats drift at a certain

depth, in a programmed interval water is pumped in an external bladder. The float ascend to the

surface measuring temperature and salinity and dive back to the waiting depth. The horizontal

movement of the float is dependent on currents at the waiting depth. The Argo project was

launched to develope, deploy and maintain profiling floats all over the world. They are mainly

used to investigate the ocean mixed layer.81 Sensors attached or integrated in a profiling float

should be small and lightweight, as well as driftfree and cheap. At the moment around 3800
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Argo floats are deployed worldwide.82

The Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV) is an often used mobile platform in oceanog-

raphy. They are programmable, robotic carriers, which move through the ocean without human

real-time control by the use of propellers. AUVs are used to obtain huge data sets with high

temporal and spatial resolution, as well as detailed seafloor maps in deep water. They are mostly

torpedo-shaped, but can have more complex designs allowing special deployments (e.g. slower

movement). AUVs typically move with a speed of 1.5 - 2.0 m/s−1. They are capable to transport

a variety of marine instruments like CTDs, cameras, geophysical instruments and other sensors,

as well as discrete water samplers. The loading of the AUV determines the altitude and the

deployment duration. High energy consuming instruments shorten the deployment.83 Therefore

sensors should be low power consuming, pressure resistent and fast.

A special kind of AUV are glider (Autonomous Underwater Glider, AUG). They glide

through the water column by changing the buoyancy. The rapid sink and ascend movement is

converted in forward motion. Small low power consuming pumps are often used to change the

buoyancy. The glider pitch can be adjusted by the center of mass. An energy efficient design of

the whole glider allows durations over many months and a range of several thousand kilometers.

The cost and size of gliders are often kept moderate, to allow a widespread use and the launch

out of small boats.84 Even ’Deepglider’ are available which can glide down to 6000 m.85 Sensors

for the use in a glider have to be small, lightweight, low power consuming, driftfree, pressure

resistent and relatively fast (response times up to 10 s)

Figure 1.10: Mobile platforms from left a waveglider, a profiling float, an AUV and a glider.86

1.4 Carbon Dioxide Sensors in Oceanography

1.4.1 Sensing Strategies

Several sensing strategies for oceanic carbon dioxide were developed in the last decades. But

oceanography is not the only field, where carbon dioxide measurements are of special interest.

The determination of CO2 is although important in medicine, biotechnology, chemical industry

and meteorology.

Carbon dioxide can be measured electrochemically by using a so called ’Severinghaus’ elec-

trode. The first pCO2 electrode was published by J. W. Severinghaus et al. in 1958 for the
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analysis of blood. The main component is a pH-electrode surrounded by an aqueous buffer

chamber. A thin gas-permeable membrane connects the sample and the inner buffer solution

with a known pH. Gaseous carbon dioxide diffuse through the membrane and forms, in com-

bination with water, carbonic acid. Due to the dissociation of carbonic acid, the pH of the

buffer solution changes. This pH change can be detected via the pH electrode. The pH elec-

trode voltage is measured relative to the reference electrode.87 Such electrodes have response

times of 5 - 15 minutes controlled by diffusion and buffer reaction rates.88 A more recent method

to measure carbon dioxide electrochemically are Ion-Selective Field-Effect Transistor (ISFET)

pH sensors. The pH sensor is although combined with a buffer solution and a membrane. In

this case the pH change lead to a change in the surface charge of the ISFET. Additionally

the strength of the electric field of the transistor alternated relativ to the reference electrode.

The pH electrodes are the limiting factor in terms of crosssensitivity, temperature and pressure

dependency.89 Furthermore the membrane significantly influences the response time as well as

the sensitivity of the carbon dioxide sensor.90

The probably most often used sensing strategy is NDIR-spectroscopy. The non-dispersive in-

frared spectroscopy (NDIR) is predicated on characteristic molecule vibrations of carbon diox-

ide. CO2 is a linear molecule. Due to the symmetry and the electronegativity of oxygen and

carbon, the molecule has no dipol moment. But it can change during vibrations of the molecule.

Typical vibrations generating a dipol moment change in a three atom molecule are asymmetric

stretch and bending vibrations. Both types are IR-active vibrations and can be measured via IR

spectroscopy. Characteristic for carbon dioxide are vibrations/bands at 2349 cm−1 (asymmet-

ric) and 546 cm−1 (bending)(fig. 1.11). The symmetric vibration do not induce a dipol moment

change and is therefore not IR-active and cannot be seen in the spectrum. The method requires a

measurement in the gas phase, because water or water vapour interfere significantly. Therefore

an equilibration between the seawater sample and an internal standard gas phase is neces-

sary. The equilibration is realized by an gas-permeable membrane inserted in a flow through

equilibrator system. The membrane is mechanically supported to bear up high pressure. The

equilibrated gas phase is transfered to the analyzer. On the way to the IR analyzer the gas

stream gets temperature controlled. The heater is used to minimize temperature changes and

generate more accurate and precise data. Additionally the temperature, pressure and relative

humidity is determined within the gas stream to correct the obtained data from the IR-analyzer.

The sensor response is non-linear.91
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Figure 1.11: IR spectrum of carbon dioxide.92

Another method using the absorption properties of carbon dioxide for light, is the cavity

ring-down spectroscopy (CRDS). The system consists of a air-seawater equilibrator, a laser and

a high finesse optical cell. The optical cell include two or more mirrors with a reflectance of

>99.99% and a photodetector. Light from the laser is inserted in the optical cell via one par-

tially reflecting mirror. The light intensity increases steadily over time and is determined by the

photodetector. After a certain light intensity was generated, the laser got swittched off rapidly.

Afterwards the ’ring-down’ measurement is done by determing the light intensity in the cavity.

The exponential decay is dependent on the cavity mirrors and the absorption of carbon dioxide

at 1603 nm. An analyte-dependent time constant τ can be calculated and converted into the

carbon dioxide concentration. Overall the light remains in the cavity for a long time, creating a

kilometer long effective path length. This long path length is responsible for a high sensitivity of

CRDS devices. An equilibration of an internal gas phase with the seawater sample is necessary

prior to determination. The technology is also suitable to measure methane and water in a gas

sample.93

A third group of sensing strategies for carbon dioxide in seawater are optical as well, but

additionally include an indicator dye. A wet-chemical spectrophotometric carbon dioxide mea-

surement is based on the induced pH change corresponding to the CO2 level. The seawater sam-

ple has to be equilibrated with an internal buffer solution of a known pH via a gas-permeable

membrane. After diffusion through the membrane the colour of the internal pH-sensitive indica-

tor dye solution changes. The equilibrated indicator solution is transfered to an optical cell and

the absorbance is measured spectrophotometrically at three different wavelengths. The three

wavelengths are at the absorbance maxima of the protonated and deprotonated form of the

indicator dye, as well as at a non-absorbing wavelength to generate a baseline. The indicator

solution should be of an equal ionic strength compared to seawater to minimize osmotic pres-

sure across the membrane.72 Commonly used indicator dyes are thymol blue94 95, bromothymol

blue96 and hydroxypyrene-1,3,6-trisulfonic acid (HPTS)97. Optodes are although based on the

CO2 induced pH change. In the case of optodes the analyte-sensitive indicator dye is embedded

in a gas-permeable matrix (sensor foil/spot). Depending on the amount of carbon dioxide, the

indicator dye changes its spectral properties. By exciting the sensor spot via a light emitting
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diode (LED), the analyte dependent emission can be detected with a photodetector. A more

detailed description of optical carbon dioxide sensors is presented in section 1.5.

A more sophisticated strategy to measure carbon dioxide was presented by Liu et al. 2010.

The strategy is based on aggregation-induced emission. Hexaphenylsilole is non-fluorescent in

solution, but emit light after aggregation. Aggregation of the compound is supported by the re-

striction of intramolecular movement. Furthermore the restriction is realized by an CO2-induced

increase of viscosity of an ionic liquid.98

Sensing strategies for gas phase carbon dioxide sensors are among others based on solid-state

gas sensors. Changes in electrical conductivity of a semiconductor induced by adsorption and

desorption of carbon dioxide is used for determination, first mentioned 1962.99 Several different

materials were developed to tune the sensor performance: graphene for ambient conditions and

room temperature100, electrical conducting polymers for room temperature101 or lithium ion

conducting electrodes for high temperature102.

1.4.2 Developed Prototypes

Some sensing strategies showed good potential to be used in sensor devices. Therefore several

prototypes and later on commercially available carbon dioxide sensors for the use in seawater

were developed. A number of commercially available sensors are described in section 1.4.3. Some

prototypes are not commercialized yet. These will be described in this section, with no claim

of completeness.

Based on the previously mentioned ISFET-technology a prototype was developed and deployed

in the last years. A pH-ISFET was combined with a Cl-ISE as a reference electrode and sealed

in a unit, covered with a gas-permeable membrane and filled with a 1.5% NaCl solution. Due to

the use of a differential measurement system, potential calibration drifts and thermal sensitivity

could be eliminated. Therefore the determined pH change of the NaCl-solution is just induced

by carbon dioxide, diffused through the membrane. Special focus was set on the material of the

gas-permeable membrane. Often used are PVC-based membranes, which have adhesion prob-

lems. A second material is a highly polymerized silicone rubber with additives like lipophilic

ionics or plasticizer. Additives were used to lower the high electrical resistance of the membrane.

A third material is Teflon AFTM .90 A pCO2-ISFET sensor was integrated in an AUV (REMUS)

to investigate a shallow hydrothermal vent. The AUV moved with 2 knots in a depth of 5 m,

10 m and near the bottom. The measurement interval was set to 10 s. Due to no calibration of

the sensor before and after the deployment, only raw data were available showing high and low

carbon dioxide levels.103 Later on the sensor was used to monitor CO2 leackages from seafloor

CO2 storage facilities. The sensor was characterized to have a response time (t90) less than 60

seconds (3000 m water depth; 1.8°C). The sensor was calibrated prior to deployment and in situ

recalibrated using depth, temperature, salinity and total alkalinity from bottom water reference

samples. The sensor was placed in 10 - 12 m water depth with 3 - 5 cm between the sensor and

the seafloor. The test were performed over at least 13 days.
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A second electrochemical sensor prototype were microelectrodes. Cai et al. presented a mi-

croelectrode for carbon dioxide measurements in marine sediments. The pCO2 microelectrode

consisted of an outer pipette and an pH microelectrode (15 µm tip diameter). The very tip was

covered with a gas-permeable silicone membrane. Additionally the outer pipette was filled with

a 2 mM NaHCO3 and 0.5 M NaCl solution. The pH microelectrode was placed at the center with

a distance to the silicone membrane of 5 - 30 µm. The tip diameter of the pCO2 electrode was

100 - 250 µm. Three Carbon dioxide standards were used for calibration. The response time was

1-3 minutes and the storage life several days up to a week under correct storage conditions.104 105

Moreover several prototypes with an optical indicator dye based sensing strategy were fab-

ricated in the last decades. A protoype of our working group called ’MuFO’ (Multiple Fibre

Optics) was developed during the european project ECO2- sub-seabed CO2 Storage: Impact

on Marine Ecosystems. The sensor system consisted of three components: A camera to take

pictures of the polished fibre ends, a number of optical fibres (up to 100) guiding excitation and

emission light and the sensor foil containing a pH-sensitive indicator dye. The sensor foil is fixed

on the tip of the fibre via metal sleeves. The sensor foil itself were prepared of three knife coated

layers. The first layer contained the sensing chemistry, the second layer for proton protection

and a third layer for optical isolation made of carbon black and silicone rubber. Corresponding

to the carbon dioxide level the indicator is protonated or deprotonated, resulting in a different

colour recognized by the camera. The pictures were analyzed for the red, green and blue chan-

nel, which contain information about the emitted light. The preparation and calibration of the

system in very complex and time consuming, as well as the software development. The system

was deployed 2013 at Panarea Island (Sicily Italy).106 Additionally several optode prototypes

were developed in the last decade. Prototypes for marine carbon dioxide determination were

presented by: Atamanchuk et al. 2014 including a sensor foil from PreSens GmbH75 107, Clarke

et al. 2017 using HPTS as the indicator dye89, Fritzsche et al. 2017 using aza-BODIPY indicator

dyes108, Schröder et al. 2007 using HPTS as the indicator dye109 or Nakano and Yoshida 2011

using bromocresol purple110. A more detailed description of the indicator dyes, sensing scheme

and hardware can be found in section 1.5. None of the optode is commercialized yet.

EU-Project ’SenseOCEAN’

At the moment a wide variety of sensors to monitor ocean health are available. Additionally

several platforms were developed to transport the sensors through a harsh environment. Com-

monly each sensor requires its own software and is equipped with an individual connector for

energy supply and in-time read out. The european project ’SenseOCEAN - Marine Sensors for

the 21st Century’ brings together ’world leading marine sensor developers to create a highly

integrated multifunction and cost-effective in situ marine biogeochemical sensor system’ (offi-

cial project description111). The aim of the project was the development of a modulate sensor

system consisting of state-of-the-art sensor technology, new developed sensors and an overall

data logger and transmitter. During the four year-project-duration several new sensor systems

were developed:

� ANESIS : Autonomous Nutrient Electrochemical Sensor In Situ → The sensor measures
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silicate and phosphate electrochemically. The nutrients first get converted into the cor-

responding molybdenum complexes, which can be detected in the second step via a gold

electrode. The sensors were 25 cm long and 9 cm in diameter with a weight of 2.2 kg in

air.

� Multiparameter optical sensor for CDOM, Chlorophyll a and PAHs→ It is a multichannel

fluorometer, which is suitable to measure coloured dissolved organic matter (CDOM),

chlorophyll and polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) using the same sensor design but

determing different emission wavelengths.

� Optodes for marine measurements → Two new optode designs were developed one for

deep sea applications and a second stand-alone device with internal logger and battery

(max. depth 300 m). The hardware is compatible with sensor foils for oxygen, pH, pCO2

and NH3.

� Electrochemical microsensor for carbon dioxide and nitrous oxide → The microsensors

are needle-shaped with a tip diameter of around 50 µm. They reductively convert CO2

and N2O on a silver cathods. According to the analyte the structure of the microsensor

was adapted.

� Lab on chip chemical sensor for various analytes → A common design was developed

to measure pH, nitrate, nitrite, silicate, phosphate, ammonia, iron, total alkalinity and

dissolved inorganic carbon. The diversity was realized by changing the necessary reagents.

The complete sensor package including the logger system was deployed several time all over

europe. The first field test was done in the Kiel harbour for five days. Up to seven sensors were

plugged to the logger system (MODBUS module). Additionally several depth profiles (25 m)

in the Kiel fjord were measure. Several more tests and rigorous validation were carried out in

e.g. Southampton and the Mediterranian Sea. Overall the project lead to a ’truly integrated

and easy to use multi parameter sensor system, which will be available to scientists, indus-

try and regulatory bodies throughout the world.’ (final brochure ’SenseOCEAN’112) Partici-

pants of the project were: National Environment Research Council (United Kingdom, coordina-

tor), Aarhus University (Denmark), Alfred Wegener Institute Helmholtz Centre for Polar- and

Marine Reasearch (Germany), Chelsea Technologies Group (United Kingdom), CNRS-LEGOS

(France), Graz University of Technology (Austria), Max Planck Institute of Marine Microbiol-

ogy (Germany), nke Instrumentation (France), PyroScience GmbH (Germany), TE Laboratories

(Ireland), Unisense A/S (Denmark) and University of Southampton (United Kingdom). Besides

the presented project, several others dealing with sensor development were and are funded by

the European Union, e.g. ECO2 (05/2011-04/2015, www.eco2-project.eu), COMMON SENSE

(11/2013-02/2017, www.commonsenseproject.eu), SCHEMA (10/2013-09/2017, www.schema-

ocean.eu) or SMS (12/2013-08/2017, www.project-sms.eu).

1.4.3 Commercially Available CO2-Sensors

Some of the invented prototypes were further developed to a commercially available sensor sys-

tem. A technical comparison of the following systems are presented in this section: SAMI CO2
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from Sunburst Sensors, CONTROS HydroC ® CO2 from Kongsberg Maritime Contros GmbH,

Seaology® pCO2 monitoring system from BATTELLE, CO2-ProCVTM from ProOceanus Sys-

tems Inc. and Picarro G2201-i Analyzer from Picarro Inc. An overview of the relevant sensor

characteristics can be found in the table (tab 1.1). A more detailed description of the measure-

ment principle and deployments of each sensor can be found later on. The chosen sensor system

are only a brief selection of commercially available carbon dioxide sensors for marine applica-

tions based on divers measuring principles. Some sensors use the same measurement principle,

but each company modified the basic analyzer to make the sensor more accurate, more reliable,

lightweighter or otherwise better fitting to customer needs.
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SAMI CO2 from Sunburst Sensors

Statement and promotion of Sunburst Sensors: ’Our pCO2 and pH sensors are available for

your next research project. With improved reliability, durability and user-friendliness, the SAMI

supports up to three additional sensors and can be deployed to depths of up to 600 m.’

Figure 1.12: SAMI CO2 carbon dioxide sensor developed by Sunburst Sensors.127

The SAMI-CO2 carbon dioxide sensor is based on the spectrophotometric measurement of

a colorimetric pH-indicator dye (bromothymol blue). The sensor consists of a membrane equi-

librator combined with a fiber optic flow cell. The ambient carbon dioxide is connected to the

internal indicator solution via a tubular gas-permeable silicone rubber membrane. The CO2

reaches the internal solution and forms carbonic acid, which dissociates and change the pH of

the solution. According to the CO2-initiated pH change the indicator absorbance varies. The

sensor response is calculated from two characteristic wavelengths, which correspond with the

absorption maxima of the mono-protonated and deprotonated form of the indicator dye. In the

case of bromothymol blue they are at 434 nm (mono-protonated) and 630 nm (deprotonated).

By using the ratio of the absorbance, the dependency on operational parameters is eliminated.

The necessary indicator solution is pumped in the membrane from a storage bag for each mea-

surement. The constant exchange of the indicator solution lead to more stable carbon dioxide

data and a high reproducibility between the sensors. The equilibration of the seawater sample

with the internal indicator solution is the time limiting step.128

The sensor is suitable for freshwater and seawater applications. Due to the low drift the sensor

system is often used for long-term measurements, most likely in combination with air-water

flux investigations. The sensor was used by Turk et al. in the northern Adriatic Sea at the buoy

Vida (45 °32’ 55.68” N; 13 °33’ 1.89” E) in 2007 and 2008. Sea surface measurements were done

to calculate air-sea fluxes. The deployment duration varied between 49 and 149 days. The car-

bon dioxide concentration varied between 200 and 500 µatm at temperatures of 10 to 25 °C.120

Moreover the sensor was used to evaluate CO2 fluxes of Lake Tämnaren (central Sweden) in

2010. It is a fresh water shallow lake with a mean depth of 1.3 m. The sensor was deployed for

one year with a measurement interval of 30 minutes.121

The producer provide no information about a suitable temperature range. However, Turk et al.

deployed the sensor in Canada’s eastern Artic (Cumberland Sound). The sensor measured for

22 days in a temperature range between -1 and +1 °C at 32 m water depth.129
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CONTROS HydroC® CO2 from Kongberg Maritime Contros GmbH

The sensor is described by the producer as ’a unique and versatile underwater carbon diox-

ide sensor for in-situ and online measurements of dissolved CO2’ (fig. 1.13).114

Figure 1.13: CONTROS HydroC® CO2 carbon dioxide sensor developed by Kongsberg Mar-
itime Contros GmbH.114

The measurement principle used for the HydroC® carbon dioxide sensor is based on Infrared-

spectroscopy. Dissolved carbon dioxide diffuse through a custom made semi-permeable mem-

brane into an internal gas system. The gas is transfered to the detection chamber and the CO2

partial pressure is measured via IR absorption spectroscopy. The characteristic vibration at

2349 cm−1 is concentration dependent. The measured IR light intensity is converted in an out-

put signal using calibration coefficients and additional data from the gas sensor system. Each

sensor is calibrated individually at deployment temperature in a water tank. The standard

calibration range is 200 to 1000 µatm. Annual recalibration is recommended by the producer.

Moreover the sensor can be adapted for special customer requirements. Optional pumps for a

faster response time, anti-fouling heads for conditions with high biofouling pressure, internal

logger and an additional battery pack is available.

Due to the power consumption, response time and housing design, a deployment on profil-

ing floats, mooring buoys and at a CTD-rosette is possible. Field applications were published

by Fietzek et al., Wallace et al., Fiedler et al. and many more. The chosen deployments are rep-

resentative examples. Fietzek et al. used the HydroC pCO2 sensor for a long-term (> 4 weeks)

underway shipboard deployment in the North and South Atlantic ocean from Germany to Chile

2010 and in the eastern tropical Atlantic 2011. Data was obtained continuously with an one

minute measurement interval between 295 µatm and 430 µatm pCO2 in a temperature range

between 7 and 30°C. The sensor system was monitored the whole time and zeroing every 12

hours with a CO2 free gas was necessary to compensate drift behaviour. The average difference

between obtained sensor value and reference was after drift correction -0.6 ± 3 µatm.91 Fiedler

et al. used the carbon dioxide sensor to integrate it into a profiling float. The float was launched

in the area of the Cao Verden Islands. Zeroing was although necessary during the deployment

using CO2 free air. The profiling float measured profiles between ocean surface and 500 m water

depth according to carbon dioxide levels between 350 and 700 µatm. The estimated accuracy

was 5 µatm and 10 - 15 µatm for surface and profile measurements, respectively. The slow re-

sponse time made the data processing more complicated.122 Finally Wallace et al. used the

sensor for eutrophication measurements in the Long Island Sound, USA in 2012 and 2013. The

carbon dioxide levels were high (500 - 2300 µatm). The sensor system was mounted at a CTD

and profiling measurements till 40 m water depth were recorded.123 Improvements in terms of

response time and drift behaviour were planned.
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Seaology® pCO2 monitoring system from BATTELLE

The producer about the sensor: ’The autonomous Battelle Seaology pCO2 Monitoring System

is the first offering in the Battelle Seaology® platform of scientific instrumentation. The system

was developed as part of a cooperative effort between Battelle, the Monterey Bay Aquarium

Research Institute (MBARI) and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Association (NOAA).’

Figure 1.14: Seaology® pCO2 monitoring system developed by BATTELLE.115

This carbon dioxide sensor system consist of four separate waterproofed housings compris-

ing the electronics, battery, transmitter and reference gas (proved by NOAA’s Earth System

Research Laboratory). The electronic case consists of control and logging panel a LI-COR LI-

820 CO2 gas analyzer, a relative humidity and temperature sensor. The carbon dioxide content

is determined by the absorption of IR energy in an optical cell filled with the sample gas. The

system uses relative humidity and temperature to determine the CO2 content of the air equli-

brated seawater sample (closed loop, h shaped equilibrator). A reference gas is used to calibrate

the LI-COR system before every measurement. The system additionally include the measure-

ment of an atmospheric sample. A whole cycle with in-situ calibration, atmospheric sample

and seawater sample takes 20 minutes. The system is suitable for atmospheric and seawater

measurements.116

The monitoring system can easily be integrated at mooring buoys. The NOAA Pacific Ma-

rine Environmental Laboratory operated more than 26 monitoring systems around the world.

The technology was first developed at the Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute in Moss

Landing, California. To introduce a global ocean observing system, the PMEL carbon group in

coorporation with the inventors made the technology more accurate, more reliable and easier

to deploy. The system can operate without maintainance up to a year. A daily summary file

is transmitted to PMEL, processed and posted in near-real time. Later the technology was

transfered for commercial production to BATTELLE. Dozens of Seaology systems are operated

worldwide by the PMEL carbon group and others. The systems are deployed in the Pacific, At-

lantic and the Indian Ocean. Deployment sites can be devided in three categories: Open Ocean,

Coastal and Coral Reef.124
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CO2-ProCVTM from ProOceanus Systems Inc.

ProOceanus about the own product: ’The CO2-Pro CVTM is a compact, lightweight, plug-

n-play pCO2 sensor that is designed for use on moorings, on profilers, on ships in under-way

mode, and in laboratories.’

Figure 1.15: CO2-ProCVTM carbon dioxide sensor developed by ProOceanus Systems Inc.117

The CO2-ProCVTM is although based on NDIR spectroscopy. An internal detection loop

with an NDIR detector based on a PPSystems SBA-4 CO2 analyzer, highly modified for the

present sensor. The analyzer is connected to a patented equilibrator composed of a PDMS mem-

brane. The gas transfer interface has a tubular design. Therefore the gas stream is surrounded

by sample water. The tube is wounded with a copper wire to provide biofouling protection.

Physical protection is realized by an end-cap. Water gets pumped by a Seabird Electronics 5 m

pump past the tube and an equilibrium is accelerated. Depending on the pump rate, the equi-

librium can be reached in 2 minutes. The internal gas phase is measured at a controlled optical

cell temperature. Additionally parameter like sample temperature, pressure and humidity of the

internal gas are determined. Each CO2-Pro is calibrated between 0 and 600 ppm at a certain

optical cell temperature. After starting the system a zero point calibration is carried out for

baseline determination.130

The sensor can be applied for ocean acidification measurements, long-term monitoring, deep

ocean studies, shipboard flow through measurements and coastal zone flux investigations.117

Jiang et al. presented an application study of the described sensor system. It was used in a

laboratory tank in comparison with calibrated air-water equilibrator system and they agreed at

-3.0 ±4.4 µatm over two months. Field applications at a mooring buoy and shipboard underway

systems revealed larger differences between reference values and measured carbon dioxide lev-

els. Possible problems, like temperature fluctuations of the detector optical cell and calibration

errors were identified and eliminated.130 Additionally the sensor system was deployed at the

Porcupine Abyssal Plain sustained Observatory operated by the National Oceanography Cen-

tre, Southampton. It was used to obtain long-term data (range of months) at a depth of 30 m.

The collected data was used to calculate CO2 fluxes and indentify seasonal and inter-annual

variations. Carbon dioxide levels ranged from 320 µatm up to 400 µatm (T: 12 - 18 °C).125

The system is although selled by Turner-designs as the C-Sense carbon dioxide sensor. This

sensor was used in section 3 in the aquaculture facility of the Moss Landing Marine Laborato-

ries.131
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Picarro G2201-i Analyzer from Picarro Inc.

The producer about the product: ’Pioneering environmental scientists take our CRDS instru-

ments into the harshest conditions to gather and analyze data on the spot.’

Figure 1.16: Picarro G2401 Analyzer carbon dioxide sensor developed by Picarro Inc..118

A very sensitive spectroscopic method is used to analyse the carbon dioxide level in this

sensor system: Cavity ringdown spectroscopy (CRDS). This technique measures the absorption

of a gaseous phase in the time domain. The main component of the system is a resonant optical

cavity with two or more reflective mirrors (reflectivity ∼ 99.999%). The cavity is coupled with

a narrow bandwidth laser beam. Due to the mirrors the laser light is reflected back and forth

in the cavity, leading to a very long effective pathway. The light intensity steadily increases in

the cavity. After a certain level is reached, the laser is shut of (continous wave, cw). A small

portion of the light is lost during each roundtrip. The loss is measured by photodetectors be-

hind the rear mirror. The detected values are plotted in an intensity-time profile, resulting in a

mono-exponential plot. The quality of the ring down cavity can be expressed by the decay con-

stant of the exponential plot. Are absorbers present in the cavity, additional intensity changes

are observable. The detected decay time gets shorter, the higher the absorber concentration in

the cavity. Prior to analysis the seawater sample has to be equilibrated with an overlaying gas

phase and dried thermoelectrically. The methods was declared as ’calibration-free’. Only the

determination of the isotope ratio required a reference gas standard measurement on a daily

basis.119

The sensor developed by Picarro were used for underway shipboard measurements in the At-

lantic Ocean and the Arctic Ocean. Becker et al. used the system to measure the fugacity of

carbon dioxide in sea surface water during a meridional transect of the Atlantic Ocean be-

tween Germany and Chile. The underway flow system was set to 3 L/min. Reference samples

were measured by using a NDIR detector. Overall carbon dioxide measurements showed no

drift. The mean offset between the reference and the sensor system was 4(fCO2)= 0.35 µatm ±
0.29 µatm.119 Pohlman et al. implemented the system in research activities around the western

Svalbard margin (Arctic Ocean, Spitsbergen). They investigated CO2 air-sea fluxes. The sea

surface temperature varied between 5 and 6 °C, whereas measured CO2 values were between

250 and 350 µatm. A carbon dioxide uptake rate of 33,000 ± 7,900 µmol m−2 d−1 was measured

by the help of the Picarro sensor system.
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1.5 Optical Carbon Dioxide Sensors

This section is dedicated to optical carbon dioxide sensors, especially optodes. Several optodes

were developed and are mentioned briefly in section 1.4. Optode technology is a trendsetting

technique. The hardware is relatively cheap, versatile and easy to miniaturize in high unit

numbers, as well as often has a low energy consumption. The corresponding sensing chemistry

is adaptable for several analytes, do not require wet chemicals and do not produce waste during

measurements, as well as depending on the optode do not need frequent recalibration. The

combination of analyte-suitable sensing chemistry and fitting hardware allow the independent,

long-term deployment in a hostile environment. In the last decades especially carbon dioxide

optodes were developed by several working groups to determine the carbonate chemistry in

seawater.

Carbon dioxide optodes mainly consist of an analyte-sensitive indicator dye embedded in a

analyte-permeable matrix (sensor spot). A LED and a photodetector are used to read out the

carbon dioxide dependent response of the sensor spot.

1.5.1 Indicator dyes

The core part of a carbon dioxide optode is the indicator dye. Its properties determine the

sensor spot composition, as well as the hardware requirements and at the end the construction

plan of the device. Potential indicator dyes for CO2 optodes should be stable upon immobiliza-

tion, sensitive enough to measure in the desired range and show a low photo bleaching rate.

Actually almost all indicator dyes used in CO2 optodes are pH-sensitive. So they respond to a

pH change induced by the equilibrium between carbon dioxide and water. The pKa value of the

indicator dye mainly determine the dynamic range of the sensor. There are two main groups

of indicator dyes used for CO2 optodes: fluorescent and absorption-based indicator dyes. The

presented compounds are a selection of frequently used or latetly developed indicator dyes for

carbon dioxide.

Fluorescent indicator dyes for carbon dioxide optodes are for example 1-hydroxypyrene-3,6,8-tri-

sulfonate (HPTS) and diketo-pyrrolo-pyrrole (DPP) (fig. 1.17, tab. 1.2). HPTS was frequently

the indicator of choice for carbon dioxide optodes, because of the physiological relevant pKa

value, a large Stoke’s shift, a high photostability and water-solubility.132 133 134 135 The pH-

dependent fluorescence of HPTS is induced by the photoinduced proton transfer (PPT). The

transfer is based on different pKa values of the ground and excited state, generated by different

electron densities of the molecules. DPP indicator dyes are substituted with different building

blocks in R position (fig. 1.17). The groups, e.g. phenol, are used to facilitate a photoinduced

electron transfer effect (PET). When adding a phenolic group to the DPP basic structure, flu-

orescence gets quenched around the pKa value of the substituent.136

Absorption-based indicator dyes for carbon dioxide optodes use the pH-dependent absorption

of the compound to determine the CO2 concentration. Typical examples are (bromo-)thymol

blue , m-cresol purple representing the group of sulfonephthalein indicators, Sudan red III (1-

[4-(Phenylazo)phenylazo]-2-naphthol) or the lately developed group of aza-BODIPY dyes (fig.
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1.18, tab.1.3). Normally the indicator dye shows two distinct absorption maxima for the pro-

tonted and deprotonated form, which are used in combination with a reference to calculate the

pH and consequently the amount of carbon dioxide.

Figure 1.17: Fluorescent indicator dyes for carbon dioxide optodes: A: HPTS, B: DPP

Table 1.2: Properties of fluorescent indicator dyes for carbon dioxide optodes: pKa value,
absorption maxima (λmax), molar absorption coefficient (ε) and emission maxima (λem). n=
neutral form; d= deprotonated form; g= ground state; e= excited state.

HPTS132 (in H2O) DPP137 (in THF)

pKa g: 7.3-8.1; e: 1.4 < 11.8

λabs [nm] n: 403; d: 455 n: 497, 533; d: 633

ε [10−3 M−1 cm−1] 24.0 n: 50.1 (533 nm); d: 25.6 (633 nm)

λem [nm] 512 n: 552, 594; d: 673

Figure 1.18: Absorption-based indicator dyes for carbon dioxide optodes: A: (bromo-)thymol
blue, B: m-cresol-purple, C: Sudan red III and D: aza-BODIPYs.
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Table 1.3: Properties of non-fluorescent indicator dyes for carbon dioxide optodes: pKa value,
absorption maxima (λmax) and molar absorption coefficient (ε in 10−3 M−1 cm−1). n= neutral
form; m= mono-anionic form; d= di-anionic form. * in EtOH/aq. buffer (1:1)

thymol blue138 m-cresol

purple138

Sudan red III aza-BODIPY

(R = H)*139

pKa 8.86 8.28 ∼ 11.65140 n: 8.18; m: 10.34

λabs

[nm]

n: 590; m: 432 n: 571; m: 428 n:∼503;

m:∼590141

n: 692; m: 745;

d: 805

ε n: 53.0; m: 29.0 n: 40.0; m: 20.0 2.3142 n: 60; m: 51.3;

d: 55.2

1.5.2 Measurement principles

The direct measurement of absorbance or fluorescence intensities to determine the carbon diox-

ide concentration was preferred for a long time. The intensity based instrumentation revealed

some drawbacks: i) emitted or absorbed light is indicator concentration dependent (affected by

leaching and photobleaching); ii) interfered by stray light and iii) sensitive to fluctuations of the

light source and the photodetector. Therefore a ratiometric approach is more reliable and less

interfered.143 Two different measurement principles are frequently used to read out the carbon

dioxide sensor spot based on different indicators. Depending on the photophysical properties of

the indicator dye, the sensor response get detected via Dual lifetime referencing (DLR) or the

so called inner filter effect.

DLR is a unique method to translate an analyte-sensitive fluorescence signal into a phase

domain. The translation is realized by immobilizing an inert luminophore with a long life-

time (reference) in combination with an pH indicator with a short lifetime (indicator). The

emission spectra of the reference and the absorption spectra of the indicator have to overlap

sufficiently.141 143 Therefore the use of one excitation source and photodetector is possible. The

light source generates a modulated signal with a frequency compatible with the long-lifetime

reference. The phase angle of the reference luminophore is constant. In contrast the indicator

has a phase angle of zero, induced by the short lifetime. Differences in the CO2 concentration

cause a modification of the modulated fluorescence intensity of the indicator. The change in

fluorescence intensity induces a phase shift of the overall luminescence intensity. The CO2-

dependent luminescence intensity change can be detected by using phase fluorometry.135 144

Carbon dioxide optodes using DLR were developed by Burke et al. 2006 using HPTS135, by von

Bültzingslöwen et al. 2003 based on fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) between

a ruthenium polypyridyl complex (reference) and Sudan III141 or Čajlaković et al. 2006 using

HPTS as well143. Often used reference luminophores are ruthenium complexes.

The inner filter effect read out is mainly used for non-fluorescent colorimetric indicator dyes.

The inner filter effect convert the changes in the absorption of an indicator dye into a long-

lived luminescence intensity. The sensor foil includes an absorption based indicator, as well as
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secondary emitter with a long luminescence lifetime and a broad excitation. Most important

the emission spectra of the secondary emitters have to overlap with the absorption spectra of

the indicator. The absortion spectra of the indicator depends on the amount of analyte. There-

fore the overall luminescence intensity changes with the analyte concentration as well. This

measurement principle provides some advantages: It is i) widely useable, ii) not interfered by

luminescence quencher and background luminescence and iii) ratiometrically referenced.145 The

inner filter effect was used for carbon dioxide optodes by Schutting et al. 2015139 or Pérez de

Vargas-Sansalvador et al. 2009146.

1.5.3 Sensor foil structure

The sensor foil structure is determined by the used indicator dye. Like mentioned before the

bulk of indicators for carbon dioxide optodes are pH-sensitive and respond to CO2 induced

pH changes after reacting with water. Therefore a buffer system has to be implemented in the

sensor foil. This can be done in basically two ways.

1. The ’Severinghaus’-type sensor spot consists of a polymer matrix with an implemented

aqueous buffer. This type is adapted from the Severinghaus electrode presented 195887.

The buffer is commonly based on bicarbonate or phosphate ions dissolved in water. Such

a wet sensor has a big drawback; Just small changes in the internal buffer solution result

in a change in the calibration of the sensor, due to the sensitivity of the indicator to

ionic strength. The sensor spot has to be stored under certain conditions in a water/CO2

atmosphere. The sensor can dry out during storage under dry conditions or change the

ionic strength of the inner buffer solution by storing it in solution. After loss of water

a long re-conditioning is necessary.133 They generally have long response times and are

dependent on osmotic pressure.

Figure 1.19: Generalised composition of pCO2 optode based on the ’Severinghaus’-type. Inten-
sified blue represent decreasing pH due to an increase in CO2 concentration. Indicator response
from green to red according to pH change induced by carbon dioxide.

2. The second sensor type is almost non aqueous and refered to as ’plastic’-type sensor,

first reported by Mills et al. 1992147. The indicator dye is transfered into its anionic form

by adding an lipophilic quarternary ammonium hydroxide. The indicator/base pair is

formed immediately and can be easily dissolved in even hydrophobic polymers (e.g. ethyl
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cellulose or silicone rubber). The polymer acts as a proton barrier. It is gas-permeable

and the diffusion of CO2 can be enhanced by the use of a plasticizer. An excess of water

is not necessary. They respond in the range of seconds, but are prone to get poisoned by

acidic gases, due to a low buffer capacity.148

Figure 1.20: Generalised composition of pCO2 optode based on the ’plastic’-type. Increasing
CO2 concentration from low (green) to high (red).

1.5.4 Hardware

The sensor foil including the ’sensing chemistry’ and the necessary read out hardware have to

be dovetailed. The main electronic parts are a light source, an optical waveguide and a pho-

todetector. The light source is chosen depending on the selected indicator dye/measurement

principle. It has to provide a stable illumination in combination with a lower power consump-

tion at best. Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) are often the material of choice, due to their size

and reliability. Moreover they are available at a variety of wavelengths. Filter can be used to

tune the signal-to-noise ratio. Depending on the measurement principle one or more LEDs can

be necessary. Another crucial part is the photodetector. They should be highly sensitive and

show a fast response time. Several photodetectors are available: photodiodes, avalanche photo-

diodes and photomultiplier tubes. They differ in sensitivity, size and power consumption.89 The

arrangement of the main components is almost the same. In some sensors an optical waveguide

(plastic or glass fibre) is incorporated. The LED and the photodetector are on the same side

of the sensor foil. The sensor foil can be attached to the tip of an optical fibre89 108 149, as well

as on a glass window75 107 (fig. 1.21). All the components are implemented in pressure resistent

housing made of polymer for shallow water applications or titanium for deep sea deployments.

Figure 1.21: Schematic drawing of an optode setup.
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1.5.5 Poisoning

Carbon dioxide optodes can get poisoned by other acidic gases like SO2/SO3, NOx, HCl or H2S,

who diffuse through the gas-permeabel membrane. Poisoning processes and cross-sensivities re-

sult in an overestimation of the carbon dioxide level, due to the contribution of the non-CO2

gas molecules to the overall pH change detected by the sensor. A cross sensitivity is reversible

instead of poisoning. Almost every carbon dioxide optode using a pH-indicator is prone to get

poisoned. Tests in the lab showed rapid poisoning by hydrochloric acid, acetic acid and SO2.

Of special interest in oceanography is hydrogen sulfide as a poisoning gas. It often appears in

oxygen minimum zones, due to bacterial metabolism (see section 1.2.3). Especially solid-state

optodes are susceptible for poisoning, due to their low buffer capacity. Atamanchuk et al. in-

vestigated the impact of hydrogen sulfide on carbon dioxide optodes by using an incubating

chamber installed at the floor of the Baltic Sea. Inside the chamber H2S containing water was

generated. Compared with CO2 levels from outside the lander, significantly higher amounts

were detected and no recovery was observed in surface waters. It was estimated, that hydrogen

sulfide gets oxidized by oxygen inside the sensor foil, forming sulphurous acid.107 The same

effect was observed by Neurauter et al. using a HPTS based CO2 optode.150 The poisoning by

hydrogen sulfide is independent from the chosen indicator dye.

Strategies for poisoning prevention are rare. Often the use in hydrogen sulfide containing water

is not recommended. The use of perfluorinated polymers slow down the poisoning process, due

to the low permeability for the gas molecule (see section 2 and 5). So a time-limited deployment

is possible. On the other hand poisoning processes limit the shelf life of the sensor dramatically,

when stored under not sufficient conditions.
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Chapter 2

Highly sensitive poisoning-resistent

optical carbon dioxide sensors for

environmental monitoring

This Chapter was published in Analytical Methods, 2017, DOI: 10.1039/c6ay02949c. It is

reproduced by permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry.

Authors: Eva Fritzsche, Pia Gruber, Susanne Schutting, Jan P. Fischer, Martin Strobl, Jens

D. Müller, Sergey M. Borisov and Ingo Klimant

A new optical carbon dioxide sensor for environmental monitoring is presented. It combines

a robust and long-term stable sensing material with a compact read-out device. The sensing

material relies on a NIR pH indicator immobilized into ethyl cellulose along with a quater-

nary ammonium base. The perfluorinated polymer Hyflon AD 60 used as a protection layer

significantly enhances the long-term and mechanical stability of the sensor foils, as well as the

robustness against poisoning gases, e.g. hydrogen sulfide. The sensor can be stored at ambient

conditions for more than six weeks, whereas sensors covered with silicone rubber deteriorate

within one week under the same conditions. The complete sensor device is applicable after a

three-point (re)calibration without a preconditioning step. The carbon dioxide production and

consumption of the water plant Egeria densa was measured in the laboratory. Furthermore, re-

sults of profiling carbon dioxide measurements during a research cruise on the Baltic Sea at

water depths up to 225 m are presented.

2.1 Introduction

Carbon dioxide is an analyte with great impact on the marine ecosystem. Since the industrial-

ization, started in the late 18th century, the atmospheric level of carbon dioxide increased by

about 40% due to fossil-fuel burning or deforestation. More than a half of the antropogenically

produced CO2 is taken up by the ocean.46 The rising amount of carbon dioxide in seawater
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causes a reduction of the pH (ocean acidification) and a lower carbonate saturation in surface

waters.1 The air-sea-exchange is driven by the difference in partial pressure of carbon dioxide.

The dissolved CO2 equilibrates with bicarbonate and carbonate ions. The carbonate system

itself is characterized by four measurable parameters: pH, TA (total alkalinity), DIC (dissolved

inorganic carbon) and f CO2 (fugacity of carbon dioxide). The complete system is determined

when two of these parameters and the equilibrium constants, which are salinity and tempera-

ture dependent, are known.3

Common analytical techniques for measuring carbon dioxide in seawater directly are IR spec-

troscopy, the Severinghaus electrode and optical chemosensors. The sensors based on IR spec-

troscopy rely on diffusion of the analyte molecules through a gas-permeable membrane into an

internal gas chamber and the direct measurement of the absorption of the analyte. The sen-

sors are very robust but show interference by water vapour151, which condensation can present

a serious problem. Nevertheless, several IR carbon dioxide sensors have been commercialized

for marine applications (CO2-Pro CV�, Pro-Oceanus Systems Inc., Canada; HydroC® CO2,

Kongsberg Maritime Contros GmbH, Germany).

The Severinghaus electrode shows interferences from electromagnetic fields and is prone to drifts

due to osmotic pressure effects.87 A similar design was adapted for use of an optical transducer

representing a solution of a pH indicator in a bicarbonate buffer. A commercially available sen-

sor for aquatic CO2 measurements (SAMI CO2, Sunburst Sensors, LLC, USA) consists mainly

of a membrane equilibrator connected to a fiber optic flow cell. The ambient seawater carbon

dioxide diffuses through a gas-permeable membrane (silicone rubber) and changes the color

of bromothymol blue indicator due to a change in the pH of the buffer.96 128 152 However, the

device is bulky since the indicator solution has to be renewed for each measurement, which

can be particularly critical for long-term trials due to the high volume of the reagent needed

and the waste has to be stored or released to the environment. Moreover it has high energy

consumption due to pumping and moving parts, which are prone to break. On the other hand,

the advantage of the approach includes high resistance to drift due to renewal of the solution.

In the last decades optical carbon dioxide chemosensors (optodes) became increasingly pop-

ular.133 141 153 154 Although several new concepts of optical carbon dioxide sensors have been

proposed recently such as using viscosity or polarity-sensitive dyes as transducers98 153 155 the

so called ’plastic type’ sensors remain most popular.147 156 157 158 159 These sensors are based

on a pH-sensitive indicator dye embedded in a polymer matrix along with a lipophilic qua-

ternary ammonium base. The dye changes its spectral properties according to the degree of

protonation induced by carbon dioxide. A wide range of indicators have been reported but

only a few show favorable optical properties, high photostability and sensitivity sufficient for

measuring accurately at atmospheric levels of CO2. Fluorescent sensors also require a reference

luminophore to obtain reliable results. In most cases an analyte-insensitive reference dye which

possesses a different emission spectrum (ratiometric 2-wavelength measurement) or a different

luminescence decay time (Dual Lifetime Referencing) is used.107 135 143 160 By far, hydroxypyrene

trisulfonate (HPTS) has been the most popular fluorescent indicator.133 135 161 162 Unfortunately,

the brightness, photostability and the sensitivity of these sensors are far from being optimal.

Recently reported BF2-chelated tetraarylazadipyrromethene indicators (aza-BODIPYs) repre-

sent a promising alternative.139 163 164 These highly photostable dyes absorb and emit in the
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near-infrared region of the electromagnetic spectrum which is beneficial due to low levels of

autofluorescence and availability of low cost excitation sources and photodetectors. Colorimet-

ric aza-BODIPY indicators were demonstrated to be very promising for the design of carbon

dioxide sensors with a tunable dynamic range.139

These (and other) promising indicators published recently enable greater flexibility of choice in

respect to optical properties, photostability and sensitivity. However, comparably little effort

has so far been put into improving the long-term stability of the CO2 optodes. Low stability

of the sensing materials hinders application of this promising technology in oceanography and

many other fields.

For example, the optode presented by Atamanchuk et al. 2014 showed sufficient stability only

after preconditioning over several months during which the indicator lost most of the original

signal.107 Moreover, the calibration was time consuming and complicated, the sensor has to be

stored in an aqueous solution and complete poisoning by hydrogen sulfide (cH2S = 175 µmol/L)

was observed within 3 hours. In this contribution we present a chemically and photochemi-

cally robust, long-term stable sensing material, based on a highly sensitive di-OH-aza-BODIPY

indicator dye. It will be shown that the new sensing material is highly promising for in situ

applications in marine biology and oceanography.

2.2 Materials and Methods

Chemicals and materials

Ethyl cellulose (EC49, ethoxyl content 49 %), m-cresol purple (indicator grade), tetraoctylam-

monium hydroxide solution (TOAOH, 20% in methanol), sodium sulfate (anhydrous) were

received from Sigma-Aldrich. Toluene, potassium carbonate, potassium dihydrogen phosphate

(99 %, water free) and tetrahydrofuran (THF) were purchased from Carl Roth GmbH + Co. KG.

1H, 1H, 2H, 2H-perfluorooctyldime- thylchlorosilane (97 %), vinyldimethylsiloxy-terminated

polydimethylsiloxane (viscosity 1000 cSt), methylhydrosiloxanedimethylsiloxane copolymer (25-

35 cSt), 1,3,5,7-tetravinyl-1,3,5,7-tetra-methylcyclotetrasiloxane (97 %) (delayer) and platinum-

di- vinyltetramethyldisiloxane complex in vinyl terminated polydimethylsiloxane (3 - 3.5 % Pt)

(catalyst) were obtained from ABCR GmbH. Hyflon AD 60 was acquired from Solvay GmbH,

Teflon AF 1600 from DuPont de Nemours GmbH and Cytop 809 A from AGC Chemicals. An-

hydrous ethanol was purchased from Merck. Sodium bicarbonate and cyclohexane were received

from VWR. Poly(ethylene naphthalate) (PEN) support Teonex Q51 and poly(ethylene tereph-

thalate) (PET) support Melinex 505 were received from Pütz GmbH + Co. Folien KG. The

FireStingO2 and an oxygen sensor (OXR 230-0, oxygen retractable microsensor) were acquired

from PyroScience GmbH. Optical plastic fibres were obtained from Ratioplast-Optoelectronics

GmbH. Perfluorodecalin (PFD, 98 %; cis and trans, ABCR), was washed with an 1 M aque-

ous solution of K2CO3 prior to use. Synthesis of 4,4’-(5,5-difluoro-1,9-diphenyl-5H-4λ 4,5λ4-di-

pyrrolo-[1,2-c:2’,1’-f][1,3,5,2]triazaborinine-3,7-diyl)diphenol (di-OH-aza-BODIPY) and stain-

ing of polystyrene-micropartic- les (PS-particles) with 3,7-bis(4-butoxyphenol)-5,5-difluoro-1,9-

diphenyl-5H-4λ4,5λ4-dipyrrolo-[1,2-c:2’, 1’f] [1,3,5,2]triazaborinine (di-butoxy-complex) was per-

formed according to Schutting et al. 2015.139 Silanized Egyptian Blue was produced analogously
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to the literature procedure145 but using 1H, 1H, 2H, 2H -perfluorooctyldimethylchlorosilane in-

stead of trimethylchrlorosilane. The engraving pen used was a MICROMOT 50/E with a 2 mm

mounted point made of fused aluminium oxide from PROXXON GmbH. The temperature con-

trol was performed with a cryostat F12 from Julabo GmbH. The pH was determined with pH

meter SevenEasy combined with a pH electrode InLab Routine Pro from METTLER-TOLEDO

GmbH.

Preparation of sensor foils

Planar optodes (model system) for dynamic response, poisoning and stability tests

100 mg ethyl cellulose and 1 mg m-cresol purple were dissolved in 2.4 g of toluene:ethanol mixture

(6:4 w/w). The viscous solution was flushed with carbon dioxide and 100 µL of tetraoctylammo-

nium hydroxide solution (20% w/w TOAOH in methanol) were added. The ’cocktail’ was knife

coated onto a PET foil to obtain a sensing film with a thickness of ∼3 µm after evaporation of

the solvents. The protection layers (thickness ∼ 8 µm) were prepared by coating solutions of the

corresponding polymers (100 mg of Teflon AF 1600 or Hyflon AD 60 in 1.9 g PFD or Cytop 809

A solution (9 % wt.) in an unspecified perfluorinated solvent used as received from AGC Chemi-

cals). Silicone rubber was prepared by mixing of 500 µL vinyl-terminated polydimethylsiloxane,

500 µL cyclohexane, 20 µL methylhydrosiloxane-dimethylsiloxane copolymer, 2 µL delayer and

3.5 µL catalyst and polymersization of this mixture after coating and evaporation of the solvent.

For the stability tests, the thickness of the silicone rubber layer was 13.5 µm.

Carbon dioxide sensors (di-OH-aza-BODIPY-dye) on a PEN support

A ’cocktail’ made of 100 mg ethyl cellulose, 1 mg of di-OH-aza-BODIPY-dye (1% w/w with

respect to the polymer) and 1.683 g of a toluene:ethanol mixture (6:4 w/w) was flushed with

carbon dioxide. This was followed by the addition of 100 µL tetraoctylammonium hydroxide

solution (20% w/w TOAOH in methanol). 0.75 µL of this ’cocktail’ was pipetted on pre-cut

spots (diameter of 5 mm) of a roughened, dust-free PEN support. After evaporation of the sol-

vent, a sensing film with ∼ 2 mm in diameter and ∼ 14 µm thickness was obtained. For the

second ’cocktail’ 50 mg Hyflon AD 60 were dissolved in 0.935 g PFD and 25 mg Egyptian blue

powder and 25 mg stained PS-particles were added and dispersed homogenously. 0.75 µL of the

second ’cocktail’ were pipetted right on top of the sensing film. The estimated thickness after

evaporation of the solvent was ∼ 6 µm. Finally, the sensor spot was covered with a protective

layer (thickness of ∼ 1.7 µm) prepared from the solution of 100 mg Hyflon AD 60 in 2.22 g

perfluorodecalin (washed with solution of K2CO3 prior to use).

Comparison of protection polymers

The response and protective properties of planar optodes with different layers (silicone rubber,

Teflon AF 1600, Hyflon AD 60, Cytop 809 A) and m-cresol purple as indicator were investigated

in 0.1 M phosphate buffer. The absorption measurements were recorded on a Cary 50 UV-Vis

spectrophotometer (Varian) at 600 nm. The response and recovery times of the optodes were

determined between an air saturated phosphate buffer (0.04 % CO2 ≈ 13.5 µM) and 10% CO2

(≈ 3320 µM) at 23 °C. The protective properties of the polymers were investigated by placing
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the planar optode in a closed cuvette and adding 200 µL of 12 M hydrochloric acid to the bottom

of the cell. The poisoning experiments with hydrogen sulfide were performed in a constantly

stirred cuvette, filled with 0.1 M aqueous phosphate buffer (pH 7.75, S = 35 PSS) equilibrated

with the ambient air and 270 µM total sulfide.

Instrumentation

The read-out of the sensors based on the aza-BODIPY indicator was performed with a compact

four channel FireStingO2 reader (PyroScience GmbH, Aachen). The sensors were attached to

the distal end of 10 cm-long plastic optical fibres (10 cm). The measurements were performed

with the following settings of the FireSting instrument: LED intensity of 30%, an amplification

of 400x, a measuring time of 16 ms and a modulation frequency of 2000 Hz. The measuring

interval varied between 3 and 10 seconds, corresponding to the experiment and temperature.

Field experiments were made with a modified FireStingO2 reader in a pressure resistant housing

provided by PyroScience.

Calibration procedure

For the calibration of the carbon dioxide sensors a 0.1 M phosphate buffer with a pH of 7.7

was used. The sensors were inserted into a temperature-controlled, constantly stirred vessel

(Glasfachhandel Ochs, Germany) and connected to the read-out device. To obtain a calibration

curve, individual sensors were measured at 8 different pCO2 levels. A calibration was determined

for two temperature ranges: 1) 4 - 10°C and 2) 10 - 35°C. The rising levels of carbon dioxide were

obtained by adding hydrogen bicarbonate solution to the phosphate buffer. The amount of

pCO2 was calculated with the following equation:

[CO2] =
DIC

(1 + K1
[H+)

+ K1·K2
[H+]2

)
(2.1)

The equilibrium constants were determined according to Roy et al. 1993.4 These constants were

suitable for temperatures between 0 and 45°C, as well as for salinities between 5 and 45. For the

calculation it was necessary to consider the pH, temperature, salinity, the sample volume and

the concentration of the sodium bicarbonate solution. The calibration was acquired for carbon

dioxide levels between 3 µM (∼ 52 µatm) and 8300 µM (∼ 145,000 µatm). Prior to calibration, the

phosphate buffer was flushed with nitrogen for several hours until a stable signal was reached.

In the next step sodium bicarbonate solution was added and the spots interrogated until a

plateau was obtained. This procedure was repeated for each point of the calibration curve. A

three-point calibration (∼ 18 µM, ∼ 87 µM, ∼ 10 000 µM T = 8°C) was performed before the in

situ experiments.

Response and recovery time

The response and recovery times were determined for a low and a high carbon dioxide concen-

tration at five different temperatures (5 - 35°C). The sensors were moved from a temperature-

controlled, constantly stirred (∼ 540 rpm) vessel with ∼ 14 µM CO2 to a vessel with ∼ 28 µM
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and back, as well as from a flask with ∼ 70 µM CO2 to one with ∼ 125 µM CO2 and back.

Long-term stability

The long-term stability was investigated in the gas phase and in water using the planar optodes

with m-cresol purple as an indicator. The poisoning effects of ambient air at different storage

conditions were compared. The foils were stored in the darkness to avoid photobleaching and

were photographed each day and the absorption spectrum of the indicator was measured every

7 days. The long-term stability of carbon dioxide sensors based on di-OH-aza-BODIPY was

investigated in aqueous phosphate buffer (constantly stirred, temperature ∼ 24°C), which was

equilibrated with ambient air with a measurement interval of 1 h over 35 days.

Applications

The applicability of the new pCO2 sensing material was investigated in a lab experiment with

the water plant Egeria densa. The respiration behaviour in the absence and presence of light was

measured. The plant, an oxygen sensor, a temperature sensor and a carbon dioxide sensor based

on di-OH-aza-BODIPY with a glass support were inserted in a constantly stirred desiccator

completely filled up with tap water. The illumination was provided by two halogen lamps

(photosynthetic photon flux density ∼ 250 µmol· s−1 · m−2). The carbon dioxide sensors were

also applied in the research cruise ’PROSID 2014’, which took place at the Gulf of Finland

and Central Baltic Sea in October 2015. The depth profiles were acquired with a continuous

and a stepwise movement of the carrier. The pCO2 values were calculated only for the stepwise

profiles. Two stations were investigated: Gotland deep (TF 271, 57.32088°N/ 20.05341°E) and

Gulf of Finland (GoF 7, 59.56354°N/ 24.88670°E). The sampling depths were chosen to cover

large pCO2 gradients, which were inferred from the hydrographical conditions at each site. The

depths were at TF 271 20 m, 100 m, 125 m, 200 m, 225 m and at GoF 7 20 m, 40 m, 55 m and

70 m. The carbon dioxide sensors were recalibrated during the cruise.

Reference data for the profiling experiments

For the validation of the results obtained from the deployed carbon dioxide sensors discrete

water samples were taken manually from Niskin water sampler at both stations. At each depth

two samples (250 mL) were taken. The samples were poisoned with saturated mercury chloride

(100 µL) right after sampling. For each water probe TA, DIC and pH were determined. The pH

was measured spectrophotometrically at 25°C with m-cresol purple as indicator dye.165 DIC was

obtained by using the SOMMA system (Single Operator Multi-parameter Metabolic Analyzer)

at 15°C.166 TA of the water probe was determined by an open-cell titration at 20°C.166 A

software (CO2SYS) developed by Lewis and Wallace 199821 was chosen to calculate the partial

pressure of carbon dioxide from DIC and pH values.
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2.3 Results and Discussion

2.3.1 Measurement principle

The recently reported di-OH-aza-BODIPY indicator dyes139 are promising candidates for the

measurement of carbon dioxide, especially at low concentrations (below atmospheric level). Par-

ticularly the absorption in the near infrared region and the well separated absorption maxima for

the mono-anionic and di-anionic forms (fig. 2.1) allows the use of the compact FireSting phase

fluorometer for read-out of the sensors. To convert this colorimetric system into a luminescence-

based system, the inner-filter effect was used. A two layer system (fig. 2.2) consists of: i) indicator

dye and quaternary ammonium base TOAOH embedded in ethyl cellulose (CO2-sensitive layer)

and ii) polymer layer with inert light emitting reference particles (combination of phosphores-

cent Egyptian Blue145 microparticles and PS-particles doped with fluorescent pH-insensitive

di-butoxy-aza-BODIPY dye). The emission spectra of Egyptian Blue (∼max 900 nm) and the

fluorescent dye (∼max 725 nm) overlap with the absorption maxima of the di- (∼max 805 nm)

and mono-anionic (∼max 745 nm) forms of the di-OH-aza-BODIPY indicator dye, respectively

(fig. 2.1). Both the phosphor and the fluorophore are excited by a red LED (620 nm) and the

emitted phosphorescence or fluorescence are absorbed by the indicator dye depending on the

concentration of carbon dioxide (fig. 2.1, fig. 2.2). Since at 2000 Hz, the luminescence phase

shift of the phosphor is 55° and that of the fluorophore is 0°, the change in pCO2 is converted

to the changes in the luminescence phase shift thus enabling ratiometric referenced read-out.

Figure 2.1: Chemical structure and de-/protonation equilibrium in absence and presence of
carbon dioxide of pH-sensitive di-OH-aza-BODIPY dye: absorption spectra of the dye at dif-
ferent carbon dioxide concentrations at 25°C and emission spectra (λexc = 620 nm) of Egyptian
Blue (dashed line; ’Emission Phosphor’) and di-butoxy-aza-BODIPY-complex embedded in PS-
particles (dashed line: ’Emission Fluorophore’).
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Figure 2.2: Cross section of a carbon dioxide sensor based on the inner-filter effect; A: pro-
tection layer; B: inert light emitting layer (reference layer); C: CO2 sensitive layer (di-OH-aza-
BODIPY-complex); D: transparent support (PEN foil). Photographic image shows the sensor
spot after coating of the indicator layer (left) and in the final form with all the layers.

2.3.2 Support material

The selection of the support and its pretreatment mainly influence the recovery time and the

mechanical robustness of the planar optode. The chosen materials should have a low perme-

ability for carbon dioxide to accelerate the recovery time. A transparent poly(ethylene tereph-

thalate) (PET) foil is frequently a support of choice for optodes. Another promising material

is poly(ethylene naphthalate) (PEN), which has similar mechanical properties. Both polymers

have similar solubilities for carbon dioxide (S0 = 8.3± 2.9 cm3(STP)cm−3bar−1 for isotropic

PET; S0 = 7.2± 1.2 cm3(STP)cm−3bar−1 for isotropic PEN167), but mainly differ in their dif-

fusion properties (D0 = 0.479± 0.016 cm2s−1 for isotropic PET; D0 = 0.180± 0.003 cm2s−1 for

isotropic PEN167). The lower permeability of PEN for carbon dioxide (P0 = 4.0± 1.4 cm3(STP)

cm−3bar−1cm2s−1 for isotropic PET; P0 = 1.3± 0.2 cm3(STP)cm−3bar−1cm2s−1 for isotropic

PEN167) results in slower diffusion of carbon dioxide accumulated in the support into the sens-

ing foil, which minimizes the impact of the support material on the sensor signal. The surface of

the PEN foil was roughened to improve the adhesion between ethyl cellulose and the support. In

addition, the foil was cut before the application of the sensor layers to minimize the mechanical

forces during the production of the sensor spots. Glass is another promising material for design

of sensitive CO2 optodes due to its high chemical stability and extremely low CO2 storage ca-

pacity. However, the production process, especially the pretreatment of a glass disk, was more

time consuming than for a PEN foil. Additionally, we found that a direct contact between the

sensitive layer and rough glass surface should be avoided to prevent the reaction between the

base and the glass surface. This required deposition of another layer of inert perfluorinated

polymer on the glass discs. The complex architecture of the sensing chemistry in combination

with the pretreatment of the supporting material (PEN foil) makes manufacturing of individual

spots time-consuming, but automatization is certainly possible. Faster spot production is likely

to be achieved by using such techniques as inkjet-printing, spray-coating etc..
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2.3.3 Effect of protective coating on response times and long-

term stability

The long-term stability of sensors is an important factor in oceanographic applications. Inves-

tigation of the acidification of the ocean requires a stable and robust carbon dioxide sensor.

The research of the last years has mostly been focused on the development of new indicators

for carbon dioxide sensors whereas the stability of them was often not addressed in detail. The

shelf life and long-term applicability of the optical carbon dioxide chemosensors is governed by

stability of the indicator, the polymer (which is generally rather good) and the base. The base

not only reacts with carbon dioxide but also with other acidic gases present in the environment.

The reaction with the gases corresponding to strong acids is irreversible; however, poisoning of

the sensor will also be observed with such gases as SO2 or H2S, which form strong sulfuric acid

upon oxidation. The protective polymer should fulfil the following requirements: (i) be highly

permeable for carbon dioxide; (ii) be hydrophobic to avoid interference from protons and other

ionic species and (iii) represent a good barrier for acidic gases. Silicone rubber (cross-linked

polydimethylsiloxane, PDMS) is often the polymer of choice for protection layers.96 150 168 169 It

has good mechanical stability and is highly permeable for carbon dioxide170 but not permeable

to protons and other ionic species due to its hydrophobic character. Unfortunately, silicone

rubber is also highly permeable for other gases such as SO2/SO3, NOx or H2S (tab. 2.1) which

poisons the base in the CO2 sensor.

Recently perfluorinated polymers became popular for gas separation applications.171 172 173 174 175

176 Commercially available representatives are Teflon AF (DuPont), Hyflon AD (Solvay Solexis)

and Cytop (Asahi Glass). Amorphous perfluorinated polymers are extraordinary thermally and

chemically stable, are resistant against common organic solvents, but can be dissolved in per-

fluorinated solvents to fabricate thin layers. Moreover, they have low permeability for polar

and sulphur-containing molecules. Of special interest are the transport properties for hydrogen

sulfide, which appears in many marine environments.68 177 178 The study of Merkel and Toy

(2006)179 revealed CO2/H2S selectivities much larger than 1 for perfluorinated polymers in

contrast to silicone rubber (tab. 2.1). The reason for this effect is a low H2S solubility, caused

by unfavourable interactions between the penetrant and the fluorinated polymer. The perme-

ability for carbon dioxide decreases in the following order Teflon AF 1600 > Hyflon AD 60 >

Cytop, whereas the selectivity towards H2S increases. The protective properties of the coatings

towards poisoning by acidic gases have been investigated by introducing conc. hydrochloric

acid into the cuvette with a planar optode. The poisoning kinetics can be determined via mea-

surement of the absorption of the deprotonated form of m-cresol purple since the hydrophobic

quaternary ammonium base is converted to the corresponding chloride salt (fig. 2.3C). It is

evident that the protective properties of silicone rubber are very poor (tab. 2.1). On the other

hand, ∼10-fold, 18-fold and 25-fold improvement is observed for Teflon AF 1600, Hyflon AD

60 and Cytop, respectively. The protective properties of the polymers for other acidic gases

are likely to be similar to those towards poisoning by HCl. Furthermore, the poisoning process

with hydrogen sulfide in presence of oxygen (air saturation) was investigated for each polymer

(fig. 2.3D). Silicone rubber showed the least protection, followed by Teflon AF 1600, Hyflon

AD 60 and Cytop 809 A. Cytop 809 A showed almost no poisoning even after 5 h of exposure
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to H2S. It should be noted that the chosen total sulfide concentration for the experiment is

slightly higher than found in Baltic Sea after a long stagnation period (Godland Sea deep water

(200 m): ∼ 200 µmol/kg180) so that poisoning by H2S in the in situ experiments is expected to

be similar or slower, because of the salt water inflow December 2014.

Table 2.1: Gas permeabilities for polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) and perfluorinated polymers
given in barrer.

PDMS Teflon AF 1600 Hyflon AD 60 Cytop

structure

PO2 781181 340182 51182 16175

PNH3 6552183 229183 41183 -

PCO2 4400179 680179 124184 17179

PH2S 6670179 100179 - 0.6179

PCO2/H2S 0.66179 6.8179 - 27179

Investigations of the protective properties of these perfluorinated polymers as well as the

dynamic response and recovery times were performed with a planar optode based on m-cresol

purple in ethyl cellulose with TOAOH.147 This commercially available dye shows a visible

colour change (blue-yellow), is characterized in detail and has been extensively used for seawater

applications.165 185 186 187 188 It represents a good model system for preliminary experiments. The

layer of a perfluorinated polymer was coated over the sensing layer. As expected, the response

and recovery times increase with decrease in the permeability of the polymer for carbon dioxide

(fig. 2.3, tab. 2.2).

Table 2.2: Response, recovery (13.5 µM - 3320 µM CO2 concentration), times required for com-
plete poisoning with 12 M hydrochloric acid (gas phase, in seconds) and kinetics of poisoning
with aqueous hydrogen sulfide (total sulphide: 270 µM) for a planar optode based on m-cresol-
purple and TOAOH in ethyl cellulose covered by 8 µm thick protection layer of different poly-
mers.

polymer response time

(t90, sec)

recovery

time (t90, s)

time of complete

poisoning (HCl)

poisoning

after 3 h (%)

silicone

rubber

6 93 9 100% (35 min)

Teflon

AF 1600

10 139 87 100% (75 min)

Hyflon

AD 60

12 180 159 36%

Cytop

809 A

15 208 230 0%
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Figure 2.3: Response and poisoning behaviour of a planar optode based on m-cresol purple
and TOAOH in ethyl cellulose covered with different protective polymers at 25°C in phosphate
buffer: A: response times from ambient air saturated phosphate buffer to 3320 µM carbon diox-
ide; B: recovery times from 3320 µM carbon dioxide to ambient air saturated phosphate buffer;
C: kinetics of poisoning caused by hydrochloric acid and D: kinetics of poisoning caused by
hydrogen sulfide (270 µM total sulphide; cH2S ≈ 20 µM dissolved H2S) for the four polymer
coating and cross-talk to hydrogen sulfide for silicone rubber, Teflon AF 1600 and Hyflon AD
60 (insert).

It should also be considered that H2S can cause a reversible cross-talk of the sensor due

to its acidic properties. In anoxic conditions such cross-talk may be the major error source

despite the fact that H2S is not expected to irreversibly poison the sensor. Indeed, we observed

a decrease in the absorption of the deprotonated form of m-cresol purple in presence of H2S

which was reversible if the gas was removed promptly. As can be seen, the cross-talk is more

pronounced for silicone rubber and almost negligible in case of Cytop 809 A and Hyflon AD,

whereas Teflon AF 1600 occupies intermediate position (fig. 2.3D insert). Thus, due to the

fact that perfluorinated polymers do not allow fast equilibration of the sensor with H2S they

efficiently reduce the cross-talk to this substance in case of short term exposure. This can be

highly beneficial for profiling experiments.

Although Cytop shows the best protective properties, the sensors show significantly longer

response and recovery times due to the rather low permeability for carbon dioxide (tab. 2.1,

tab. 2.2). Evidently, Cytop coatings will not be suitable for most applications. However, it

may be possible to use this perfluorinated polymer as the protection polymer for the systems

where the changes in the carbon dioxide concentration are much slower than the response time

of the sensor. Compared to Cytop, the permeability of Teflon AF 1600 for carbon dioxide

and hydrogen sulfide is 40-fold and 160-fold higher, respectively, which enables much faster

response times but also reduces the shelf life and long-term stability due to faster poisoning.

Although no literature data are available for permeability of Hyflon AD 60 for hydrogen sulfide,
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the poisoning experiments with HCl and especially H2S showed better protective properties

compared to Teflon AF 1600 (fig. 2.3C,D). Therefore, we decided to use this polymer as a

protective layer as the best compromise between dynamic response and protective properties,

which provide long shelf-life and operational life. Other advantages of Hyflon AD 60 make it even

more attractive for sensing applications. The material is resistant to swelling189 and is highly

transparent to light from far UV to near infrared182. It has high resistance against abrasion or

friction and low affinity to dust and other contamination. Additionally, low biofouling on the

perfluorinated surface is expected.

The above system (m-cresol purple and TOAOH in ethylcellulose) was also used for investigation

of the long-term protective properties of Hyflon AD 60 in comparison with silicone rubber. The

sensors covered with silicone rubber showed continuous drift if stored at ambient conditions.

It lost about 50% of the signal already after 1 week of storage (fig. 2.4C) and was poisoned

completely after 1.5 months. On the other hand, the indicator remained deprotonated in the

sensors covered with Hyflon AD 60, indicating excellent stability during this period (fig. 2.4B).

Figure 2.4: Protective properties of silicone rubber and Hyflon AD 60. A: photographic images
of the planar optode based on m-cresol purple and TOAOH in ethyl cellulose covered with the
protective layers; B and C corresponding UV-VIS absorption spectra for the Hyflon AD 60 and
silicone rubber, respectively.

2.3.4 Manufacturing of the luminescent carbon dioxide optode

Due to the use of Hyflon AD 60 as polymer for the reference and protection layer, a new design

of the sensing material was necessary. The adhesion of the very hydrophobic Hyflon AD 60

on significantly more hydrophilic ethyl cellulose was very weak and the sensor material lacked

mechanical stability. For example, the protective layer detached during punching-out of the
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sensor spots. Even a reduction of mechanical stress during the spot production by laser cutting

was not successful, leading to a separation of the sensor layers after several measurements.

Therefore, a new sensor design and manufacturing procedure were developed (fig. 2.2). The

sensor ’cocktail’ composed of the solution of the dye, TOA OH and ethyl cellulose in an organic

solvent was pipetted in the middle of a pre-cut PEN support treated with a sand-paper to

improve the adhesion. The sensing layer was covered by the reference layer (luminescent particles

dispersed in Hyflon AD 60). Finally, the upper layer of Hyflon AD 60 was introduced, covering

both the reference layer on top and the sensing layer on sides and having direct contact to

the support material. The advantages of the method include complete protection of the sensing

layer from all the sides and absence of mechanical or thermal stress during manufacturing.

To evaluate the long-term stability of the new sensors in aqueous media, three sensor spots were

inserted in a constantly stirred vessel with a 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.9), equilibrated with

ambient air over 35 days (fig. 2.5). The sensor spots showed no indication of an intrusion of

protons or other poisoning molecules, which would result in increase of the luminescence phase

shift, and therefore in overestimation of the carbon dioxide concentration.

Figure 2.5: Long-term stability of luminescent carbon dioxide sensors based on di-OH-aza-
BODIPY dye in a constantly stirred open flask at 23.5 - 25.5°C; measuring interval 1 h. Mea-
surement interruption between day 10 and day 16 is due to software problems.

2.3.5 Response and recovery times

The response and recovery times of the luminescent carbon dioxide sensor in aqueous phase

have been estimated for two relevant concentration ranges (fig. 2.6). The response and recovery

times are very similar. They are significantly faster (about 4-fold) in the upper range of CO2

concentrations (70 - 125 µM) than in the lower range (14 - 28 µM). As expected, temperature sig-

nificantly affects the response time. Whereas the response (particularly at higher concentration

range) is sufficiently fast at higher temperatures, it becomes very slow at 4 °C. This is due to

the relatively low carbon dioxide permeability of Hyflon AD 60 used in the reference and pro-

tective layer. The above limitation of the sensor should be considered when designing profiling

experiments. Further optimization of the thicknesses of the reference and protective layers is

likely to improve the response times.
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The response times of the planar optodes based on m-cresol purple (model system) are much

faster than of the presented fluorescent carbon dioxide sensor. It can be explained by a higher

carbon dioxide concentration gradient (13 µM (ambient air) to 3320 µM (10 % CO2)) and the

effect of the reference particles on the permeability of the second layer to carbon dioxide. It is

also possible, that the thickness of the reference and protective layers in case of the presented

fluorescent sensors in some parts of the spot is significantly higher than estimated due to inhomo-

geneous evaporation pattern. Thus, optimization of the coating procedure may be beneficial for

improving the sensor response. Furthermore, the use of more carbon dioxide-permeable Teflon

AF instead of Hyflon AD is also possible. Fiber-optic micosensors are known to respond much

faster than the planar sensor spots due to better diffusion of the analyte. Although manufactur-

ing of the microsensors with current inner-filter effect-based ’sensing chemistry’ is challenging,

the approach is likely to be useful in case of fluorescent dyes.

Figure 2.6: Response times (t90) for the luminescent carbon dioxide sensors based on PEN
support at two different concentration ranges (lower and upper measuring range) in a constantly
stirred solution.

2.3.6 Sensor calibration

Calibration of the sensors in the aqueous phase was performed by addition of sodium hydrogen

carbonate solution to 0.1 mol/L phosphate buffer (pH 7.7) to adjust the pCO2 levels. A non-

linear increase in the luminescence phase shift with increasing pCO2 is observed (fig. 2.7A).

The plots of the cotangent of the phase angle against the logarithm of the CO2 concentra-

tion reflect the protonation equilibrium of the indicator. Thus, similarly to optical pH probes,

such dependency can be almost ideally described by a sigmoidal function with four parameters

(R2 > 99.8%).

y = A2 +
A1−A2

(1 + 10( x−x0
dx ))

(2.2)

where A1 is the upper plateau, A2 the lower plateau, x0 the inflection point and dx the slope.

The response of all optical chemosensors including pCO2 sensors is temperature-dependent.
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Temperature not only affects the permeability of the ethylcellulose for carbon dioxide and the

respective pH equilibriums but also the luminescence properties of the reference luminophores.

This results in a rather complex dependency (fig. 2.7). A pronounced decrease in the sensitivity

at higher temperature is evident which is explained by decrease of gas solubility in these con-

ditions. Thus, the sigmoidal function was extended by the temperature coefficients (A1 t, A2

t, x0 t, dx t) to perform a three-dimensional fit of the data (fig. 2.7). The resulting equation,

which was used to obtain the calibration area was:

cot(dphi) = (A2 +A2 t · (T − 20)) +
(A1 +A1 t · (T − 20))− (A2 +A2 t · (T − 20))

(1 + 10( log(CO2)−(x0+x0 t·(T−20))
dx+dx t·(T−20) )

(2.3)

To minimize the degree of freedom and to simplify the recalibration, all temperature coefficients

and the values for x0 and dx were fixed. The parameters were set at A1 t = -0.016541, A2

t = 0.0069325, x0 t = 0.037465, dx t = -0.040605, x0 = 0.953701, dx = 1.445015 for the temper-

ature range between 17°C and 35°C.

Figure 2.7: A: Calibration plots for luminescent carbon dioxide sensors for the range between
0 and 175 µM CO2; B: Logarithmic plot of the experimental data and respective fit according
to sigmoidal equation (dashed lines). Vertical lines (dark gray) representing recalibration points
(18 µM, 84 µM).

It should be noted that each sensor is slightly different due to variation in the thickness

of the sensing layer and variation in the thickness of the reference layer as well as in the

ratio of phosphorescent and fluorescent reference particles. Therefore the cot(dphi) values for

each sensor spot are not identical, whereas the slope and the inflection point of the sigmoidal

function are equal but temperature dependent. Throughout a three-point calibration, right

before the application, the calibration area can be adjusted by shifting it to higher or lower

cot(dphi) values. The chosen concentrations of carbon dioxide are at the beginning and the

end of the linear part of the calibration curve (18 µM ambient air (log(cCO2) = 1.25), 84 µM

(log(cCO2) = 2.0); T ≈ 8°C) and at the plateau at the end achieved by using carbonized mineral

water (log(cCO2) = 4.25).
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2.3.7 Applications

The applicability of the new carbon dioxide sensors was tested by measuring the respiration

behaviour of Egeria densa. E. densa are water plants originally common in Brazil, Argentina

and Uruguay with a high rate of growth under ideal conditions.190 The plant, an oxygen optode,

the new carbon dioxide sensor spot placed on a distal end of an optical fibre, as well as the

temperature probe were inserted in a desiccator filled with tap water (fig. 2.8A). The plant was

illuminated with two halogen lamps for one to two hours (photosynthetic photon flux density

∼ 250 µmol· s−1m−2). The darkness periods varied between 90 minutes and two hours. The

production and consumption of carbon dioxide during dark and light periods, respectively, is

clearly visible (fig. 2.8B). Oxygen dynamics mimics that of carbon dioxide but with an opposite

trend: oxygen consumption is observed due to respiration during the dark period and oxygen

production due to photosynthesis during the illumination period.

The absolute consumption of oxygen is higher than the measured production of carbon dioxide

(normally 1:1 ratio). Since we used un-buffered tap water, the produced carbon dioxide is partly

transformed into bicarbonate, which was not measured.

Figure 2.8: A: Scheme of the experimental set up of the investigation of the respiration be-
haviour of an Egeria densa; B: Carbon dioxide and oxygen dynamics of Egeria densa in a des-
iccator filled with tap water (constant stirring) during illumination with halogen lamps (white
zone) and darkness (grey zone); T = 21.3°C - 27.4°C.

The sensing device was further applied for in situ carbon dioxide monitoring during the

research trip ’PROSID2014’ in the Gotland deep (TF 271) and the Gulf of Finland (GoF 7).

Due to the long response time of the sensor, stepwise profiles were measured. The CTD-rosette

was held on a certain depth for 45 - 105 minutes. A stable signal was observed before the next

depth was reached. The pCO2 was calculated by using A1 and A2 parameters obtained from the

three-point (re-)calibration. The obtained data correspond well to the estimated behaviour of the

carbon dioxide concentration based on the previously measured dissolved oxygen concentrations

(fig. 2.9A). The upper layer (∼ 40 m) was mixed very well because of the weather conditions

and was equilibrated with the atmosphere. This was followed by a pronounced increase of

pCO2 below the halocline (from 13 µM to 135 µM), which can be found permanently in the

Baltic Sea.191 192 Due to the saltwater inflow in December 2014193 a slight decrease of CO2 was

expected at 200 m depth. This could be observed by the reference measurements and the oxygen

profile. The predicted amounts of carbon dioxide could be confirmed with the new sensor device
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at both stations.

Figure 2.9: Salinity (black), temperature (blue), oxygen (green) and CO2 profiles (red) ob-
tained during the ’PROSID 2014’ cruise in October 2015. A, B: Gotland deep (TF 271,
57.32088 lat/ 20.05341 lon); C, D: Golf of Finland (GoF 7, 59.56354 lat/ 24.88670 lon). Black
dots indicate the data from the reference photometric measurement.

The measured pCO2 was verified by using the reference samples taken at the corresponding

depths. Due to the use of Hyflon AD 60 as the polymer for the reference and protection layer

and low temperatures during the experiment, the response times are very long. This leads to

three main problems: i) the recalibration at in the environment expected temperatures is time

consuming (up to 6 hours), ii) the measurement of the profile takes several hours, during which

the research vessel has to stay at almost the same position and iii) the long response time

is responsible for hysteresis, which is clearly observed during the fast profiling. For instance,

hysteresis for the depths from 0 to 100 m (station TF 271, fig 2.9B) is very distinct due to the

fact that the CTD-rosette was heaved continuously back to the surface because of the weather

conditions. A longer equilibration time is required to achieve a stable signal for more precise

measurements which was hardly possible within the limited time available during the test. For

comparison, at station GoF 7 it was possible to extend the time for measuring the profile and

heaving the CTD-rosette (10 min for every 10 m). The observed hysteresis was much smaller

(fig. 2.9D). The values measured with the new carbon dioxide sensor for the Gotland deep (TF

271) were often lower than those obtained in the reference method for discrete probes (∼ 25%

relative error). The likely reason for this deviation is an offset in calibration, due to very long

response times of the sensor at the low temperatures and low carbon dioxide concentrations.

The data obtained at GoF 7 are in a good agreement with the reference data. The measured
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profile in the Gulf of Finland shows an increase of the carbon dioxide concentration between 20

and 70 m, in which the main rise was measured between 55 and 70 m water depth. The reference

measurements are in the range between the data obtained during lowering and heaving of the

CTD-rosette. This indicates that a longer equilibration time is necessary to generate more

accurate data. Therefore, optimization of the sensor design aiming at reduction of the response

time will be indispensable for profiling applications.

2.4 Conclusion

We presented the quantification of carbon dioxide in marine environment with a highly sensitive,

mechanically and (photo-) chemically robust sensing material, which is compatible to the phase

fluorometers from PyroScience GmbH. The new sensor spots based on a colorimetric indicator

and inner-filter effect read-out feature a multi-layer architecture which is necessary to ensure

high long term and mechanical stability. The use of a protective layer made of the perfluorinated

polymer Hyflon AD 60 dramatically enhances the resistance against poisoning dramatically

compared to commonly used silicone rubber. Importantly to applications in conditions with low

oxygen, partial protection against hydrogen sulfide can be realized with this type of polymer.

The trade-off is a much longer response time, particularly at low carbon dioxide concentrations

and at low temperatures. This significantly complicates the sensor calibration and profiling in

situ. Preparation of thinner layers via carefully controlled layer deposition is likely to improve

the response times. Furthermore the use of a different perfluorinated polymer with a higher

permeability for carbon dioxide (Teflon AF) is another possibility to improve the response and

recovery times. By the use of additional long term field tests more data can be obtained to

reveal possible interferences or limitations, like biofouling.
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Continuous monitoring of dissolved oxygen, pH and carbon dioxide are of great importance

in oceanography. Sensors are the optimal tools for in situ measurements from mobile platforms,

like Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs) or Argo profiling floats, and for shipboard de-

ployments. A validation study of small, versatile, easy-to-use, stand-alone optodes is presented.

Each analyte can be read out with identical optoelectronics. Several deployments were performed

to evaluate the applicability of the sensors. The deployments varied in terms of duration (pro-

filing, long-term monitoring 5 days to 8 weeks) and environmental conditions (salinity: 6-33

PSS; temperature: 9 - 25 °C). We successfully used a set of sensors at a mooring buoy, in an

aquaculture facility and in the Monterey Bay Aquarium Open Sea Exhibition. We also integrated

sensors in an AUV and a profiling float. Moreover, the performance of the optodes was evaluated

in comparison with already commercially available sensors for dissolved oxygen (Aanderaa Data

Instruments AS, Sea-Bird Scientific, OxyGuard®), pH (Hach®, Satlantic) and carbon dioxide

(Turner design). The data collected by our optodes and the commercially available sensors are

in very good agreement. The new, compact sensor device in combination with sensor foils (pO2,

pH, pCO2) proved to be excellently suitable for most applications in oceanography.
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3.1 Introduction

Sensor technology represents a very important tool in oceanography. The ocean influences the

world’s climate significantly and is affected by the human hand. The growing human population

and increasing industrial activity results in increasing pollution, ocean acidification49 194 and

expanding oxygen minimum zones.195 To survey the dimension of changes in ocean chemistry

and the impact on the marine ecosystem, in situ observations with sensors are indispensable.

The marine environment is challenging to study, due to the dramatic size of the ocean, the

hostile conditions and heterogeneous, turbulent water masses, which are hard to reach. As a

consequence, the ocean is highly undersampled. Missing spatial and temporal coverage with

data prevents the development and test of hypotheses and models.196 197

Sensors in combination with a variety of oceanic platforms, like moorings, Autonomous Un-

derwater Vehicles (AUVs), gliders and autonomous Argo floats can minimize the problem of

undersampling by continuous or semi-continuous in situ measurements. In order to be useful for

oceanography, apart from a well characterized performance (accuracy, precision, response time)

the sensors have to fulfill the following requirements: (i) have low production cost; (ii) have

low power consumption and enable long-term autonomous operation; (iii) have small size for

easy handling and integration on different platforms; (iv) be robust against pressure and tem-

perature changes, as well as biofouling.198 Aiming to address these requirements, a number of

different prototypes were developed in the last decades to measure dissolved oxygen199 200 201 202,

pH203 204 205 206 and dissolved carbon dioxide91 108 207 208 107 in the ocean.

Most promising prototypes for the measurement of dissolved oxygen in seawater were com-

mercialized and are frequently used in oceanography.51 108 209 210 Many commercially available

dissolved oxygen sensors are based on the conventional electrochemical Clark electrode. In this

sensor type, oxygen has to diffuse through a gas-permeable membrane to be reduced at the

cathode, which results in a measurable electrical current. Clark electrodes are prone to drift,

very sensitive to salinity and temperature and consume oxygen.211 Improvements were made to

commercialize electrochemical oxygen sensors. Sea-Bird Scientific developed the SBE 43 oxygen

sensor212 213 and OxyGuard® the OxyGuard 840 oxygen probe.214 In the last decades oxygen

optodes were developed and commercialized. They are a promising alternative to conventional

electrochemical oxygen sensors. The fundamental principle is based on luminescence quenching

of a transition metal complex by molecular oxygen. Commercially available optodes for marine

applications are among others: ’Optode 4330’ (previous ’3850’) from Aanderaa Data Instru-

ments215 and the Fast Optical Oxygen Sensor from Sea & Sun Marine Tech216.

Highly accurate and precise pH sensors for marine applications are of special interest, due

to the ongoing problem of ocean acidification. Several types of sensors for the in situ measure-

ment of pH were already developed. They include electrochemical, potentiometric, photometric

and fibre-optic-based instruments. The electrochemical approach to measure pH is based on

glass electrodes or Ion Selective Field Effect Transistors (ISFET). A number of electrochemi-

cal pH sensors are on the market for example: pH sensors from Hach® using the differential
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electrode measurement technique, leading to better accuracy and greater reliability (often used

in aquarium)217 or the ISFET-type SeaFETTM Ocean pH sensor from Satlantic/Sea-Bird Sci-

entific modified to obtain accurate long-term measurements.203 218 219 220 Highly accurate and

precise pH values can be obtained by spectrophotometric measurements. pH dependent change

of the absorption spectrum of m-cresol purple serves as an analytical parameter165 188 and is

often used to determine reference pH values in the lab. To allow for in situ application flow-

through sensors based on this sensor scheme were developed.221 222 However, they are bulky and

require a reagent and waste reservoir apart from pumps and fluidics. Optodes for measuring

pH in the marine environment rely on immobilized fluorescent (and more rarely colorimetric)

pH indicators and therefore can overcome the disadvantages of the spectrophotometric fluidic

sensors. The pH optodes are in the development stage and not commercialized yet. Several

prototypes were developed and tested in the last years. Clarke et al. 2015223 presented a sensor

based on a sensor foil from PreSens GmbH which was used on a cruise in the Southern Ocean.

Staudinger et al. 2017 (submitted)149 described a sensor based on aza-BODIPY dyes covalently

coupled to a polymer matrix and successfully tested in the Baltic Sea.

Sensors for dissolved carbon dioxide gained special interest in the last decade as recently

reviewed by Clarke et al. 2017.89 Promising and already commercially available sensors for

dissolved carbon dioxide are based on non-dispersive IR-spectroscopy (NDIR).91 116 207 This

technique uses the characteristic band of gaseous carbon dioxide generated by the absorption

of infrared radiation. NDIR based pCO2 sensors are widely used for shipboard measurements.

They provide highly accurate and precise dissolved carbon dioxide data sets, but they are typ-

ically big, require recalibration to guarantee long-term measurements and have a high power

consumption. There are a few commercially available NDIR carbon dioxide sensors, for exam-

ple: Seaology® pCO2 monitoring system by BATTELLE116 207, CONTROS HydroC® CO2 by

Kongsberg Maritime Contros GmbH91 114, CO2-Pro CVTM by Pro-Oceanus Systems Inc.117

and C-SenseTM by Turner-designs131. Optodes are a promising sensing technology for in situ

measurements of dissolved carbon dioxide in the marine environment. Several optode proto-

types were developed and successfully deployed during the last years, but none of them is

fully commercialized yet. Examples of optode prototypes for marine applications are presented

by Atamanchuk et al. 2014, produced by Aanderaa Data Instruments AS using a sensor foil

obtained from PreSens75 107, by Clarke et al. 2017 using HPTS as a carbon dioxide sensitive

indicator89 and Fritzsche et al. 2017 using di-OH-aza-BODIPY indicator dyes and hardware

developed by PyroScience GmbH108 139.

For each of the mentioned analytes, sensors based on optodes are a trendsetting technology. The

core piece of an optode is an analyte-sensitive dye embedded in an analyte-permeable matrix

(called sensor foil). The photophysical properties of the indicator (absorbance, luminescence

intensity or decay time etc.) depend on the analyte concentration. Compact set-ups with lower

power consumption use Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) as an excitation source and photodi-

odes as photodetectors. The chosen indicator determines the sensor foil structure, composition

and the type of signal change. Optodes provide a large number of advantages like: small size,

low power consumption, easy and low-cost manufacturing, absence of moving parts, no need
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of reference gases, fast response time, predictable temperature response and absence of analyte

consumption allowing multiple measurements in small sample volumes.224 Moreover, optodes

provide the unique possibility to use the same hardware for more than one analyte, providing

that the spectral properties of indicators are similar. However, to the best of our knowledge,

virtually all of the described sensors are dedicated to the measurement of a single analyte. The

sensor system recently presented by Thomas et al. 201775 represents a notable exception since

it is suitable for measurement of two analytes (carbon dioxide and ammonia).

Recently we developed luminescent sensor foils for oxygen, pH and carbon dioxide, which are all

excitable with a red 625 nm LED149. The oxygen optode relies on a platinum(II)benzoporphyrin

and luminescence decay time read-out.202 225 226 The pH sensor scheme uses a fluorescent aza-

BODIPY dye embedded into a hydrogel.164 227 Finally, the carbon dioxide sensor relies on a

colorimetric aza-BODIPY dye with the inner filter effect read-out allowing to convert the ab-

sorption changes into a referenced ratiometric response.108 139 All the sensors are based on

near infrared dyes which minimize potential interferences from autofluorescence and ambient

light and reduces power consumption. Since the special properties of these sensing materials

are similar, the same hardware can be used for all the analytes. The detailed characteristics

of the optode system and early stage applications were recently presented by Staudinger et al.

2017.149 In this study we present the more detailed evaluation of the developed set of sensors,

the integration in a number of marine platforms and monitoring systems, as well as a validation

with already commercially available sensors. We will show that the versatility of the optode sys-

tem simplifies its integration into oceanic platforms like monitoring buoys, AUVs and profiling

floats.

3.2 Methods and Instrumentation

Optodes for oxygen, pH and carbon dioxide

The oxygen sensor foil was obtained from PyroScience GmbH (Aachen, Germany) and is based

a platinum(II) benzoporphyrin entrapped in a polymer matrix with the measurement range

between 0.1 % and 250 % air saturation.

The pH sensor foil was prepared according to literature (material ’pH 2’).149 Briefly a flu-

orescent aza-BODIPY indicator dye164 227 was covalently coupled to polyacrylmorpholine-co-

hydroxyethylacryl-amide, which was further crosslinked by a polyisocyanate crosslinker (Desmodur

N75 MPA/X) in presence of a catalyst (dibutyltindilaureat in THF). The reference layer, com-

posed of Egyptian Blue in poly(ethyleneterephthalate), was coated on the backside of the sensor

support.

The carbon dioxide sensor foil was produced analogously to the literature procedure108 with

several modifications. First Fomblin Y® was added to all Hyflon® AD-based compositions

(30 % w/w in respect to Hyflon® AD 60) to enhance the layer flexibility. Additionally an opti-

cal isolation was added between the inert light emitting layer and the protection layer (fig. 3.1).

It consisted of two layers based on Hyflon® AD 60. The first layer was prepared by coating a

’cocktail’ containing 50 mg Hyflon® AD 60, 15 mg Fomblin® Y, 30 mg ultrafine titanium oxide
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(P170, Kemira) and 1300 mg of perfluorodecalin, which was washed prior to use with aqueous

1 M potassium carbonate solution. The second layer was prepared by coating the solution of

the same composition as above but using 50 mg of carbon black instead of titanium dioxide. In

both cases the ’cocktails’ were stirred until the particles were fully suspended.

The read-out device was provided by PyroScience GmbH. It is described previously in detail149

and is suitable for each of the above described sensor foils. Optoelectronic unit, an internal

logger and a rechargeable battery are placed in a POM (polyoxymethylene) housing which is

equipped with a pressure stable optical feed-through, resistance thermometer and SubConn con-

nector (fig. 3.2). A PMMA (polymethylmethacrylate) cap with an appropriate sensing material

is screwed onto the optical feed-through. The device has small dimensions (length 30 cm with

dummy plug, Ø8 cm), is lightweight (1 kg in air and ∼ 150 g in water) and is optimized for low

power consumption allowing for autonomous long-term logging for over 1 year (measurement

each 30 s). An flow-through cell was designed and 3D printed at the MBARI (fig. 3.2B). It

can be conveniently mounted onto the device with M6 screws. The connectors (fig. 3.2B white

parts) are 1.3 cm in diameter and can be easily connected to the tubing of flow-through sys-

tems. The flow-through chamber had a volume of around 10 cm3 and was designed to enclose

the temperature sensor and the sensor cap. The cell was made to integrate the optode in an

AUV or the monitoring system of the aquaculture facility.

Figure 3.1: Schematic drawing of the applied carbon dioxide sensor foil, containing optical
isolation. Approximate layer thicknesses are included.

Figure 3.2: 3 dimensional schematic drawing of the read-out device and B: photographic image
with mounted flow-through cell.
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Commercially available used sensor systems

Characteristic parameters, like temperature, depth and conductivity (to calculate salinity) were

measured with several types of CTD systems from Sea-Bird Scientific (e.g. SBE 19, SBE 41+),

selected corresponding to the special requirements of each individual deployment. Conductiv-

ity and temperature were used to calculate the salinity.228 229 Several commercially available

sensor systems were used to compare the data obtained with the described sensor system. For

each analyte at least one sensor based on different sensor schemes was chosen. For oxygen the

’Optode 4531’ from Aanderaa Data Instruments AS was deployed next to our sensor. Similarly

the Optode 4531 uses the lifetime-based luminescence quenching principle for the determina-

tion of dissolved oxygen.215 A SBE 43 Sea-Bird Scientific oxygen sensor based on a membrane

polarographic oxygen detector213 and an OxyGuard 840 (OxyGuard®) based on a membrane

covered galvanic cell214 were also available for comparison studies.

A SeaFET Ocean pH sensor from Satlantic/Sea-Bird Scientific was chosen for an additional

deployment in the same experiments. The sensor is an Ion Sensitive Field Effect Transistor

(ISFET) that determines the pH with two different reference electrodes.203 219 220 A second pH

sensor was obtained from Hach®: GLI Encapsulated LCP (Liquid Crystal Polymer) Differen-

tial pH Sensor with internal preamplifier and glass electrode, 5-wire (10 ft. cable), Hach Cat #

6028P0. The sensor measures the pH electrochemically with help of three electrodes.217

Carbon dioxide was additionally determined with a C-SenseTM in situ pCO2 sensor from Turner-

designs. The sensor includes a gaseous CO2-permeable membrane, which separates the water

sample from a gas filled chamber. The content of carbon dioxide in the chamber is measured

by a non-dispersive infrared detector.131

Reference data

The validation of the obtained sensor data was realized by taking discrete water samples dur-

ing each deployment. Three samples were taken and prepared for the corresponding method of

analysis. Oxygen samples (120 mL) were prepared for a Winkler titration by adding 1 mL man-

ganese(II) chloride solution and 1 mL alkaline sodium iodide solution directly after sampling.

The titration was performed at room temperature. pH samples (250 mL) were spiked with 60 µL

saturated mercury chloride right after sampling. The pH was determined spectrophotometrically

at 25 °C using m-cresol-purple as the indicator dye.188 DIC samples (250 mL) were poisoned

with 60 µL saturated mercury chloride and measured with a LI-7000 CO2/H2O Gas analyzer

(LI-COR®) at 25 °C.230 The CO2SYS software developed by Lewis and Wallace 199821 was

used to calculate the carbon dioxide concentration from DIC and pH.
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3.3 Calibration procedure

3.3.1 Oxygen sensor calibration

The sensing material for oxygen is based on luminescence quenching of a highly luminescent NIR

platinum(II) benzoporphyrin complex embedded in a polymeric matrix. The Stern-Volmer plot

describes the decrease of luminescence intensity I and lifetime τ corresponding to the oxygen

partial pressure. Since a non-linear Stern-Volmer plot can be observed during calibration, it

is assumed, that the indicator complex is embedded in two different environments (’two side

model’).225 231

I

I0
=

τ

τ0
=

f

1 +KSV [O2]
+ 1− f (3.1)

where I0 and τ0 are the luminescence intensity and lifetime in absence of oxygen, f is the frac-

tion of the total emission and KSV the Stern-Volmer constant for the first site. Moreover, the

luminescence quenching is temperature-dependent, which can be compensated by temperature

coefficients for τ and KSV (fig. 3.3). Each oxygen sensor has to be recalibrated before and op-

tionally after the deployment for fine adjustment of τ0 and KSV . A two point calibration at

a constant temperature with help of oxygen-free water and air-equilibrated water is sufficient

for this purpose. The temperature coefficient is assumed to be constant for all the sensors.

The anoxic solution was an aqueous 5 % wt. solution of sodium sulfite containing trace- amount

of cobalt(II) chloride (∼ 0.001 - 0.01 % wt.). Air-equilibrated water was prepared by a repeated

shaking of a water bottle. Preparation of this solution requires particular attention since in-

sufficient air equilibration leads to an overestimation of the oxygen concentration during the

measurement. Oversaturation is also possible if the solution is equilibrated with air at lower

temperatures than those used for calibration. Therefore, alternative calibration with air and

100 % humidity may be more reliable.

Figure 3.3: Calibration curves of the oxygen sensor material for temperatures between 0 °C
and 20 °C. The data were fitted according to the Stern-Volmer equation from the 2-site model.
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3.3.2 pH sensor calibration

The calibration of the pH sensing material was performed by adjusting different pH values

in artificial seawater with 10 mM of MES, MOPS, TRIS and CHES as buffer substances, by

addition of 0.72 M HCl and NaOH. The pH-values were checked with a pH-electrode which was

in turn calibrated against spectrophotometric measurements with m-cresol purple as indicator

dye. Calibration curves were recorded at 0, 2.5, 5, 7.5, 10, 12.5, 15, 17.5, 20, 22.5 and 25 °C and

fitted with a Boltzmann sigmoid which was expanded with temperature coefficients for the top,

bottom and v50 parameters (fig.3.4).

cot(dphi) = bottom · (1 + bottomt · (T − 20))+

top · (1 + topt · (T − 20))− (bottom · (1 + bottomt · (T − 20)))

1 + 10
pH−v50+v50·(T−20)

slope

(3.2)

In this equation bottom and top are the lower and upper limit of the calibration curve, respec-

tively and topt and bottomt are their linear temperature coefficients. pH is the pH-value, v50

the point of inflection and slope describes the slope of the curve. V50t is the linear temperature

coefficient of the point of inflection. The obtained coefficients are: bottomt = -0.005639, v50t = -

0.01122, slope = 1.158, v50 = 8.053 and topt = 0.00026.

Prior to the measurements all deployed sensing materials were recalibrated at 2-points. Due to

slight variations in film thickness and composition of the sensing material (ratio of the indicator

dye to reference) every sensor is slightly different and the top and bottom coefficients have to be

adjusted. All other parameters and the temperature coefficients are, however, not affected and

are assumed constant. The calibrations were done by the addition of Bis-Tris/HCl (pH 7.42 at

20 °C) and Tris/HCl (pH 8.35 at 20 °C) to seawater and the obtained pH-value of the calibration

buffers was measured spectrophotometrically. The salinity dependency of the sensor signal is

almost negligible for salinities above 20 PSS.

Figure 3.4: Recorded calibration curves of the pH sensor material between 0 and 25 °C at
35 PSS. Only every second calibration curve is depicted. The calibration points were fitted with
a Boltzmann sigmoid.
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3.3.3 Carbon dioxide sensor calibration

The calibration of the carbon dioxide sensors was performed in a 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.7)

by adding sodium bicarbonate solution to generate increasing levels of CO2. The increasing

carbon dioxide levels result in a non-linear increase of the measured luminescence phase shift.

By plotting the cotangent of the phase angle against the logarithm of the CO2 concentration

an almost ideal fit of the data can be realized by a sigmoidal function with four parameters (fig.

3.5; R2> 0.9980), equally to pH calibration.

cot(dphi) = bottom+
top− bottom

1 + 10
log(cCO2)−v50

slope

(3.3)

where top is the upper limit, bottom the lower limit and v50 the inflection point (fig. 3.5). The

response of optical chemosensors is always temperature-dependent. This dependency can be

compensated for adding temperature coefficients to the sigmoidal equation. The following set of

parameters for the further developed carbon dioxide sensing material were set at topt = 0.02787,

bottomt = -0.0044, v50 = 1.7429, v50t = 0.01329, slope = 1.18156 and slopet = 0.01037. A more

detailed explanation of the calibration procedure can be found in Fritzsche et al. 2017.108

Due to the production process (variation in the thickness of the sensing layer and reference

layer; as well as variations in ratio between reference particles108), each sensor is slightly dif-

ferent. So it is necessary to recalibrate the sensor right before the deployment. To individually

determine the parameters top and bottom for each sensor, we chose three points at relevant

CO2 levels for recalibration. This recalibration procedure was done before every deployment.

The first two points were set at CO2 level at the beginning and end of the linear region of the

sigmoidal curve (∼ 13 µM and ∼ 120 µM, fig. 3.5 grey dashed lines). Sparkling water was used for

the third recalibration point (supersaturation). It almost represents the value for the parameter

bottom. Unfortunately this recalibration procedure resulted in underestimated carbon dioxide

levels. The most likely reasons for the underestimation of the values on the one hand likely to

originate from preparation of CO2-free phosphate buffer. A CO2-free buffer is hardly reached

in reality, but this condition is assumed for the calculations. On the other hand the values for

the parameter top were too small, resulting in lower calculated carbon dioxide concentrations

in the application relevant range between 10 µM and 100 µM. To calculate the correct actual

carbon dioxide concentrations in the performed deployments reference samples were taken to

accurately determine the parameter top and bottom.

To overcome the mentioned problems in the calibration, a new user friendly and less error

prone calibration procedure is proposed for correct adjustment of the parameters during the

recalibration. The new procedure was developed after the deployments and is a suggestion for

future deployments. Reference samples are expected to be not necessary for the adjustment

of the parameters. Red vertical lines (fig. 3.5) represent new chosen recalibration points. The

first recalibration point was set at 15.2 µM (387 µatm; 15 °C; 33 PSS). The preparation of the

calibration buffer consists of stirring/shaking seawater with a known salinity overnight till the

seawater is fully equilibrated with air. For the second calibration point a carbon dioxide con-

centration of 47.3 µM (15 °C) was chosen. It represents the inflection point of the sigmoidal

function (v50 = 1.7429). The necessary calibration buffer can be produced by preparing a salt
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mixture consisting of sodium chloride, potassium dihydrogen carbonate and sodium hydrogen

phosphate to create a phosphate buffer with a pH of 8.04 by adding air-equilibrated deionized

water. At the end we kept the last calibration point, created with mineral water. It is the most

stable and least error prone calibration point. The new procedure does not shorten the time

needed for the recalibration. A stable signal is still essential for a correct adjustment of the

parameters.

Figure 3.5: Logarithmic calibration plots for four different temperatures between 0 and
8000 µM CO2. Lines indicate a fit according to a sigmoidal equation. Dashed gray lines represent
former recalibration points (13 µM; 120 µM; 8000 µM) and continuous red lines represent new
recalibration points.

3.4 Data evaluation

3.4.1 Monterey Bay Aquarium-Open Sea Exhibition

The optode sensors were tested in the Monterey Bay Aquarium in Monterey, California. The

Open Sea Exhibition was chosen to install the sensors, due to a relatively stable temperature.

The egg-shaped tank (4,500,000 L) has a 24 m broad glass window, contains no plants, ahigh

amount of fish and is continuously monitored. Furthermore, it was possible to compare the

performance of the developed optodes with already commercially available sensors under semi-

controlled conditions. The fish population during the deployment consisted of 11 dolphin fish

(Coryphaena hippurus), seven pacific bonito (Sarda chiliensis), ∼ 20,000 sardines (Sardinops

sagax ), five pacific mackerel (Scomber japonicas), ten yellow tail (Seriola lalandi), six yel-

lowfin tuna (Thunnus), 2 green sea turtles (Chelonia mydas), one scalloped hammerhead shark

(Sphyrna lewini) and two pelagic sting rays (Dasyatis violacea). The high number of marine

animals suggests high variations in dissolved oxygen, pH and carbon dioxide due to metabolism.

Sea water was pumped into the tank from the Monterey Bay. The salinity was assumed to be

stable and set to 33.48 PSS. The optodes were installed close to the outtake of the sea water

on the left side of the exhibition tank, whereas the commercial monitoring sensors were located
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close to the intake of the sea water on the right side of the exhibition tank. The monitoring sen-

sor package consisted of an OxyGuard 840 oxygen sensor (OxyGuard®) and an electrochemical

pH sensor from Hach®. The distance between the two sensor packages can result in differences

in the two data sets. The optode package position was chosen corresponding to the guidelines

of the Aquarium. Reference samples were taken three times (April 5th 5 pm; April 7th 4:30 pm;

April 11th 4 pm GMT) close to the sea water outtake. Feeding times were each day 6 pm GMT

(11 am Pacific time, PT). The measurement interval was set to 10 minutes for the optodes, 5

minutes for the OxyGuard 840 and undefined for the Hach pH sensor.

Figure 3.6: Optode CO2 (dark yellow), pH (orange), Hach pH sensor (black), optode oxygen
(green), OxyGuard840 oxygen sensor (black) and temperature (blue) data obtained with dif-
ferent kind of sensors in the Open Sea Exhibition, Monterey Bay Aquarium. Red crosses are
reference values determined in the lab. Marked in grey night times (6 pm - 7 am PT). Bright
blue vertical lines represent feeding times. B: Differences in the pH measured by the elctrode
and the optode over deployment time. C: Cross correlated oxygen data.

The sensor data sets are in a reasonable correlation to each other (fig. 3.6A). High drops in

dissolved oxygen and increases in pH and pCO2, induced by the fish metabolism (clearly visible

after times of feeding marked in bright blue fig. 3.6A) occur during the day (unshaded sections

fig. 3.6A) as water is recirculated. Oxygen increases during the night as Monterey Bay water is

circulated into the tank. The carbon dioxide sensor showed no sign of poisoning by other acidic

gases. The first reference point was taken right after the installation. Due to the long response

time of the carbon dioxide sensor the equilibrium for the first reference point was not reached.

Therefore, the second reference sample (April 7th 2017 4:30 pm GMT) was used to adjust the

carbon dioxide concentration.

As can be seen, the pH optode and the Hach pH sensor show excellent correlation. Much

better resolution of the optode is evident. The data produced by both sensors slightly deviate

from the reference values (0.055 and 0.023 pH units for the Hach sensor and optode, respec-
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tively). The deviation between the pH sensors increases slightly over time from 0.02 pH units

at the beginning to 0.035 pH units at the end of the experiment (fig. 3.6B). The optode pH

data are in reasonable accordance with the carbon dioxide data.

The dissolved oxygen dynamics obtained by two different sensing techniques (optical and elec-

trochemical) are generally in good agreement. Interestingly, the readings provided by the elec-

trochemical sensor are very noisy in the lower range of oxygen concentrations (210 - 220 µM;

94-96 % air.sat), which might be due to electromagnetic interferences of unknown origin. In

contrast, the noise is low in case of the optode and may represent minor fluctuations in DO

detected by the optode. The deviation to the reference measurements are 4 % and 1 % for the

optode and the OxyGuard840, respectively. It may also result from the calibration: as was

discussed above, insufficient saturation of the calibration solution with air would result in over-

estimation of the DO concentration. Therefore, calibration in gas phase at 100 % humidity and

constant temperature may be a better option in future. The almost constant offset of 10 µM

between the optode and the electrochemical sensor, except for the regions with high noise,

support the explanation of an insufficient calibration (fig. 3.6C).

3.4.2 MLML-Aquaculture facility, seawater intake system

For another deployment the monitoring flow system of the seawater intake in an aquaculture

facility, Abalone farm (Haliotis; approximate size: 1.5 - 3 cm) was chosen. Here, sensors for and

pCO2 were already installed to control the water quality. The installed sensors were a SBE 19

CTD (Sea-Bird Scientific), an Optode 3835 for oxygen (Aanderaa Data Instruments AS) and a

C-Sense pCO2 sensor (Turner design) for carbon dioxide. The optodes were placed in line with

these sensors. A flow through cell (fig. 3.2B) was designed and 3D printed for this deployment.

The flow rate was set manually to 1 - 1.5 l/min. Reference samples were taken two times (March

29th 11:55 pm; April 3rd 22:15 pm GMT). The measurement interval for all sensors was set to 5

minutes. The temperature (fig. 3.7) and salinity (data not shown) showed only minor fluctua-

tions.

The obtained data from the optodes are in an excellent agreement with the data of the com-

mercially available sensors for pCO2 (fig. 3.7C) and oxygen (fig. 3.7D). Moreover, the reference

measurements correspond well with all installed sensors. Notably, the uncorrected data from

the pCO2 optode showed a lag time of 31 minutes due to the rather slow response time induced

by the used perfluorinated polymers.108 Correction for this delay (shift by -31 min) completely

eliminated this discrepancy. The dissolved CO2 concentrations measured by the optode and the

C-Sense sensor vary in the upper (50 - 55 µM) and lower region (20 - 25 µM), but this deviation

does not exceed 16 % of the measured value (fig. 3.7C). Both oxygen optodes show excellent

correlation except for the period from April 1st 2017 to April 2nd 2017 where deviation up to

20 % at low DO concentrations is observed (fig. 3.7D). The reason for this phenomenon is not

clear.

Unfortunately, the pH sensor of the water control system was not available during the mea-

surement period so that only the data provided by the optode were collected. The obtained pH

values varied strongly between 7.6 and 8.0, which fits well to the strong fluctuations in carbon
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dioxide concentration. Notably, the reference point measurements confirmed both a rather low

pH / high CO2 and a rather high pH / low CO2 value. Overall, the correlation between all three

optodes was excellent. The data reveal high signal changes almost every 12 hours corresponding

to the times of low tide in the Monterey Bay (fig. 3.7B).

Figure 3.7: Scheme of the Abalone larvae breeding tank seawater supply. Sensor position
marked with red box. B: CO2 optode (dark yellow), C-Sense CO2 sensor (black), pH op-
tode(orange), developed oxygen optode (green), Aanderaa oxygen optode (black) and tem-
perature (blue) data obtained in the Abalone farm seawater intake monitoring flow system.
Red crosses are reference values determined in the lab. Vertical dashed grey lines mark times
of low tide. C: Cross correlated CO2 data. D: Cross correlated oxygen data.

3.4.3 MLML-Aquaculture facility, Abalone larvae breeding tank

The applicability of the developed sensors for oxygen, pH and carbon dioxide was tested by

measuring the conditions in a breeding tank of Abalone larvae (Haliotis; approximate size: 1.5 -

3 cm), figure 3.8B. The tank had a volume of 4.5 m3 (1.2 m x 1.2 m x 3 m). It was continuously

flushed with air, the water was renewed with fresh sea water of the Monterey Bay and the tank

was exposed to direct sunlight. The water contained a high mass of different algae species to

feed the Abalone larvae. The sensors were placed directly under the water surface for 5 days

and were set to measure every 2 minutes.
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The recorded data for oxygen, pH and carbon dioxide reveal a day/night cycle induced by

algae metabolism (fig. 3.8B). An increase in the oxygen concentration goes along with a de-

crease in the CO2 concentration, as well as with an increase in pH. The dynamics during days

with a high amount of sunlight (i.e. high intensity of ambient light, which is also measured

by the optode, fig. 3.8B), can be clearly distinguished from that during cloudy days by the

consumption of carbon dioxide, which is in direct relation to the photosynthetic activity of the

algae. Moreover, a slight increase of oxygen and pH, as well as a slight decrease of the car-

bon dioxide concentration in the sea water can be observed over the 5 days of measurement.

The metabolism of the Abalone larvae is negligible. Biofouling protection was not considered

necessary for this deployment, due to the short deployment time.

Figure 3.8: A: Scheme of the Abalone larvae breeding tank seawater supply. Sensor position
marked with red box. B: Ambient light (black), cCO2 (dark yellow), pH (orange), oxygen
(green) and temperature (blue) data obtained with the developed set of sensors in an Abalone
larvae breeding tank exposed to direct sunlight (white and grey zones day and night time,
respectively).The time was set to Greenwich Mean Time (GMT, PT +9). Oxygen measurement
interruption due to air bubbles on the sensor foil.
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3.4.4 Elkhorn Slough-Mooring buoy LO1

This deployment was set in a highly dynamic environment, which represents a special challenge

for sensors. The set of optodes was deployed at a mooring buoy in Elkhorn Slough, a national

estuarine research reserve next to Moss Landing, California. The buoy located 36 + 48’45”N

and 121 + 46’29”W, was initially deployed October 2003 and is operated by MBARI. A detailed

description of the buoy can be found in Jannasch et al. 2008.229 The sensors were placed one

meter below water surface at a bracket in a vertical row. The water in the Elkhorn Slough is

influenced by the tidal cycle and a high amount of nutrients from the inland. We expected a

high variation in temperature, salinity and all three measured parameters. The mooring buoy

was already equipped with the following sensors at 1 m water depth (measurement interval

1 hour): SBE 16+ CTD system from SeaBird Scientific, an optode 4531 oxygen sensor from

Aanderaa Data Instruments AS, a SeaFET pH sensor from Satlantic and an SUNA nitrate

sensor from Satlantic. The measurement interval of the optodes was set to 5 minutes. Reference

samples were taken at February 23th between 6:45 pm GMT and 11 pm GMT every 30 minutes

to capture the change of the dissolved oxygen, pH and carbon dioxide at the time of low tide

(2 pm). Biofouling protection was not necessary, because of the short time of deployment.

Figure 3.9: A: Photographic image of the mooring buoy LO1 with the attached sensor package.
B: Optode CO2 (dark yellow), pH (orange), SeaFET pH sensor (black), optode oxygen (green),
Aanderaa oxygen optode (black) and temperature (blue) and salinity (red) trace obtained with
different kind of sensors at the LO1 mooring buoy in Elkhorn Slough, Moss Landing. Red crosses
are reference values determined in the lab. Times of high tide were marked with vertical dashed
lines.
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The correlation of the deployed optodes for oxygen, pH and carbon dioxide was remark-

able even in a continuously changing environment (fig. 3.9B). The carbon dioxide data reveal

a decrease in variations and a slight decrease of the overall concentration over the 6 days de-

ployment. The reference points are 4 hours shifted to earlier times, which can be explained

by differences in water depths for both measurements. Whereas the carbon dioxide sensor was

installed at the end of the bracket in 1 m water depth, the reference samples were taken at

the water surface. During the tidal cycle the water mass movement starts at the surface and is

tardy, which explain the above shift.

Figure 3.10: Effect of salinity on pH differences (pHoptode-pHSeaFET ) (A) and cO2 differences
(cO2optode-cO2Aanderaa) (B) depending on the temperature (color coded) at LO1 mooring buoy
in Elkhorn Slough.

The pH data of both sensors are in a good accordance with the spectrophotometrically de-

termined reference values. The deviation is less than 0.9 % and 1.2 % for the developed optode

and the SeaFET pH sensor respectively. Driven by the carbon dioxide concentration the pH

variations decrease during the time of deployment and a slight increase in pH is also observable.

This increase was 0.21 units and 0.29 units for the developed optode and the SeaFET pH sensor,

respectively (smoothed data used). The comparison of the two pH data sets reveals a strong

difference in the measured pH changes during the tidal cycle (optode max. 0.28 units; SeaFET:

max. 0.78 units). pH differences between the optode and the SeaFET sensor reveal a clear salin-

ity dependency (fig. 10A). At salinities higher than 25 PSS variations in the differences between

the pH values are almost consistent. Salinities below 20 PSS result in high and inconsistent pH

differences, particularly at salinities between 6 and 10 PSS. Therefore further salinity correction

might be necessary for deployments in estuaries with salinity values below 20 PSS. Investiga-

tions dealing with salinity compensations were done for both sensors.149 203 232 233 Calculated pH

values using the CO2SYS program, inserting the total alkalinity (estimated from the salinity)

and measured pCO2 concentrations, were between the two data sets. In contrast to the salinity

effect temperature appears not to affect the differences in the pH readings (Fig. 3.10A).

The comparison of the two oxygen data sets shows a satisfactory agreement in the trend, each
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change in the oxygen concentration could be found at the same time in both data sets. The data

of the developed optode shows fine variations in DO concentrations, which is due to a shorter

measurement interval. Moreover the values of the developed optode are shifted to higher values

of in average 34 µM± 9.3 µM with no observable temperature or salinity dependency (fig. 3.10B).

A presumable reason is a not-optimal calibration of the sensor at air-saturated conditions. The

DO concentrations measured by both optodes differ from the reference values, obtained by Win-

kler titration, by 6 % at maximum. Whereas the values for the developed optode appear to be

overestimated for the reason described above, the data obtained by the reference sensor seem to

be underestimated. An adjustment of both data sets reveals a slight drift to lower oxygen value

of the Aanderaa oxygen optode, which can just partly be explained by a decrease of dissolved

oxygen in the water. Fouling of the sensor foil with oxygen consuming algae could be a more

likely reason for the observed drift.215

3.4.5 Monterey Bay- AUV integration

Figure 3.11: A: AUV turn in the Monterey Bay starting at the MBARI, picture generated
with GPS Visualizer; B: Cross correlated oxygen data obtained during an AUV turn at March
9th 2017. C: Oxygen data obtained by an SBE 43 sensor (black) and oxygen optode (green). D:
Oxygen depth profiles in µM (color coded) collected with the developed oxygen optode in the
Monterey Bay.

The oxygen optode was integrated in an AUV as well. The sensor was placed in the front of the

vehicle and connected to a pump system using a flow-through cell. The deployed AUV was a
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910 Marc Dorado class, 2.5 m long and 0.5 m in diameter. The duration of the test was set to

24 hours with a motion speed of 0.5 m/s. It moved between the water surface and 100 m water

depth (fig. 3.11A) and was equipped with a SBE CTD system and a SBE 43 Sea-Bird Scientific

oxygen sensor. Due to the continuous movement of the AUV, the measurement interval was set

to one second for each sensor. The vehicle was dropped close to Moss Landing in the Monterey

Bay and measured more than 150 profiles (fig. 3.11D). No reference samples were taken during

the deployment.

The developed oxygen optode showed a highly pleasing performance in terms of device size

and response time. The continuous movement of the AUV in combination with the fast re-

sponse time leads to well resolved DO depth profiles of the Monterey Bay. The comparison with

the routinely installed SBE 43 oxygen sensor (Sea-Bird Scientific) revealed a shift of around

10 % to higher dissolved oxygen concentrations of the optode oxygen data. The most likely

reason is insufficient air saturation during calibration of the oxygen optode, but it might also

be due to the calibration of the oxygen electrode. Moreover the cross correlated oxygen data

shown in figure 3.11 B revealed a difference in the response times of the sensors. The oxygen

optode seems to have a longer recovery time than the electrochemical SBE 43 oxygen sensor. A

likely reason is the storage of oxygen in the support material, which gets released slowly during

recovery (in this deployment equal with upcast).

3.4.6 Monterey Bay- Profiling float

A second integration on an autonomous platform for oceanographic applications was done with

a prototype of a profiling float developed at the MBARI. The float weights around 40 kg in

air and has an adjustable weight in water. By changing the overall volume of the float and

keeping the mass constant it was possible to regulate the depth of the float.234 The platform

velocity was set to 0.2 m/s during the deployment. The float was programmed to park at 100 m

for 3 hours (anchors if it hits the bottom for 3 hours), to measure a profile and to again park

at 100 m. Furthermore, the already integrated sensors were programmed to measure every 30

minutes during the parking, through the ascend process every 5 meters from the full depth to

20 meters and every 2 m from 20 m to the surface. Only the data of the ascend process (upcast)

was logged, to minimize the necessary data storage and transmitted data volume. The float was

equipped with a GPS system, a SBE 41+ CTD system from Sea-Bird Scientific and an Optode

4330 from Aanderaa Data Instruments AS. The integration of the optodes for dissolved oxygen

and pH was realized by a customized bracket made of 6061-T6 aluminium. The measurement

interval of the optodes was set to one second. Due to a slow response time, the carbon dioxide

sensor was not applied. No reference samples were taken during the test deployment.

Overall the profiling float measured 24 profiles in 5 days. Figure 3.12 B shows the profiles

number 1, 12 and 24. The profiles reveal a drastic change in the water masses between 10 and

30 m water depth, which can be confirmed by the AUV data (section 3.4.5). In contrast the last

profile showed no distinguishable water masses, but an overall trend within the whole measured

water column. The profiling float was in constant weather-driven movement. Therefore the up-
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and downcasts are not necessarily performed at the same location, which makes a statement

about hysteresis complicated. In the case of the 12th profile, the temperature indicates almost

no change in the position between the measured up- and downcast. The oxygen and pH data

obtained by the developed optodes are very similar for both casts and confirm that the response

of both optodes is sufficiently fast for profiling applications. The DO values obtained with the

presented optode are always higher than the values measured by the Aanderaa oxygen optode

(∼ 13 % in average). The most likely reason is again offset in calibration of our optode. It should

also be mentioned that the collected data volume of the presented optodes is very high (33.000

KB each). This is not an issue if the data are downloaded manually, but a measurement program

with times of inactivity would be necessary if data transmission is intended.

Figure 3.12: A: Photograph of the profiling float before deployment. Sensor location marked
with a red box. B: Temperature (blue), salinity (red), optode oxygen (green), Aanderaa oxygen
optode (black) and optode pH (orange) data obtained during a profiling float turn in March
2017 in the northern Monterey Bay. First line represents the first profile, the second line the
12th profile measured at day three and the third line the last profile (day five).

3.4.7 Elkhorn Slough-pH sensor long-term testing

So far we presented exclusively optode tests shorter than one week. Another interesting char-

acteristic of a sensor/optode is the long-term stability. According to the specifications of the

oxygen sensor foil producer (PyroScience GmbH) it is suitable for at least 10,000,000 data

points.235 The long-term stability of the used carbon dioxide sensor foil was already tested over

35 days in laboratory conditions (Fritzsche et al. 2017108). The minor modifications of the foil

composition were not considered to influence the stability. A relatively short-term stability test

for the developed pH sensor was performed at the earlier described mooring buoy in the Elkhorn
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Slough (section 3.4.4). However, the pH optode has neither being tested over a longer period

of time, nor in the highly dynamic environment with high risk of biofouling. These conditions

were met by the test in a National Estuarine Research Reserve in central California. The water

mass was influenced by the tidal cycle (annual tidal range maximum: 2.5 m). The salinity can

change heavily, especially after heavy rainfall events. The nutrient concentration was high, due

to extensive agriculture in the watershed, particularly lettuce and strawberries. The estuary was

moderately to highly eutrophobic resulting in microalgal mats.236 The test for the pH optode

took 8 weeks from February 6th 2017 to April 2nd 2017. Biofouling protection was indispensable

for this test. It was realized via copper guards made of a 100 % copper net integrated in a plastic

frame (fig. 3.13A). The measurement interval was set to ten minutes. For this deployment an

in situ 2-point recalibration was used (February 23rd 10 pm; March 16th 11:30 pm GMT).

Figure 3.13: A: Photographic image of the sensors after 8 weeks of deployment in a highly
biological active environment. Location of the copper guard against biofouling (enlarged image
below) is marked with red box. B: Optode pH (orange), SeaFET pH (black), temperature (blue),
salinity (red) and water depth (black) data measured during the long-term stability test of the
developed pH optode. Reference samples are marked with red crosses.

During the deployment the salinity varied dramatically from 6 PSS up to 33 PSS. Such vari-

ations reflect the predominance of seawater at times of high tide and of water from the inlands,

which mix up with seawater at low tides. Especially times with a high amount of rain in the

catchment area of the estuary lead to a very low measured salinity at the mooring buoy (fig.

3.13B: February 18th to February 26th). Moreover river water carries a lot of nutrients, resulting

in a high rate of algae growth at the sensors and the buoy itself. The copper guard provided a

sufficient protection for the sensor foil (fig. 3.13B). The optode pH data showed no direct sign

of drift caused by biofouling. Overall the pH values correspond with the variations induced by

the tidal cycle. The recorded water depths maxima correspond with the phases of the moon

(new moon: February 26th and March 27th; full moon: February 10th and March 12th). The
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variations in salinity and pH were higher in February than in March. This observation can be

explained by the high amount of rain throughout February (average February: 6.6 mm; average

March: 1.8 mm).237

The optode pH data are generally in a good agreement with the SeaFET pH data. Similarly to

the short term test at LO1 (Elkhorn Slough), the salinity is an important factor in the compar-

ison. The larger data set reveals a mean difference between the data sets for a salinity > 25 PSS

of -0.027± 0.059, 20-25 PSS of 0.03± 0.063 and below 20 PSS of 0.155± 0.106. Overall the salin-

ity is an important factor measuring the pH for both sensor systems. The temperature did not

affect the pH differences significantly, which indicates an adequate temperature correction. As

can be seen, the salinity changes are much smaller from 12th to 28th of March, and both the

optode and the SeaFET show very similar results. Overall, the optode is found to be excellently

suitable for measurements in highly variable conditions and strong biofouling providing that

the copper guard is additionally used.

Figure 3.14: Effect of salinity (A) and temperature (B) on the pH differences (pHoptode-
pHSeaFET ) from February 14th to March 26th.

3.5 Summary and discussion

We presented a validation and integration study of a new, small, versatile and easy-to-use sensor

for dissolved oxygen, pH and dissolved carbon dioxide measurements in marine environments.

The sensors were used to monitor algae metabolism in an aquaculture facility, as well as fish

metabolism the open sea exhibition in the Monterey Bay Aquarium. In both cases the day/night

cycles were recorded and special events like feeding times and times of high sun light were

observable. The sensors were installed in a monitoring flow path at an aquaculture facility to

ensure the quality of seawater. The tidal cycle is clearly recognizable in all three parameters.

Even in a highly dynamic environment the sensors showed satisfactory performance. During

all deployments the optodes for the three parameters were in good correlation. An increase in

dissolved carbon dioxide leads in a decrease of the pH and in most cases a decrease in dissolved

oxygen. We also successfully integrated the pO2 sensor in an AUV travelling with a velocity of

0.5 m/s. The response time of the sensor was fast enough to measure highly resolved oxygen
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profiles of the water column till 100 m. The integration of a pO2 and pH sensor in a profiling

float showed the applicability in case of a continuously moving platform, as well. Moreover the

data obtained with the developed sensors were compared to the data delivered by commercially

available sensors based on various sensing schemes for all three parameters. This comparison

revealed a good agreement with a deviation of maximum 13 %, 1.2 % and 16 % for dissolved

oxygen, pH and carbon dioxide, respectively. The crucial point of each sensor usage is the

recalibration right before the deployment. An inadequate recalibration leads to incorrect values

of the calculated variable parameters and consequently to the deviation in calculated pO2,

pH or pCO2. Therefore, we developed a more simple recalibration and calculation procedure

for the pH and dissolved carbon dioxide sensors. Unfortunately, the dissolved oxygen values

obtained by the optode at conditions near air saturation or above this value appear to be

overestimated in most cases. This deviation can be explained by lower than 100% air saturation

of the second calibration solution. Here, more robust calibration procedure (e.g. in gas phase

and 100% humidity) is desirable for future measurements. Moreover we investigated the long-

term stability of the pH sensor in a highly dynamic environment (Elkhorn Slough) over 8 weeks.

Absence of drift confirmed high stability of the sensing materials and efficiency of the chosen

biofouling protection strategy (copper guard).
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Improved response times of pH and

pCO2 optodes for profiling

applications in seawater
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Profiling measurements are often performed during monitoring programs. Sensors used for this

purpose have to have a fast response time to minimize the time needed for one profile. Fast re-

sponding temperature, salinity and oxygen sensors have been established so far. In this work, we

investigated the effect of different parameters on the response times of already existing sensing

materials for pH and carbon dioxide. Selected materials, sensor composition and layer thickness

were optimized to match the response time requirements. The redesigned pH sensor with a re-

sponse time (t90) of 4 s at 4 °C was successfully applied at ’Boknis-Eck’ (54.5 °N, 10.0 °E), Baltic

Sea. The optimized carbon dioxide sensor with a response time (t90) of 100 s at 20 °C and a shelf

life of at least 6 weeks was used to measure stepwise profiles in the Monterey Bay (36.798 °N,

-121.848 °E), Pacific Ocean, with a waiting time of 90 s at each depth. The deviation between

optode data and reference values was less than 7 % (lower than 40 m water depth). Moreover a

set of optodes for oxygen, pH and carbon dioxide was successfully applied to measure a depth

profile in the Monterey Bay, Pacific Ocean.

4.1 Introduction

Oceanic monitoring activities require complex and expensive equipment, infrastructure and lo-

gistics like ships, autonomous platforms and monitoring bouys. Currently 784 marine stations,

3 800 Argo floats and 325 research vessels are distributed worldwide.82 They investigate the
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physics and biogeochemistry of the marine environment by measuring basic parameters like

temperature, salinity, oxygen and nutrients. Based on these data hypothesis and models are

created and validated. To test and evaluate the created models additional data like pH and

carbon dioxide would be highly beneficial. Models are necessary to understand biogeochemical

cylces, atmosphere-ocean interactions (uptake and release of CO2) and ocean acidification. Data

is collected by taking discrete samples and their measurement in the lab. In the last decades

sensors for long-term measurements of pH203 238 239 and carbon dioxide207 108 117 131 91were devel-

oped for the use in monitoring systems. Additionally sensors for integration in Argo floats and

Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs) and for profiling measurements are of special inter-

est. The response time of the sensor is the limiting factor. In the case of oxygen determination

fast responding sensors are on the market and used frequently on ships and AUVs.240 241 242 243

The majority of the commercially available sensors for pH and carbon dioxide show an ad-

equate long-term stability, but an insufficient response time for profiling applications. Some

fast-responding prototypes were developed for pH and carbon dioxide. The SeaFETTM pH sen-

sor based on an Ion Selective Field Effect Transistor (ISFET) shows fast response and recovery

times of 7.6 s and 8.1 s, respectively. The sensor is able to measure in a pH range from 6.5 to 9.0

with an initial accuracy of 0.02 pH units. The overall dimensions are 54.9 cm length and 11.4 cm

in diameter with a maximum application depth of 50 m.244 Microfluidic automated systems, us-

ing thymol blue and phenol red as pH indicator dyes, were used at a rosette to measure profiles

with a sample interval of 2 s. Such systems include pumps, produce waste and they are limited

by the volume of the indicator solution.245 246 pH optodes represent an alternative technique.

It has the potential to be very fast with response times of about 1 s. These response times are

not achieved in the marine environment so far. Clarke et al. recently presented an optode for

oceanic pH measurements based on an immobilized fluorescence indicator for a pH range of

7.6 to 8.2. The sensor is well characterized for temperature and salinity deviations and show a

response time of 50 s at 25 °C.223

Prototypes for carbon dioxide sensors were mostly developed for profiling measurements in sea

water sediments.150 247 248 A fast-responding CO2 microelectrode was presented by de Beer et

al. 1997. The sensor had a response time (t90) of around 10 s and a detection limit < 3 µM.

It is suitable for the investigation of biological processes, like respiration or photosynthesis.

The microelectrode could be used for 24 hours, but showed drift and should be recalibrated

every 2 hours.247 An often used technique to measure carbon dioxide in seawater is infrared

spectroscopy. Several sensor systems were developed, based on a pumped air-water equilibrator

and a non-dispersive IR detector. The response time of this sensortype is determined by the

time needed for equilibration and is in the range of 70 s to 103 s for different pump systems

(t63 at 20 °C).91 Furthermore, a fiber-optic microsensor (optode) was published by Neurauter

et al. 2000 based on 8-hydroxypyrene-1,3,6-trisulfonate (HPTS) as the CO2-indicator dye. The

optode was 10 µm in diameter, had a response time of around 40 s and could be stored for

several days. Due to the limited photostability of HPTS, stable signals could just be obtained

over 24 hours.150 Fritzsche et al. recently presented a carbon dioxide optode with an excellent

long-term stability due to the use of a protective layer made of a perfluorinated polymer. The

implementation of the protective layer negatively affected the response time particularly at low

temperatures.108
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In this contribution we present an adapted pH optode with an improved response time achieved

by optimizing the layer structure and a redesigned carbon dioxide optode with an optimized

response time obtained by adjusting the material selection, the sensor composition and layer

thickness. The developed optodes were successfully used for marine profiling applications in the

Baltic Sea and the Pacific Ocean.

4.2 Materials and Methods

Chemicals

1H,1H,2H,2H-Perfuorooctyldimethylchlorosilane(97 %), vinyldimethylsiloxy-terminated poly-

dimethylsiloxane (viscosity 1000 cSt), methylhydrosiloxane-dimethylsiloxane copolymer (25 - 35

cSt), 1,3,5,7-tetravinyl-1,3,5,7-tetramethylcyclotetrasiloxane (97 %) (delayer) and platinum-di-

vinyl- tetramethyl-disiloxane complex in vinyl terminated polydimethylsiloxane (3-3.5 % Pt)

(catalyst) and dibutyltindilaureate were acquired from ABCR GmbH. Ethyl cellulose (EC49,

ethoxyl content 49 %) and tetraoctylammonium hydroxide solution 20 % in methanol (TOAOH)),

acryloylmorpholine and hydroxyethylacrylamide were obtained from Sigma Aldrich. Sodium bi-

carbonate, sodium hydroxide and sodium chloride were purchased from VWR. Hydrochloric

acid and all components of the used pH calibration buffers were received from Carl ROTH

GmbH & Co. KG. Anhydrous ethanol and potassium dihydrogen phosphate (99 %, water free)

were acquired from Merck. BCl3 in dichloromethane (1 M) was received from TCI GmbH

and Desmodur N75 MPA/X crosslinker from Covestro AG. Toluene and sodium hydrogen

phosphate were received from Carl Roth GmbH. Teonex Q51 a poly(ethylene naphthalate)

(PEN) support was purchased from Pütz GmbH + Co. Folien KG. Optical fibres were received

from Ratioplast-Optoelectronics and the FireStingO2 from Pyro Science GmbH. The synthesis

of 4,4’-(5,5-difluoro-1,9-diphenyl-5H-4λ 4,5λ 4-dipyrrolo-[1,2-c:2’,1’-f][1,3,5,2]triazaborinine-3,7-

diyl)diphenol (di-OH-aza-BODIPY) indicator dye and staining of polystyrene-microparticles

(PS-particles) with 3,7-bis(4-butoxyphenol)-5,5-difluoro-1,9-diphenyl-5H-4λ 4,5λ 4-dipyrrolo-[1,

2-c:2’,1’f] [1,3,5,2]triazaborinine (di-butoxy-complex) were performed according to Schutting et

al. 2015.139 4-(7-(4-butoxyphenyl)-5,5-difluoro-1,9-diphenyl-5H-4λ 4,5λ 4-dipyrrolo[1,2-c:2’,1’-f]

[1,3,5,2]triazaborinin-3-yl)phenol (butoxy-OH-aza-BODIPY) was prepared according to litera-

ture procedures.164 227 Preparation of silanized Egyptian Blue was performed analogously to

Borisov et al. 2013 but using 1H, 1H, 2H, 2H-perfluorooctyldimethylchlorosilane instead of

trimethylchlorosilane.145 The sensor devices were developed and produced by Pyro Science

GmbH and are described in Staudinger et al. 2017 (submitted).149

Layer thickness determination

The layer thickness determination was performed with an inductive digital comparator ’Ex-

tramess 2000’ (serial number: 41110036) from Mahr equipped with Millitron 1240 and caliper

’Messtaster 1340’ for thicknesses higher than 10 µm.

Layer thicknesses lower than 10 µm were determined by absorption measurements. The mea-

surements were executed with a Cary 50 Bio UV-Visible spectrophotometer obtained from
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Varian. The absorption was used to calculate the layer thickness by using Lambert-Beer law

and the molar absorption coefficients for di-OH-aza-BODIPY complex reported by Schutting

et al. 2015.139

Response time measurements

Response times of the pH sensor materials were determined by alternately submerging the

sensor material in TRIS buffer with pH 7.75 and 8.25 and ionic strength of 720 mM. The sensor

material was fixed to the distal end of an optical fiber with help of a metal ferrule and read-out

with a FireSting from Pyro Science with a measurement frequency of 10 Hz. The measurements

were conducted at room temperature.

Response and recovery times (t90) were determined for an application-relevant range between

10 µM and 40 µM dissolved CO2. This range represents the linear region of the response curve of

the developed carbon dioxide sensor. The temperature was mainly set to 20 °C and additionally

response and recovery times for 10 °C and 30 °C were determined. The sensors were alternately

inserted into temperature-controlled, constantly-stirred (∼ 460 rpm) vessels with 10 µM and

40 µM pCO2 in a 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 8.04). The CO2 levels were adjusted by adding

sodium bicarbonate solution. Each measurement was done in triplicates with three different

sensor spots. The same set up was used to perform a long-term stability test.

Sensor foil preparation

The pH sensing material was prepared by coupling BCl3-activated acetyl-protected BF2 chelate

of [5-(4-hydroxyphenyl)-3-phenyl-1H-pyrrol-2-yl]-[5-(4-buthoxyphenyl)-3-phenylpyrrol-2-

ylidene]amine to the polyacryloylmorpholine-co-hydroxyethylacrylamide polymer.227 50 mg of

this polymer were dissolved in 50 µL DMSO and 400 µL THF. Then 1.5 µL Desmodur N75

MPA/X crosslinker and 1.5 µL of a 10% stock solution of dibutyltindilaureate in THF as cat-

alyst were added. This ’cocktail’ was knife coated on a 125 µm poly(ethylene terephthalate)

support with either a 25 µm spacer (2.5 µm dry film thickness) or a 200 µM spacer (20 µm

dry film thickness) and cross-linked for 1.5 hours at 60 °C. The reference layers were prepared

by dispersing 20 mg Egyptian Blue in 1 mL of a 15% solution of poly(ethylene terephthalate)

in 35 v% hexafluoroisopropanol:chloroform mixture (35:65 v/v). These dispersions were knife

coated with a 25 µm and 76 µm spacer on the backside of the sensor supports for the 2.5 µm

and 20 µm sensor films, respectively. For both sensing materials, the protecting group of the pH

sensitive functionality was cleaved by submerging the sensor foils in 0.01 M sodium hydroxide

solution for 30 minutes. 5 mm spots were stamped out of the sensing film and glued onto the

sensing caps with the pH-sensitive layer facing outside.

For preparation of the CO2 sensors, a ’cocktail’ made of 3 mg di-OH-aza-BODIPY-dye (4 %

in respect to polymer), 75 mg ethyl cellulose and 1800 mg ethanol:toluene mixture (4:6 w/w)

was flushed with pure carbon dioxide, followed by the addition of 90 µL of tetraoctylammonium

hydroxide solution (20 % w/w in methanol). The cocktail was knife coated onto a PEN support

to obtain a sensing film of 0.8 µm thickness after evaporation of the solvents. The reference

layer (inert light emitting layer) consisted of a four component silicone rubber. It was prepared
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by mixing 42 mg Egyptian Blue, 32 mg dye-stained PS-particles, 200 µL vinyl-terminated poly-

dimethylsiloxane, 400 µL cyclohexane, 8 µL methylhydrosiloxane-dimethylsiloxane copolymer,

0.8 µL retarder and 1.4 µL catalyst. After coating, polymerization and evaporation of the sol-

vent, a reference layer of 27 µm was obtained. To systematically investigate the impact of the

layer thickness on response and recovery time, different spacer were used. Finally spots (5 mm

diameter) were punched out and glued on a PMMA (polymethylmethacrylate) cap, suitable for

the sensor device.

Calibration procedure

The sensor materials were characterized in artificial seawater at salinity 10 with 20 mM of

TRIS (tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane) and 20 mM of BIS-TRIS (bis(2-hydroxyethyl)amino-

tris(hydroxymethyl)methane) as buffer substances. pH values between 5.8 and 9 were set by

the addition of 0.42 M hydrochloric acid and 0.42 M sodium hydroxide in steps of 0.3 pH units.

Chosen temperatures were 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 and 15 °C (fig. 4.1). No visible hysteresis was observed

during calibration. The set pH values were measured with a pH electrode calibrated against

spectrophotometric measurements249 and pH values were calculated according to Liu et al.188.

Figure 4.1: Sigmoidal calibration curves for a fast responding pH sensor material at 4, 10 and
15 °C. Continuous lines represent sigmoidal fit.

The obtained calibration points were fitted with a Boltzmann sigmoid, which was extended

with temperature coefficients for the top, bottom and v50 values:

cot(dphi) = bottom · (1 +Bt · (T − 20)) +
(top · (1 + Tt · (T − 20))− (bottom · (1 +Bt · (T − 20))

(1 + 10( pH−(v50·(1+v50t·(T−20))
slope )

(4.1)

where bottom is the lower limit of the calibration, T is the temperature in °C, top is the up-

per limit of the calibration, pH is the pH value, v50 is the point of inflection (fig. 4.1), slope

describes the slope in the point of inflection and Bt, Tt and v50t are the linear temperature

coefficients of the bottom, top and v50 coefficients, respectively.
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Prior to deployments pH optodes were re-calibrated with two calibration buffers based on TRIS

and BIS-TRIS. This re-calibration was conducted to determine the top and bottom parameter

of the calibration equation. The buffers were prepared for the in-field calibration of the pH-

optodes based on a recipe for artificial seawater.166 The buffers for the deployment in Kiel were

adjusted to salinity 20 and had a buffer capacity of 80 mM. For the deployment in California

artificial seawater with salinity 35 and 80 mM buffer capacity was used. TRIS/TRIS*HCl in a

ratio of 1:3 and BIS-TRIS/BIS-TRIS*HCl in a ratio of 3:1 were selected as buffer components.

The exact pH and temperature dependence of the calibration buffers was measured spectropho-

tometrically with m-cresol-purple at temperatures between 3 and 15 °C. The equation from Liu

et al.188 was used for the calculation of the pH in total scale.

The factory calibration for the carbon dioxide optodes was performed as described in Fritzsche

et al. 2017108 by adding certain amounts of sodium bicarbonate solution to a 0.1 M phosphate

buffer (pH 7.9) to adjust increasing CO2 levels. 5 different CO2 levels and 3 different temper-

atures were used to generate a calibration equation. By plotting the cotangent of the phase

angle over the logarithm of the CO2 concentration, a sigmoidal fit could be applied (fig. 4.2).

To reduce the degrees of freedom the following parameter were fixed to the following values:

v50 = 1.5820 and slope = 1.8792.

Figure 4.2: Logarithmic calibration plots for luminescent fast-responding carbon dioxide sensor
for the range between 0 and 8000 µM CO2 at 8 °C, 15 °C and 25 °C. Continuous lines represent
sigmoidal fit.

The signal of the carbon dioxide optode is temperature dependent. Therefore compensation

is necessary, which was realized by inserting temperature coefficients to the calibration equation.

The extension leads to the following equation:

cot(dphi) = bottom+
(top+ top t · (T − 20))− bottom

(1 + 10( log(cCO2)−(v50+v50 t·(T−20))
slope+slope t·(T−20) )

(4.2)
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Since the temperature coefficient for bottom was negligible small, it was set to 0. Temperature

coefficients were determined for the parameters top, v50 and slope: top t = 0.01419, v50 t = -

0,00289, slope t = 0,02675. For recalibration in situ measurements were used. Two reference

values were chosen to adjust the parameters top and bottom for the individual sensor.

Reference measurements

Discrete reference samples were taken manually from a Niskin water sampler for each profile.

Each sample was taken three times and treated corresponding to the measurement methods.

Oxygen reference samples were spiked with the reagents for the following Winkler titration (1 mL

manganese(II) chloride solution, 1 mL alkaline sodium iodine solution). pH reference samples

(250 mL) were poisoned with saturated mercury chloride solution (60 µL) right after sampling.

The pH was determined in the lab spectrophotometrically (25 °C, using m-cresol purple).188 A

third sample was poisoned as well and the DIC was determined by a LI-7000 CO2/H2O Gas

Analyzer (LI-COR®) at 25 °C.? The carbon dioxide concentration was calculated from DIC

and pH using the CO2SYS software (Lewis and Wallace 199821).

Profiling Applications

The suitability for profiling measurements in the ocean was investigated at two application sites.

The fast-responding pH sensors were tested several times at ’Boknis-Eck’ (54.5 °N, 10.0 °E),

located at the entrance of Eckernförde Bay in the southwest Baltic Sea. The profiles were

measured till 25 m water depth with a continuously (velocity: 0.12 m/s) and stepwise (30 s

waiting time/m) movement of the CTD-rosette.

At the second application site fast-responding oxygen, pH and carbon dioxide sensors were

used. The measurements took place at the Monterey Bay station C1, California (36.798 °N,

-121.848 °E) with a minimum water depth of 115 m. A stepwise movement of the carrier was

necessary. 12 depths were chosen to wait for 90 seconds and to take reference samples during

the upcast: 1 m, 5 m, 8 m, 20 m, 30 m, 40 m, 60 m, 80 m, 100 m, 150 m, 200 m, 225 m. The biggest

gradient for each analyte was expected between 40 m and 110 m.

4.3 Results and Discussion

4.3.1 pH optodes

The deployed pH sensor material is based on an aza-BODIPY indicator dye immobilized in

a water-swellable polymer matrix. Aza-BODIPY dyes have many favorable properties. They

are very photostable, have good molar absorption coefficients and good quantum yields.164 227

The selected indicator dyes are highly fluorescent when protonated and completely quenched

when deprotonated. They can be modified easily to tune their pKa value and thereby their

dynamic range or to introduce linker groups for covalent attachment. Furthermore, they absorb

in the red part of the electromagnetic spectrum and emit in the near infrared. Therefore,

already existing measurement equipment for read-out of benzoporphyrin-based oxygen sensors

can be used. Because unreferenced, purely intensity based measurements are unreliable (e.g.
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due to fluctuations of the excitation source), the dual lifetime referencing (DLR) scheme is used

for referenced read out of the pH sensor materials.144 164 227 Therefore, a layer containing the

inorganic phosphor Egyptian Blue was added to the sensor structure. This phosphor is excitable

with red light and emits in the near infrared with a luminescence lifetime of approximately

107 µs145 and its emission is not influenced by pH. While the luminescence lifetime of the aza-

BODIPY indicator dye is in the nanoseconds range and causes a phase shift of 0°, Egyptian

blue has a phase shift of approximately 60° when excited at a frequency of 2 kHz. In the DLR

scheme the overall phase shift is determined by the ratio of fluorescence to phosphorescence.

High fluorescence intensity (low pH) of the pH indicator in the referenced sensor corresponds

to low phase shift and low fluorescence intensity (high pH) corresponds to high phase shift.

Thereby referenced readout of the pH sensor material is achieved.

Response time optimization

For most stationary applications a response time of multiple seconds is sufficient. In these ap-

plications high signal-to-noise ratio and good resolution are much more important than fast

response times. Moreover, an optical isolation may be necessary to enable measurements in

direct sunlight. However, high signal-to-noise ratios are obtained by increasing the layer thick-

ness and optical isolation layers further increase the overall thickness of the sensing membrane

and therefore the response time of the sensor. In order to obtain sensor materials suitable for

profiling applications we reduced the layer thickness of the membranes and omitted an optical

isolation layer. The latter is not necessary since the sensors are pointed downward and are pro-

tected from direct sunlight. Moreover, a water layer of only 1 m acts already as a very efficient

filter for NIR light (corresponding to the detection channel of the read-out device) making the

risk of saturation of the photodetector with daylight almost negligible. As can be seen from

figure 4.3, reducing the thickness of the sensor materials from 20 µm to 2.5 µm, improving the

response time (t90) at 4 °C from 14 s to 4 s. It is also possible that the response time for the

2.5 µm layers is even faster due to some time needed for transfer of the sensor between beakers

with different buffers. However, the reduced signal intensity due to the thinner sensing layer

also leads to increased noise in the measured pH value.

Figure 4.3: Response time of the pH sensing material at 4 °C between pH 7.75 and pH 8.25.
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Suitability of the new material for profiling applications was tested at the measurement

site ’Boknis Eck’ in the Kiel fjord which shows extremely steep pH gradients of about 1 pH

unit over only 25 m. Due to these conditions the profiling speed was reduced and stops of 30 s

were introduced every meter. As can be seen in figure 4.4 the standard pH-sensor material

(thick sensing layer and optical isolation layer) was not able to adequately record this profile

showing strong hysteresis between up- and downcasts. On the contrary, the new fast sensor

material is sufficient to resolve both up and downcast without strong hysteresis. Small deviations

might be caused by not completely identical water masses during up- and downcasts which

is reflected by small hysteresis visible in temperature and salinity measurements (fig. 4.4).

Further improvement of the sensor response is likely to be possible via optimization of the

sensor geometry (convex surface), which was a flat sensor spot in both cases.

Figure 4.4: Profile recorded at ’Boknis Eck’, Kiel (GPS: 54.5 °N, 10.0 °E). Temperature, salinity
and normalized pH-profiles from two sensor materials are depicted. The profile was recorded
with 30 s stops every meter and with 0.12 m/s speed. Overall the measurement of the profile
with up and downcast required approximately 30 minutes. The pH-data was acquired with a
frequency of 1 Hz.

4.3.2 pCO2 optodes

So called ’plastic’ pCO2 optodes rely on use of pH indicators immobilized in a hydrophobic poly-

mer (most commonly ethyl cellulose) along with a lipophilic organic base (most commonly qua-

ternary ammonium hydroxide). A proton-impermeable protective layer is essential for the sta-

bility of the pH-indicator-based CO2 sensor. The recently presented carbon dioxide optodes108

provided a dramatically improved long-term stability compared to previously reported sensors.

The high stability was achieved by making use of (i) new chemically and photochemically stable

aza-BODIPY complexes108 as indicator dyes and (ii) perfluorinated polymers efficiently pro-

tecting the lipophilic base of the sensing material from reaction with acidic gases. Importantly,

the aza-BODIPY colorimetric indicator dye shows absorption and fluorescence intensity spectra

in the NIR region, a high molar absorption coefficient enables read-out via inner filter effect.
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This read-out is realized by the addition of pH-insensitive Egyptian Blue and di-butoxy-aza-

BODIPY (embedded in polystyrene microparticles) into the protective layer. The light emitted

by phosphorescent Egyptian Blue is mainly absorbed by the di-anionic (low pCO2) form of the

indicator whereas the emission of the fluorescent di-butoxy-aza-BODIPY is mainly attenuated

by the mono-anionic (high pCO2) form of the indicator. Although this referencing scheme is

not fully identical to the DLR method, it also enables analyte-dependent phase shift measure-

ments. We decided to use the above mentioned advantages of the aza-BODIPY dye class and

the already established read-out system to develop a fast-responding carbon dioxide sensor. The

main characteristics determining the response time of such optodes are the materials used in

the sensing and protective layer, as well as the thickness of them.

Selection of materials

The material selection, not only significantly influences the response and recovery time, but

also the technology of sensor spot manufacturing, due to different adhesion of the polymers

affecting the mechanical stability of the sensor. The previously reported carbon dioxide optode

(fig. 4.5A) consisted of three layer: a CO2 sensitive layer, an inert light emitting layer (reference

layer) and a protection layer. The CO2 sensitive layer is based on ethyl cellulose, a frequently

used polymer for sensor preparation.148 150 157 250 251 252 It allows the production of mechanically

robust thin layers, is transparent, shows no autofluorescence, is hydrophobic enough to ensure

physical immobilization of the indicator dye without aggregation. But at the same time, ethyl

cellulose is not too hydrophobic to prevent formation of protons in presence of carbon dioxide.

The reference and protection layers were prepared of Hyflon AD 60, a perfluorinated polymer

with a high selectivity for carbon dioxide in comparison to other acidic gases like hydrogen

sulfide. Thus it efficiently prevents diffusion of acidic gases into the sensing layer and therefore

poisoning of the sensor ensuring long shelf life and operational stability. Unfortunately, per-

meability of Hyflon AD 60 for carbon dioxide is relatively low (145 barrer189, tab. 4.1) which

results in high response and recovery times (80 and 90 min, respectively at 15 °C for change

between 14 and 28 µM dissolved CO2). Moreover, due to poor adhesion of the perfluorinated

polymer on ethyl cellulose a time-consuming, production process with relatively low yield was

necessary. It included pre-cutting of the support, pipetting of the ’cocktail’ for the CO2 sensitive

layer and knife coating of the reference layer.

PDMS (silicone rubber) has a ∼ 30 times higher CO2 permeability than Hyflon AD 60 (tab.

4.1) and therefore can enable a significant reduction of the response and recovery times if used

as matrix for dispersion of the reference particles. Moreover, silicon rubber is proton imper-

meable, has high chemical stability and is biocompatible, which makes it a popular matrix for

optodes.170 253 254 255 Silicone rubber shows high elasticity and good adhesion on ethyl cellulose,

which ensures high mechanical stability of the sensing material. In respect to carbon dioxide

sensing, the trade-off is the high gas-permeability for other gases such as H2S, SO2/SO3 or NOx,

which irreversibly poison the sensor. The cross-section of the modified CO2 sensor is shown in

figure 4.5B. The poly(ethylene naphthalate) (PEN) support was directly coated with the ethyl

cellulose-based sensing layer which was in turn covered with the silicone rubber layer performing

dual function of a hydrophobic gas-permeable barrier and a matrix for reference particles. The
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protection layer used in the established carbon dioxide sensor was omitted.

Figure 4.5: Cross section of the long-term stable carbon dioxide sensor (A)108 and the new
fast-responding carbon dioxide sensor (B).

Table 4.1: Diffusivity (D), Solubility (S) and Permeability (P) for PDMS (silicone rubber),
ethyl cellulose (EC49) and Hyflon AD 60. * 1 barrer = 10 −10 cm3(STP)cm/cm2 s cmHg.

PDMS ethyl

cellulose256

Hyflon AD

60189

D CO2 [106 cm2/s] 25.2174 0.56 0.748

S CO2

[cm3(STP)/cm3atm]

1500179 1.50 1.45

P CO2 [barrer]* 4400179 113 145

Thickness of the CO2 sensitive layer

Since the indicator dye is responsible for modulation of luminescence of the secondary emitters,

sufficient absorbance of the dye must be guaranteed. Therefore, dye concentration in the sensing

layer and the thickness are equally important. The dye concentration in respect to the polymer

was set to 4% w/w, because at higher concentrations the indicator dye tends to aggregate. Fur-

ther, the thickness of the sensing layer was systematically varied (tab. 4.2). As expected, the

absorbance A (but not the amount of the absorbed light, 1-10−A) is proportional to the thick-

ness of the sensing layer. Higher absorbance result in better modulation of the luminescence

emitted by the secondary emitters and therefore in better resolution. At the same time, signal

intensity decreases with higher layer thickness and the response and recovery times increase

almost linearly (tab. 4.2, fig. 4.6). The main reason for increase in the response and recovery

time is the moderate permeability of ethyl cellulose for carbon dioxide (tab. 4.1) and the slowly

established equilibrium between carbon dioxide and carbonic acid.257

The sensor with the 1 µm-thick sensing layer was selected for further investigations due to

best compromise between resolution, signal intensity, response and recovery times. Tempera-

ture dependency of the response and recovery times for this material was investigated (fig. 4.6C).

As expected, response and recovery of the sensor are significantly shorter at high temperatures

(∼ 6-fold between 10 and 30 °C). Interestingly, the response and recovery times become almost

identical at 30 °C.
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Table 4.2: Absorbance at 772 nm in a gas phase of 100% CO2, signal intensity and resolution
of the fast-responding carbon dioxide sensor with different layer thicknesses of the CO2-sensitive
layer made of ethyl cellulose (EC49). * calculated from the sensor response in the linear region
of the calibration curve (10 µM - 40 µM CO2) and the phase shift noise of 0.01°. ** only reference
layer

layer

thickness [µm]

absorbance signal

intensity [a.u.]

resolution

[µM]∗
response

time [s]

0 ∗∗ 0 163 - -

0.6 0.284 117 0.3 105

0.8 0.371 75 0.18 148

1 0.455 84 0.16 148

1.2 0.574 68 0.09 210

1.7 0.793 49 0.08 223

2.7 1.238 61 0.07 314

Figure 4.6: Response and recovery times at 20 °C (10 µM to 40 µM dissolved carbon dioxide)
(A) and signal intensity (B) as a function of the thickness of the ethyl cellulose layer. Response
and recovery time as a function of temperature for the sensor with 0.95 µm-thick sensing layer
(C). Dashed lines represent linear fit of the response and recovery time data.

Thickness of the reference layer

The thickness of the CO2-sensitive layer made of ethyl cellulose was kept at ∼0.8 µm and the

thickness of the reference layer was systematically varied. 26% wt. of reference particles in

respect to the polymer were used since the higher amount was found to result in more brittle

layers. The thickness varied between ∼12 µm and ∼70 µm. Interestingly, the response times for

all the sensor foils were at around 125 s with no observable dependency on the layer thickness

(fig. 4.7A). On the other hand, the recovery times increased significantly with the thickness of

the silicone rubber layer. This can be explained by high solubility of carbon dioxide in silicone

rubber (tab. 4.1) and therefore its accumulation in this layer. The thicker the layer the longer

is the time required to remove the analyte from the polymer. As expected, increasing the layer

thickness and therefore the overall amount of the particles enhances the luminescence intensity

and signal-to-noise ratio. However, the effect is barely noticeable above 50 µm thicknesses. As a

compromise between the response time, the recovery time and the signal intensity, the thickness

of ∼27 µm-thick reference layer was chosen. The temperature dependency investigated for this

material is similar to that obtained previously (fig. 4.6C).
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Figure 4.7: Response and recovery times (10 µM to 40 µM dissolved carbon dioxide) (A) and
signal intensity (B) as a function of the reference layer thickness (silicone rubber) at 20 °C.

Long-term stability

The sensor with a ∼0.8 µm-thick CO2-sensitive layer and a ∼27 µm-thick reference layer was

chosen for further investigations and the deployment due to the best compromise between

response time, recovery time and the sensor performance. Previously we showed that the high

permeability of silicone rubber for acidic gases results in poisoning of the CO2-sensitive layer

(dye/base ion pair). The operational stability test was set to mimic an average profiling cycle

on a ship. The carbon dioxide level was increased to 40 µM and decreased to 10 µM to imitate

a profiling measurement. Afterwards the CO2 concentration was kept at 10 µM for 90 minutes

and the experiment was repeated three times.

Figure 4.8: Stability test in phosphate buffer with CO2 level 10 µM at 20 °C over 5 hours.
Profiling measurements were simulated by changing carbon dioxide level to 40 µM CO2 and
back.
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The stability test confirmed fast poisoning of the sensor (fig. 4.8). Poisoning resulted in

increase of the calculated carbon dioxide concentration. The sensor was fully reversible within

the first cycle. The response during the second cycle was still satisfactory, the observed slight

drift is compensated by an in situ recalibration. Afterwards a pronounced drift was observed.

Therefore, it is recommended to exchange the sensor cap after 1-2 profiles depending on the

waiting time between the profiles. The sensor cap should be kept wet between two measurements

to avoid a large drift in the calibration. Fortunately, the sensor caps can be manufactured in

large amounts from a single sensing foil and thus can be viewed as disposable tools.

The shelf life of the sensor was not systematically investigated. However, the sensors were fully

functional after 6 weeks storage in refrigerator (4 °C) under 100% CO2 atmosphere. In these

conditions no other acidic vapors are present, which excludes poisoning. Previous experiments

with sensors based on silicone rubber protective layer indicated full functionality of the sensors

after 6 months storage at -18 °C and 100% CO2.

4.3.3 Application ’Monterey Bay’

A set of fast-responding sensors for oxygen, pH and carbon dioxide was applied to measure

depth profiles at the Monterey Bay station C1 (36.798 °N, -121.848 °E). The oxygen and pH

sensor were calibrated before the deployment. The carbon dioxide sensor was calibrated in situ,

so reference values were used to adjust necessary calibration parameters. The response time

of the carbon dioxide sensor was ∼110 s (10 µM - 40 µM cCO2) for the conditions during the

application. Therefore, a stepwise profiling was still necessary. The ship time per day is limited,

so the waiting time should be as short as possible. The waiting time at each depth was set to

60 seconds for the first deployment (February 8th, fig. 4.9A).

Oxygen values obtained by the optode are in good agreement with the reference values obtained

by Winkler titration. The oxygen data deviate by less than 4% and no hysteresis is observed.

The data obtained with the fast-responding carbon dioxide sensor showed a clear hysteresis.

The reference values were in a good accordance at water depths between 0 m and 40 m. The

values for water depths between 40 m and 220 m are located in the hysteresis (fig. 4.9A). This

observation indicated a too short waiting time for each depth. Based on this observation the

waiting for the next profile was set to 90 seconds (March 7th fig 4.9B). The second profile was

measured down to 110 m water depth. Again, the oxygen data are in very good agreement with

the reference values. The same is observable for the pH profile during the upcast. The CO2 val-

ues measured after 90 seconds at the same depth are in a good accordance with the references

values. The values deviate by less than 7% at water depths between 30 m and 110 m. The values

between 30 m and the water surface, where the water is well mixed and in equilibrium with the

air, differ significantly. The likely reason was small changes in the carbon dioxide concentration

between the consecutive reference points, which lead to a longer response time.150 Therefore

the waiting time should be extended in that region.
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Figure 4.9: Depth profiles Monterey Bay station C1 (36.798 °N, -121.848 °E) for carbon dioxide
and oxygen measured at February 8th with waiting time 60 seconds at each depth (above, A) and
March 7th waiting time 90 seconds at each depth (bottom, B). Temperature and salinity obtained
with a Sea-Bird Scientific SBE 9 CTD-system. cCO2 differences (cCO2optode-cCO2references) are
shown for February 8th (quad) and March 7th (triangle) depending on the depth and the CO2

concentration (color coded) in µM.

4.4 Conclusion

We presented fast-responding optodes for pH and carbon dioxide in seawater, which are suitable

for profiling measurements. The response time of the pH sensor was successfully decreased by a

reduction of the sensing layer thickness. It was possible to reduce the response time (t90) from

14 s to 4 s at 4 °C. However, a relatively slow profiling speed is still necessary. The reduction

of the response time of the carbon dioxide optode was more complex; both the thickness of

the sensing layer as well as the reference layer had to be adjusted. We were able to reduce

the response time (t90) from 70 min to 100 s at 20 °C. Profiling measurements were successfully

performed, but still had to be stepwise. The speed and waiting time is important to avoid

hysteresis. Even faster sensors would be desirable particularly at low temperatures, but are

hard to make due to necessary time for diffusion and equilibrium adjustment, as well as the

solubility of carbon dioxide in the polymer. Poisoning of the sensor is an important factor. The

presented carbon dioxide sensor gets poisoned rather fast, but can be produced in high unit

numbers. Current sensors are a compromise to provide a sufficient sensor performance. The use
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of microsensors or a special spot design might be a way for further improvement.
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Chapter 5

Hydrogen sulfide protection

strategies for CO2 optodes to

measure in marine oxygen-minimum

zones

5.1 Introduction

Oxygen-minimum zones (OMZ) are an expanding problem in the world’s oceans.195 258 259 They

are described as oxygen-starving regions and depending on the literature are defined as water

masses with an oxygen level < 60 µmol/L259,<20 µmol/L70 or <10 µmol/L195. Oxygen mini-

mum zones appear when the oxygen demand, generated by the degradation of organic matter

exceed the availability in insufficient ventilated water masses (see section 1.2.3). They are often

found in the oceans: the tropical North and South Pacific Ocean (30°N - 15°S; 70°W - 180°E), the

tropical South Atlantic Ocean (8° - 14°S; 4° - 12°E)195, the Arabian Sea, the Bay of Bengal260,

the Baltic Sea68, the Black Sea261, the Gulf of Mexico262 and many more. An increasing tem-

perature of the ocean result in an decrease of oxygen solubility and an intensed stratification,

which promote the formation of oxygen minimum zones. The lack of oxygen in oxygen minimum

zones also lead to the formation of toxic hydrogen sulfide. The formation of H2S is considered

to take place in the sediment and the water column. In areas with a low oxygen level down

to oxygen-free, the sediments are often anoxic as well. In anoxic sediments the degradation of

organic carbon is supposed to be realized mostly by the reduction of microbial sulfate to ele-

mental sulfur and hydrogen sulfide. The toxic hydrogen sulfide is released in large quantities to

the bottom waters.263 264 A second source of hydrogen sulfide is the reduction of sulfate in the

water column by pelagic organisms. The ratio of each process to the overall hydrogen sulfide

production varies for each oxygen minimum zone. The amount of hydrogen sulfide varies cor-

responding to the annual cycle or other events like salt water inflows in case of the Baltic Sea.

H2S concentrations were detected at the Peruvian coast (4.2 µM at 48 m)264, near the Namibian

coast (40.7 µM total sulfide in bottom waters)265 or in the Black Sea (∼ 400 µM at 1500 m)177.
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The monitoring of hydrogen sulfide containing water masses is of great interest, especially

in terms of oxygen and carbon dioxide long-term measurements. The measurement of each an-

alyte in this area has some challenges. The oxygen concentration is below 1-2 µM. Therefore

sensors for ultra-low oxygen concentrations are necessary, which are not interfered by H2S.

Revsbach et al. developed the STOX O2 sensor with an detection limit of 1-10 nM O2 based

on an electrochemical sensor scheme.199 266 An second ultra-sensitive oxygen sensor was devel-

oped by Larsen et al. 2016.267 The sensor is based on luminescence quenching (luminophore:

palladium(II)-benzoporphyrin) with a detection limit of 5 nM. Carbon dioxide optodes are sen-

sitive to H2S as well, due to the similar chemical properties.107 108 Most optodes are based

on a gas-permeable membrane and a pH-sensitive indicator. The indicator changes its spectral

properties according to the pH change induced by carbon dioxide. Is hydrogen sulfide diffus-

ing through the membrane as well, the pH gets changed additionally and the carbon dioxide

concentration will be overestimated. To elimimate the cross sensitivity and prevent potential

poisoning processes, sensor protection strategies are necessary to provide accurate data even in

oxygen minimum zones.

The removal of hydrogen sulfide was intensively investigated for oil and gas industries. They

developed techniques and defined potential compounds to effectively remove H2S from drilling

fluids and gas streams. The term ’sulfide scavenger’ was defined as any chemical, which react

with one or more sulfide species to convert them into a neutral form. An effective scavenger (i)

delivers an irreversible, rapid, complete and predictable chemical reaction, (ii) should be cheap

and available in a large scale and (iii) the reaction product should be non-hazardous.268 For the

treatment of drilling fluids and muds two scavenger are widely used: zinc-containing compounds,

like ZnO or ZnCO3 and iron oxide (Fe2O3, commercial name: ironite sponge).269 These com-

pounds are although used in gas streams, especially zinc oxide.270 Other techniques for hydro-

gen sulfide interception from various media are based on organic compounds, like 1,3,5-tris (2-

hydroxyethyl)-1,3,5-triazinane (triazin)271 272 or 2,2’,2”,2”’-(Ethane-1,2-diyldinitrilo)tetraacetic

acid (EDTA)273. Additionally removal of hydrogen sulfide using biological processes were inves-

tigated in the last decades. Oyarzún et al. described a method for biofiltration using Thiobacillus

thioparus. T. thioparus is a sulfur-oxidizing bacteria, which was inoculated in a filter. The biofil-

ter reached a 100% efficiency having a 355 ppm H2S gas stream with an air flow rate of 0.03 m3/h.

The removal efficiency decreased with increasing flow rate.274 Several more techniques using

biofilters were investigated.275 276 277 A second possibility to intercept H2S are bioreactors. Two

types of bacteria are used in bioreactors: chemotroph and photoautotroph. Chemotroph bac-

teria use inorganic carbon as a cell material source and hydrogen sulfide for chemical energy.

Phototroph bacteria uses light as their energy source, like green sulfur bacteria (e.g. Chlorobium

limicola). Both types of bacteria can be used in various reactor types, like gas-fed batch re-

actor, continuous-flow reactors, phototube reactors or bioscrubbers.278 Some of the mentioned

scavenger/strategies can be adapted for the use in sensor technology.

We present the development of a new hydrogen sulfide scavenger structure for a carbon dioxide

optode to enable accurate, long-term measurements in H2S-containing water masses.
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5.2 Materials and Methods

Chemicals and Materials

Ethyl cellulose (EC49, ethoxyl content 49%), m-cresol purple (indicator grade), tetraoctylammo-

nium hydroxide solution (TOAOH, 20% in methanol), Fomblin® Y, zinc oxide (ZnO,<100 nm,

<50 nm), charcoal, copper(I)oxide (Cu2O), copper(II)oxide (CuO,<50 nm), manganese(IV)oxide

(MnO2), silver nanopowder (Ag nano, <100 nm), iron(III)oxide (Fe2O3, <50 nm), silvertriflu-

oromethansulfonate (Ag-triflate) and sodium sulfate (anhydrous) were received from Sigma-

Aldrich. Toluene, Kieselgur®, sodium hydrosulfide (NaHS·xH2O) and potassium carbonate

were obtained from Carl Roth GmbH +Co. KG. Hyflon ® AD 60 was aquired from Solvay

GmbH and poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) support Melinex 505 from Pütz GmbH + Co.

Folien KG. Perfluorodecalin (PFD, 98%; cis and trans, ABCR)was washed with a 1 M aque-

ous solution of K2CO3 prior to use. Ethanolamine were obtained from Fluka and formalde-

hyde, silver(I)oxide (Ag2O), lead(II)oxide (PbO) and lead(IV)oxide (Pb2O) from Merck KGaA.

1H,1H,2H,2H-Perfluorooctyldimethylchlorosilane (97%), vinyldimethyl- siloxyterminated poly-

dimethylsiloxane (viscosity 1000 cSt), methylhydrosiloxane-dimethylsiloxane co-polymer (25-

35 cSt), 1,3,5,7-tetravinyl-1,3,5,7-tetramethylcyclotetrasiloxane (97%) (delayer), platinum-di-

vinyltetra-methyldisiloxane complex in vinyl terminated polydimethylsiloxane (3-3.5% Pt) (cat-

alyst) and zinc oxide (<300 nm) were obtained from ABCR GmbH. Trisopor® was received from

VitraBio GmbH and dicopper carbonate dihydroxide (CuCO3 · Cu(OH)2) from Fischer Chem-

icals AG. Synthesis of 4,4’-(5,5-difluoro-1,9-diphenyl-5H-4λ 4,5λ 4-dipyrrolo-[1,2-c:2’,1’-f]

[1,3,5,2]triazabori- nine-3,7-diyl)diphenol (di-OH-aza-BODIPY) and staining of polystyrene-

micropartic- les (PS-partic- les) with 3,7-bis(4-butoxyphenol)-5,5-difluoro-1,9-diphenyl-5H-4λ
4,

5λ 4-dipyrrolo-[1,2-c:2’,1’f][1,3,5,2] triazaborinine (di-butoxy-complex) was performed accord-

ing to Schutting et al. 2015.139 Silanized Egyptian Blue was produced analogously to the lit-

erature procedure145 but using 1H, 1H, 2H, 2H -perfluorooctyldimethylchlorosilane instead of

trimethylchlorosilane.

Sensor foil preparation

A ’cocktail’ prepared of 1 mg m-cresol purple (1% w/w in respect to polymer), 100 mg ethyl

cellulose (5% w/w in respect to solvent), 760 mg ethanol and 1140 mg toluene was flushed with

pure carbon dioxide. Afterwards 100 µL TOA OH in methanol were added. The cocktail was

knife coated on a dustfree PET support (125 µm thickness), resulting in a 3.3 µm thick layer

after evaporation of the solvent.

The scavenger containing cocktail consisted of 1 g of Hyflon® AD 60 solution (5% w/w in PFD,

washed prior to use), 50 mg scavenger (varied) and 300 mg Fomblin® Y solution (5% w/w in

PFD). The cocktail was knife coated to obtain a 2 µm dry thick layer. To make meaningful pho-

tographs an additional layer was inserted. A titanium oxide containing white layer consisting of

1 g Hyflon® AD 60 solution (5% w/w in PFD), 50 mg TiO2 and 300 mg Fomblin® Y solution

(5% w/w in PFD) was knife coated with a 3 Mil knife. At the end a pure Hyflon® AD 60 layer

(1 g 5% Hyflon® AD 60 solution in PFD + 300 mg 5% Fomblin® solution in PFD) was used
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to cover the whole sensing chemistry with a 2 µm thick layer.

The silicone rubber layer was prepared by mixing 150 mg ZnO particles (<100 µm), 150 µL vinyl-

terminated polydimethylsiloxane, 300 µL cyclohexane, 6 µL methylhydrosiloxane-dimethylsiloxane

co-polymer, 0.6 µL delayer and 1.4 µL catalyst and polymerization of this mixture after coating

and evaporation of the solvent.

Protected carbon dioxide sensor foil preparation

A ’cocktail’ made of 100 mg ethyl cellulose, 1 mg of di-OH-aza-BODIPY-dye (1% w/w with

respect to the polymer) and 1.683 g of a toluene:ethanol mixture (6:4 w/w) was flushed with

carbon dioxide. This was followed by the addition of 100 µL TOA OH solution (20% w/w

in methanol). The ’cocktail’ was knife coated two times to obtain an ethyl cellulose layer

with a thickness of ∼2.2 µm after evaporation of the solvent. A silicone mixture consisting of

150 µL vinyl-terminated polydimethylsiloxane, 300 µL cyclohexane, 6 µL methylhydrosiloxane-

dimethylsiloxane co-polymer, 0.6 µL delayer and 1.4 µL catalyst was prepared and particles (i)

42 mg Egyptian Blue and 32 mg PS-particles [reference layer] ii) 150 mg ZnO <100 µm [scav-

enger layer] iii) 130 mg ZnO <100 µm, 42 mg Egyptian Blue and 32 mg PS-particles [mixed])

were suspended homogeneously in the mixture. After knife coating and polymerization of the

silicone rubber layer with i) 25 µm ii) 35 µm and iii) 60 µm thickness were obtained. Finally the

sensor foil was covered with a 2 µm thick pure Hyflon AD 60 solution in PFD (5% w/w).

H2S atmosphere generation

Hydrogen sulfide was generated by adding 75 µL diluted phosphoric acid to 18 mg sodium hydro-

sulfide (HNaS·xH2O) in a 2.4 L dessiccator. A 0.1% H2S atmosphere in room air was produced.

It is equivalent (even more) to the hydrogen sulfide content in the Gotland Basin (Baltic Sea)

after a long stagnation period (Godland Sea deep water (200 m): ∼ 200 µmol/kg180). The sen-

sor foils were inserted in a dessiccator with a reference sample without any scavenger particles.

Photographs were made depending on the experiment every hour.

Synthesis of 1,3,5-tris(2-hydroxy-ethyl)-1,3,5-triazinane

A mixture of 9.03 g ethanolamine (147.5 mmol) and 1.2 g ethanol (26.1 mmol) were stirred for

15 minutes at room temperature. The mixture was cooled with a water/ice mixture and 11.0 g

aqueous formaldehyd (37%, 147.5 mmol) were added dropwise. Afterwards the reaction mixture

was stirred for 2 hours at room temperature. Finally the reaction mixture was destilled under

reduced pressure at 60 °C and analyzed by 1H-NMR spectroscopy in CDCl3.
1H-NMR (300MHz, CDCl3): δ 2.62 (t, N-CH2-CH2-OH), 3.48 (br. s, N-CH2-N), 3.65 (t, N-CH2-

CH2-OH).279
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Figure 5.1: 1H-NMR of 1,3,5-tris(2-hydroxy-ethyl)-1,3,5-triazinane in CDCl3.

5.3 Development steps

5.3.1 Material selection

The sensor foils used in the investigation are based on m-cresol purple, an CO2 sensitve indicator

dye. The dye was embedded in ethyl cellulose and formed an acid-base pair with TOA OH. The

deprotonated form of the dye was blue. M -cresol purple is rather insensitive to carbon dioxide,

so no change was observed with the naked eye after exposure of the foil to room air. The

sensor foil turned yellow according to the degree of protonation. In the case of the performed

experiments the protonation was generated by hydrogen sulfide, which diffused through the

polymers covering the CO2-sensitive layer.

D−(blue) +H+ � DH(yellow) (5.1)

To protect the indicator/base pair, a diffusion barrier covered the layer prepared of ethyl cel-

lulose. The chosen polymer should have a low permeability for hydrogen sulfide and a high

selectivity for carbon dioxide over other poisoning gases, including H2S. Additionally the poly-

mer should have appropriate photophysical properties, should be mechanically stable and easy

to handle. Very promising candidates are perfluorinated polymers. They have a lower perme-

ability for hydrogen sulfide, compared to other often used polymers in sensor production, like

silicone rubber170 253 254 255 and polystyrol280 281 282(tab. 5.1). A direct comparison of the hydro-

gen sulfide protection properties can be found in figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: Direct comparison of protection properties against hydrogen sulfide for the follow-
ing polymers: ethyl cellulose, silicone rubber, polystyrene, Teflon AF 1400 and Hyflon AD 60.
The experiment was performed in the gas phase containing oxygen and H2S at room tempera-
ture.

Table 5.1: Permeability for hydrogen sulfide and selectivity for carbon dioxide of silicone
rubber, polystyrol, Teflon AF 1400 and Hyflon AD 60. All values are given in barrer.

ethyl

cellulose

silicone

rubber179

polystyrol Teflon AF

1400179

Hyflon

AD 60184

P CO2 113256 4400 12.4283 680 124

PH2S 1200 (0°C)284 6670 - 100 -

PCO2/PH2S 0.09 0.66 - 6.8 -

Hyflon AD 60 was chosen as the material for the diffusion barrier, to reduce the amount

of hydrogen sulfide getting in the sensor. The matching photophysical properties and the easy

handling, as well as the expected low permeability for H2S and the potential to disperse par-

ticles were the main reasons. Moreover the response times are supposed to be slow, but still

acceptable for long-term applications.108 The layer made of the perfluorinated polymer was just

the first protection. To fully secure the indicator/base pair, a reservoir of scavenger particles was

investigated. Hydrogen sulfide was expected to react irreversibly at the surface of the particles
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and do not further diffuse into the sensor foil. This represent just a time-limited protection,

but still allows the measurement of carbon dioxide in marine oxygen-minimum and oxygen-free

zones.

5.3.2 Scavenger selection

Potential scavenger should not interact with carbon dioxide, should be homogenously suspend-

able in Hyflon AD 60, commercially available and most important should not influence the

sensor performance. Additionally they should react with hydrogen sulfide even at low temper-

atures. Moreover a white color is beneficial to enlarge the signal intensity of the final sensor.

For preliminary tests a serie of scavenger particles were chosen, according to different reaction

schemes:

1. reversible adsorption – hydrogen sulfide adsorp at particle surface and stick in the scav-

enger layer

2. irreversible formation of sulfides – metal- or organometalocompounds react with H2 to

form corresponding metalsulfides

3. oxidation – oxidation to sulfate via manganese(IV)oxide

4. irreversible reaction with organic compounds – often used in gas treatment

The adsorption of poisoning molecules is a typical approach in many medical applications.285 286

287 288 (Activated)Charcoal is known to adsorp a broad range of compounds on its surface.289

The adsorption of hydrogen sulfide on charcoal was investigated at high temperature290 and in

the gas phase291 292 293. Due to the high specific surface area, the potential to adsorb molecules

should be sufficiently high. Moreover charcoal is relatively cheap and the black color act as an

optical isolation. The second strategy includes a wide variety of metalcompounds. The com-

pounds were chosen consulting their solubility constants of the corresponding metalsulfide (tab.

5.2). The smaller the value of the constant, the more insolluble is the salt. Consequential the

salt is more stable and has a high affinity to form during a reaction. Moreover the environmental

compatibility should be kept in mind. Therefore mercury was not investigated.

According to table 5.2, iron, copper, silver, zinc and lead were chosen. The associated oxides

were selected, due to the formation of water instead of acids during the reaction with hydrogen

sulfide. Acids would interact with the indicator/base pair in the CO2 sensitive layer and falsify

the sensor response or even poison the sensor. Water do not interrupt the sensor response. In

the case of silver, even an organometallic compound (silvertrifluoromethansulfonate) was in-

vestigated. During the reaction formed trifluoromethansulforic acid is not supposed to migrate.

Another special scavenger is lead(IV)oxide. It has the potential to intercept two hydrogen sulfide

molecules per one oxide molecule. Overall the following metal compounds were chosen: Cu2O,

CuO, ZnO, Ag2O, CuCO3 ·Cu(OH)2, Fe2O3, PbO, Pb2O and Ag-triflate.

M IIO +H2S →M IIS +H2O (5.2)

2AgISO3CF3 +H2S → Ag2S + 2HSO3CF3 (5.3)

PbO2 + 2H2S → PbS + S + 2H2O (5.4)
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Table 5.2: Solubility constants of different metalsulfides at 25°C.

metalsulfide formula Ksp choice

iron(II)sulfide FeS 8 · 10−19
√

copper(I)sulfide Cu2S 2.5 · 10−48
√

copper(II)sulfide CuS 8 · 10−37
√

manganese(II)sulfide MnS 2.5 · 10−13 X

nickel(II)sulfide NiS 1.3 · 10−25 X

mercury(II)sulfide HgS 1.6 · 10−52 X

silversulfide Ag2S 6 · 10−51
√

zincsulfide ZnS 2 · 10−25
√

lead(II)sulfide PbS 3 · 10−29
√

The third approach includes the oxidation of sulfide to elemental sulfur or sulfate. An often

used oxidizing agent is manganese(IV)oxide (MnO2, pyrolusite).294 295

MnO2 + 2H2X →MnX +X + 2H2O (5.5)

For this reaction hydrogen sulfide has to dissociate to HS− and H+. Therefore water in neces-

sary. Further information can be found in literature.296

The last possibility to intercept hydrogen sulfide is the reaction with an organic compound. An

often used molecule in H2S removal is triazin.269 272 297 Triazin is a six-membered ring includ-

ing three nitrogen atoms, each with a 2-hydroxyethyl side chain (fig. 5.3). The main product

after the reaction with two hydrogen sulfide molecules was assumed to be 5-(2-hydroxyethyl)

hexahydro-1,3,5-dithiazine. A nucleophilic substitution of sulfur into the ring occurs. The re-

activity decreases from compound 1 to 3. The substitution with sulfur always competes with

the hydrolysis reaction271 and is dependent on the pH of the medium272. The likely reason for

the pH dependency is the activation of the triazine ring by protonation of an nitrogen atom.

Therefore a high pH is necessary, which although result in HS− as the main species of the H2S

system.279 Due to the hydrophilic character of triazine, induced by the three hydroxy groups,

the preparation of a dispersion with Hyflon AD 60 was not possible. Even the use of a tri-

azine/ethyl cellulose-dispersion was problematic in terms of knife coating. It was not possible

to produce a homogeneous layer. To overcome this problem, triazine was adsorbt at particles

like Trisopor® (granular porous glass material) and Kieselgur (amorphous silicone dioxide).

Thereupon the particles were suspended in Hyflon AD 60.

Figure 5.3: Proposed reaction of triazine with two molecules hydrogen sulfide.271
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A compilation of all the used scavengers can be found in table 5.3. The experiments were

done in the gas phase with and without the presence of oxygen. The change in color due to

the poisoning process can be seen with the naked eye. A selection of pictures of all experiment

numbers can be found in Appendix A. The suspension of the scavenger particles was not a

problem, as well as knife coating.

Table 5.3: Overview tested hydrogen sulfide scavenger in the gasphase. Shown are the ratio
between particles and Hyflon® AD 60, the possible use of the plasticizer Fomblin® Y, the
experiment number with photographic images in Appendix A. * experiment with and without
oxygen; ** embedded in Trisopor and Kieselgur; *** milled.

particles ratio

(w:w)

plasticizer

use

exp.-

no.

scavenger

potential

charcoal 1:4 X 1 red

copper(I)oxide (Cu2O) 1:3.9 X 1 yellow

copper(II)oxide (CuO) 1:3.9 X 3 yellow

zinc oxide (ZnO) 1:4 X 1 green

silver(I)oxide (Ag2O) 1:2.5 X 1,2,3 yellow

dicopper carbonate dihydroxide

(CuCO3· Cu(OH)2)

1:1.4 X 1,2,3 yellow

Triazinane (C9H21N3O3) 1:1.4 X 2,3∗ yellow∗∗

manganese oxide (MnO2) 1:3.7 X 3 red

silver(I)oxide (Ag2O) 1:1
√

4,5 yellow

dicopper carbonate dihydroxide

(CuCO3 · Cu(OH)2)
∗∗∗

1:1
√

4 yellow

silver nanoparticles (Ag) 1:1.7
√

4 yellow

iron(III)oxide (Fe2O3) 1:1.7
√

4 red

zinc oxide (ZnO) 1:1
√

5 green

lead(II)oxide (PbO) 1:1
√

5 red

lead(IV)oxide (PbO2) 1:1
√

5 yellow

silver triflate 1:1
√

5 red

Charcoal, possibly the easiest approach, showed no significant improvement in long-term

stability in a hydrogen sulfide containing atmosphere. The surface of the particles was poten-

tially covered with the matrix-polymer, so no active surface space was left for adsorption. All

organic compounds seemed not to work as a scavenger for hydrogen sulfide when they are em-

bedded in a polymer matrix. A likely reason is the dramatically reduced mobility in the rigid

matrix. Manganese dixode did not reacted with hydrogen sulfide either. The lack of water in the

layer and a low temperature might be the cause. A width variety of metal oxides were tested as

well, additionally a dicopper carbonate dihydroxide. After preliminary tests dicopper carbon-

ate dihydroxide, silver oxide and zinc oxide were promising candidates to provide a long-term

protection against hydrogen sulfide. After the last experiment (exp.-no.5) zinc oxide was cho-

sen as the compound for further investigations. This metal oxide showed a significantly slower
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and later starting poisoning process induced by H2S compared to a scavenger-free sensor foil.

Besides the particle composition, the particle size and the specific surface area has a significant

impact on the ability of the particle to react with hydrogen sulfide.

5.3.3 Particle size dependency – Zinc oxide

Zinc oxide is an often used compound for the removal of hydrogen sulfide from fluids298 or

gas streams299 300 301. It is non-toxic and used in personal care products. Elsevier and Verelst

(1999) investigated transition metal oxides for desulphuration of hot gases (400 °C-700 °C) and

revealed zinc oxide as the best candidate. It was possible to reduce the H2S level from initially

3250 ppm to 0.03 ppm at 400 °C.301 Sun et al. (2007) investigated the kinetics of the zinc oxide

sulfidation reaction in the gas phase. The study presented a three step reaction: 1) adsorption

and dissociation of H2S at two active sites; 2) reaction of HS− with ZnO; 3) waterformation.

An ion migration into the particle is described although.

H2S → H+ +HS− (5.6)

HS− + ZnO → ZnS +OH− (5.7)

OH− +H+ → H2O (5.8)

It is assumed, that the adsorption and dissociation is the rate-limiting step. Additionally

zinc oxide is relatively stable and not reduced by H2S (T: 150 °C-450 °C).302 The study of

Sayyadnejad et al. (2008) dealed with the removal efficiency of hydrogen sulfide from drilling

fluids as a function of the surface area of ZnO particles. They compared bulk ZnO with ZnO

nanoparticles. The dramatically increase in the surface areas resulted in a faster and more effi-

cient removal.

Keeping these studies in mind, we investigated the protection potential depending on the ZnO

particle size in a polymer layer. Three different particle sizes were purchased and investigated:

<300 nm, <100 nm (surface area: 15-25 m2/g, value given by producer) and <50 nm (surface

area: >10.8 m2/g, value given by producer). The particles were homogenously suspended in

Hyflon AD 60 with a polymer:particle ratio of 1:1. To evaluate the real protection potential a

sensor foil without any particles was integrated in the experiment. It is clearly visible, the pure

Hyflon sensor foil was completely poisoned after 23 hours of hydrogen sulfide exposure. Like

expected the sensor foil with ZnO particles <300 nm showed less protection potential than ZnO

<100 nm and ZnO <50 nm. The difference between the last two was visible after 76 hours of

exposure. The sensor foil with ZnO particles less than 100 nm and a surface area of 15-25 m2/g

showed the slowest poisoning process (fig. 5.4). The observations correlated perfectly with the

surface areas given by the producer for the used ZnO particles. Further development steps

are based on ZnO scavenger particles with a particle size of <100 nm and a surface area of

15-25 m2/g.
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Figure 5.4: Photographic images of H2S poisoning experiment in gaseous phase consisting
of 0.1% hydrogen sulfide and room air at room temperature. Plasticizer was used during foil
production. Black marked area was not considered. Used scavenger: ZnO (particles <300nm),
ZnO (particles <100 nm, SA=15-25 m2/g), ZnO (particles <50 nm, SA>10.8 m2/g) and pure
Hyflon (reference). Order: Hyflon (pure)<ZnO (<300 nm)<ZnO(<50 nm)<ZnO(<100 nm).

5.3.4 Sensor structure optimization

The focus during the last development step was set to the extension of time the sensing chem-

istry is protected against hydrogen sulfide. Therefore we rethought the layer structure of the

sensor foil. The material for the scavenger particles containing layer was Hyflon AD 60 at the

beginning. The thicker the layer the more particles are present and the higher the protection

potential. At the same time the response time increases exponentially. Silicone rubber was ex-

pected to be the better choice for the scavenger particle containing layer. The permeability for

carbon dioxide and hydrogen sulfide is significantly higher than of Hyflon AD 60 (tab. 5.1). By

the use of silicone rubber a thicker layer with a higher content of scavenger particles can be used

by keeping the response time constant. As a result a longer time of protection against hydrogen

sulfide is expected. An important point is the ratio between vinyldimethylsiloxy-terminated

polydimethylsiloxane (main component silicone rubber mixture) and ZnO particles, called par-

ticle load. We tested silicone rubber mixtures with a particle load between 48% and 171%. The

higher the content of particles, the more past-like is the ’cocktail’ and the more difficult is the

handling. The high content of zinc oxide particles was expected to adsorb a part of the catalyst.

To ensure a solid silicone rubber layer, the catalyst content was increased with the particle load
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from 0.008% to 0.012%. Furthermore the content of solvent, which had to be added to obtain

an appropriate silicone cocktail, had to be increased. A higher solvent content resulted in a less

concentrated cocktail and a reduced layer thickness compared to a cocktail with a lower particle

load. Finally a particle load of around 100% was chosen for further experiments.

Moreover the CO2-sensitive layer and the H2S scavenger layer were covered with a diffusion

barrier. The barrier was made of Hyflon AD 60, known for its low permeability for hydrogen

sulfide (fig. 5.1). Diffusion barriers are often used to tune the sensor performance.303 304 305 In

the case of our investigation such a diffusion barrier reduces the amount of hydrogen sulfide en-

tering the sensor, before the gas molecules reach the scavenger reservoir (silicon rubber + ZnO

particles) and get intercepted. Omiting the diffusion barrier would result in a fast consumption

of zinc oxide. The poisoning process of the indicator/base pair (CO2-sensitive layer) starts when

the reservoir is ’empty’ and the hydrogen sulfide molecules break through the second barrier.

A cross section of the new sensor foil structure is shown in figure 5.5.

Figure 5.5: Schematic image of the final layer structure including H2S scavenger layer.

Besides the above shown layer structure (fig. 5.5), other alternatives to realize H2S protec-

tion are possible. To enhance the protection potential a second diffusion barrier can be inserted

right on top of the CO2-sensitive layer. This additional layer would increase the response time.

Embedding zinc oxide particles in a reference layer can enhance the signal intensity, due to the

white color (stray light), but although can negatively affect the sensor performance. It has to

be considered if hydrogen sulfide react with other parts of the sensing chemistry besides the

indicator/base pair, like reference particles. So mixing the reference particles with the scavenger

particles is not recommended.

During the production a critical point was noticed. The hydrophobicity of silicone rubber and

Hyflon AD 60 are different. So the connection between the silicone rubber based scavenger layer

and the Hyflon AD 60 based diffusion barrier is poor. After knife coating the Hyflon solution

tended to tighten. The use of platicizer (Fomblin Y) intensified the effect. Therefore a pure

Hyflon solution was used for the diffusion barrier. Moreover the whole silicone rubber layer

should be covered with the diffusion barrier, otherwise the scavenger layer can be scratched off

easily.

In the next experiment the new developed sensor structure was tested in a gaseous H2S-

containing atmosphere (H2S mixed with room air). Additionally a sensor foil completely based

on Hyflon AD 60 was inserted. The layer thickness of the silicone rubber was set to ∼25 µm

and ∼60 µm, covered with a diffusion barrier of roughly equal thickness compared to the dif-

fusion barrier of the Hyflon based sensor foil. With this experiment the matrix effect of the

scavenger layer was investigated. A zinc oxide free sensor foil with the same layer structure was
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prepared as well, to evaluate the effect of the scavenger particles. Because of the good protection

characteristics of Hyflon AD 60 and zinc oxide, the atmosphere in the dessicator, used for the

experiment, had to be renewed at the second day of the experiment. The complete investigation

took 6 days with a hydrogen sulfide concentration of 0.15% in air. No complete poisoning was

reached after 10 days for the silicone rubber 3 Mil ZnO.

Figure 5.6: Photographic images of H2S poisoning experiment in gas phase consisting of
0.15% hydrogen sulfide and room air at room temperature in darkness. Zinc oxide was used as
a scavenger for hydrogen sulfide. The scavenger was suspended in Hyflon AD 60 and silicone
rubber with a particle load of 100% in respect to the polymer in each case. Zinc oxide free
reference sensor foils were inserted as well.

The experiment shown in figure 5.6 reveal two main things. First, if we just consider the

reference sensor foils (fig. 5.6 column 2,4,6) silicone rubber itself do not provide protection

against hydrogen sulfide independent on the layer thickness. Hyflon AD 60 instead is an effective

diffusion barrier against poisoning gases. This result was expected considering the permeability

for H2S of both polymers (tab. 5.1). Second, the protection potential of the Hyflon AD 60 based

sensor foil with ZnO and the silicone rubber based sensor foil (thick ZnO layer) were similar.

The particle to polymer ratio was equal in both sensor foils. The first signs of dye protonation

(yellow color) were observable after 25 hours looking at the sensor foil with a thin silicone

rubber scavenger layer. A complete protonation was observable after 49 hours. Comparing the

’silicone rubber 3 Mil ZnO’ sensor foil with the ’Hyflon AD 60 ZnO’ senor foil visible poisoning

was observed first at the silicone rubber after 34 hours. After 96 hours both sensor foils showed

a similar level of protonation/poisoning. The likely reason for the similar protection potential is
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the proportion of protection provided by the polymer itself and the zinc oxide particles. In the

case of the Hyflon AD 60 sensor foil the proportion of the polymer is rather high. The protection

provided by the silicone rubber scavenger layer is almost completely based on the reaction of

H2S with zinc oxide. Due to the thickness of the scavenger layer a high amount of zinc oxide

particles were implemented in the sensor foil. Previous experiments (see section 4) revealed no

response time increase with a higher silicone rubber layer thickness. Only the recovery time

increased, but is still several times faster than for Hyflon AD 60. Using this phenomenon the

thickness of the scavenger layer/ amount of scavenger particles can be increased, resulting in

a longer protection against hydrogen sulfide. Therefore silicone rubber seems to be the best

choice in combination with zinc oxide for hydrogen sulfide protection.

5.4 H2S-protected carbon dioxde sensor

Based on the previous described experiments and results, an established carbon dioxide sensor

(described in section 2) was restructured to insert a silicone rubber based scavenger layer for

enhanced hydrogen sulfide protection. The established sensor was completely based on Hyflon

AD 60 in combination with ethyl cellulose (fig. 5.7). To reduce the response and recovery time,

as well as implementing zinc oxide particles, the material of the inert light emitting layer was

changed to silicone rubber. Two different layer structures of the new sensor foil were tested in

the lab; The first included two separate silicone rubber layer one with the light emitting parti-

cles and one with zinc oxide. The second approach was to mix all three types of particles in one

silicone ’cocktail’ (fig. 5.7). They were tested in terms of signal intensity, response and recovery

time. The production procedure of the protected sensor foil was less time consuming and more

reproducible than for the established carbon dioxide sensor. No precutting of the support and

no pipetting was necessary. Moreover the use of just one silicone rubber layer containing the

light emitting particles and zinc oxide shorten the time for production.

The new structured sensor foils were tested in terms of signal intensity, response and recov-

ery times. The signal intensity was around 5 times higher compared to the established CO2

sensor, whereas the signal intensity of the sensor foil with separate silicone rubber layer were

even slightly higher. The silicone rubber layer thicknesses are equal. The response and recov-

ery times were determined at 20 °C in a 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 8.04) with 10 µM and

40 µM dissolved carbon dioxide adjusted by using sodium bicarbonate. The response and re-

covery times are very similar, which was expected according to the same layer thicknesses. The

recovery time is 1.7 times higher than the response time, which correspond well with the ob-

servations described in section 4. Overall the response time is roughly 13 times faster than for

the established Hyflon AD 60 based CO2 sensor (tab. 5.4).
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Figure 5.7: Sensor foil structures of an established carbon dioxide sensor based on Hyflon
AD 60 and new layer structures inserting a zinc oxide containing layer for enhanced hydrogen
sulfide protection.

Table 5.4: Signal intensity, layer thicknesses, response and recovery time of the protected
silicone rubber based carbon dioxide sensor foils with separate silicone rubber layer and one
mixed silicone rubber layer (fig. 5.7).

separate mixed

layer thickness [µm] inert light emitting: 25

ZnO : 35

60

signal intensity 833 637

response time [s] 327 ± 45.3 324 ± 32.9

recovery time [s] 527 ± 5.9 569 ± 31.4

It is further estimated that the long-term stability do not or just slightly decrease because

of the use of silicone rubber. The low permeability for acidic gases of Hyflon AD 60 is still

beneficial for the protection layer/diffusion barrier. Futhermore the high amount of zinc oxide

contributes to a long shelf life and long-term stability as well.

An additional poisoning experiment in 0.1 M phosphate buffer was done under lab conditions at

roomtemperature (T = 22.5 - 23.4 °C). Two sensor spots, one of each kind (separate and mixed),

were inserted in a completely closable, constantly-stirred vessel with 120 mL phosphate buffer

(pH 8.04), 6.6 mg sodium hydrosulfide (NaHS · xH2O) were added and complete poisoning

occured (fig. 5.8). The level of hydrogen sulfide in the buffer was set relatively high to see a

full poisoning process within one week. The chosen level was 1.620 mM (total sulfide), which

represent eight times the hydrogen sulfide level found in the Baltic Sea after a long period of

stagnation180. A reference spot based on silicone rubber was expected to get completely poi-

soned within a very short time and therefore was not inserted in the experiment (fig. 5.6).

A clearly visible poisoning process occured over time. It started roughly two hours after gener-

ating hydrogen sulfide. The process had a linear correlation in a time range from 2 to 20 hours.

The increase of the phase angle was 0.032 units/h and 0.034 units/h for the separate and mixed
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layer structure, respectively. The change in the phase angle are equal to a change in calculated

carbon dioxide concentration of 0.6 µM/h (separate) and 0.5 µM/h (mixed). Almost 90% of the

poisoning process happend between 20 and 78 hours with a significant higher slope than in

the first 20 hours. Complete poisoning was indicated by a not changing phase angle and was

visible after ∼ 78 hours for both sensors. Overall both poisoning processes were very similar.

A slower poisoning is expected in natural waters with a lower content of hydrogen sulfide and

a potentially lower temperature. The sensor are at this point suitable for measurements in hy-

drogen sulfide containing environments for at least 3 hours. Moreover a potential shift in the

calibration should be considered.

Figure 5.8: Poisoning experiment of new developed protected sensor spots with separate and
mixed layer structure in H2S-containing, constantly-stirred phosphate buffer at room tempera-
ture.

Future work

The performed test was a rough preliminary experiment. A more detailed investigation on the

implementation of the scavenger layer containing ZnO should be done. The effect of the reference

layer matrix should be examined in terms of protection potential and response time changes.

The temperature dependency of the poisoning should be characterized, as well as a possible

shift in the calibration of the sensor spot. Moreover the new developed and protected sensor

spot has to be compared with the established carbon dioxide sensor.

5.5 Conclusion

Carbon dioxide optodes often show a hydrogen sulfide cross sensitivity. Hydrogen sulfide appears

for example in oxygen minimum zones. To enable measurements in such water masses an effective

protection has to be developed. We investigated a wide range of so called scavenger particles

to irreversible react with H2S molecules. Chosen scavenger included inorganic metal oxides and
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organic molecules. Finally zinc oxide was indentified to be the best candidate for a sufficient

protection against hydrogen sulfide. Furthermore the effect of different zinc oxide particle size

was investigated. Experiments revealed, that the particles with the highest specific surface

are the best. Afterwards an established and in section 2 described carbon dioxide optode was

restructured to implement a zinc oxide containing layer for protection purposes. Two different

new layer structures of the optode were tested in terms of signal intensity, response time,

recovery time and protection potential. The signal intensities for both new developed sensor

foils were significantly higher in comparison with the established optode. Although the response

and recovery times were 13 times faster and around 6 minutes (response time) and 10 minutes

(recovery time).
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Conclusion and Outlook

The work was dedicated to the development of an long-term stable and robust carbon dioxide

optode and their application in marine environments. Moreover optimizations of the optode

structure were made to enable the use of the sensor in oxygen minimum zones and profiling

applications.

In Chapter one a long-term stable carbon dioxide optode was presented. The main reason

for the enhanced chemical stability is the use of Hyflon AD 60, a perfluorinated polymer. It is

characterized by a low permeability for carbon dioxide, a high selectivity over hydrogen sulfide

and a very high hydrophobicity. The perfluorinated polymer was used to realize an optode based

on aza-BODIPY indicator dyes and the inner filter effect. The indicator dye is embedded with a

lipophilic ammonium base in ethyl cellulose (EC). The combination of EC and Hyflon requires

a special production procedure, due to a different hydrophobicity and thermal expansion. The

production process was varied to obtain a mechanical stable sensor spot. Methods like laser

cutting, dip coating and pipetting were used. Furthermore the response time was determined

depending on the temperature. The response and recovery time for a carbon dioxide concentra-

tion between 14 and 28 µM was up to 180 minutes at 5°C and 40 minutes at 35 °C. An optode

calibration was although characterized. Finally the carbon dioxide optode was used to measure

a stepwise depth profile in the Gotland Basin, Baltic Sea down to 225 m and the Gulf of Finland

down to 70 m. The highest gradient was measured between 40 and 100 m.

In the second chapter an extensive evaluation and comparison study was performed. Used op-

todes in this study measured dissolved oxygen, pH and dissolved carbon dioxide. The developed

carbon dioxide optode (first chapter) was used in an aquarium with an almost stable tempera-

ture, an aquaculture facility in the monitoring system and a breading tank (direct sunlight and

high amount of algae) and at a mooring buoy in an estuary. Estuaries are mostly influenced

by the tidal cycle, resulting in a highly changing environment. The dissolved oxygen and the

pH sensor were integrated in a profiling float, measuring depth profiles every 6 hours till 100 m

water depth. The oxygen sensor was although integrated in an AUV for a 24 hour-deployment

in the Monterey Bay, California. For each analyte commercially available sensor systems were

implemented in the deployments as well. Producers were Aanderaa Data Instruments, Sea-Bird

Scientific and OxyGuard® for dissolved oxygen, Satlantic and Hach® for pH and Turner De-

signs for carbon dioxide. The comparison revealed a good agreement between the data sets. A

long-term deployment was done with the pH optode. The comparison with reference samples

were investigated as well. Biofouling prevention was realized by using copper guards.

The application of the carbon dioxide optode at the profiling float was not possible, due to

a too long response time (t90). Chapter three dealed with a response and recovery time opti-

mization of the carbon dioxide and pH optode. It was realized by using different materials and

reducing the layer thickness. The response time of the pH optode was reduced from 14 s to 4 s

at 4 °C by reducing the layer thickness. For the carbon dioxide optode silicone rubber was used

to embed necessary reference particles. Silicone rubber has a significantly higher permeability
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for carbon dioxide and other gases. Moreover the layer thickness of the ethyl cellulose layer

and the silicone rubber layer was reduced. It was possible to decrease the response time of the

carbon dioxide optode from 70 min to 100 s at 20 °C. At the same time the long-term stability

was reduced dramatically. Furthermore a detailed calibration for both optodes were measured

in the lab. These two fast-responding optodes were used for profiling applications. Due to the

response time of the carbon dioxide optode a stepwise measurement was still necessary with

a waiting times of 90 s. Additionally reference samples were taken at each depth. The data

obtained with the optodes agreed very good with the reference values.

In the last chapter a protection against hydrogen sulfide was investigated. The combination

of a perfluorinated polymer and an efficient scavenger was considered to be the best option for

a time-limited protection. At the beginning a wide variety of scavenger particles were analysed

in the gas phase using a sensor foil based on m-cresol purple. Compounds like metal oxides or

organic compounds were chosen. These particles irreversibly form metal sulfides, when reacting

with hydrogen sulfide. Zinc oxide with a high specific surface area showed the most-promising

protection potential. A mixture of silicone rubber and zinc oxide particles revealed similar pro-

tection than Hyflon AD 60 with zinc oxide particles, but has a significantly faster response and

recovery time.

Future work should include further deployments in marine environments over a longer pe-

riod (>6 months) to evaluate potential long-term drifts, leaching effects and biofouling issues.

Additionally the production procedure for the carbon dioxide optodes should be improved in

terms of reproducibility and time-consumption. The hydrogen sulfide protection should be ad-

equately implemented in the carbon dioxide optode, considering a sufficient response time and

protection potential. Furthermore these optodes should be tested in the lab in a H2S-containing

environment in comparison to a H2S free system. Afterwards field deployments in an oxygen

minimum zone are necessary to fully evaluate the sensor performance.

The response time of the Hyflon AD 60 based CO2 optode and the time-consuming production

procedure are the major issues. The main reason is the sensor foil structure, which is required for

a ratiometric read out via phase fluorometry. An internal-referenced fluorescent-based carbon

dioxide optode would be a promising alternative.
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Appendix A - Photographic images hydrogen sulphide

experiments

Figure 5.9: Photographic images of H2S poisoning experiment 1a in gaseous phase consisting
of 1% hydrogen sulfide and room air at room temperature. Used scavenger: ZnO, Cu(OH)2 ·
CuCO3, charcoal, Ag2O, Cu2O. Order: charcoal<Cu2O<Cu(OH)2 · CuCO3=ZnO< Ag2O.
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Figure 5.10: Photographic images of H2S poisoning experiment 1b in gaseous phase consisting
of 1% hydrogen sulfide and nitrogen at room temperature. Used scavenger: ZnO, Cu(OH)2 ·
CuCO3, charcoal, Ag2O, Cu2O. Order: charcoal<Cu2O=ZnO<Cu(OH)2 · CuCO3 < Ag2O.
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Figure 5.11: Photographic images of H2S poisoning experiment 2 in gaseous phase consisting
of 1% hydrogen sulfide and room air at room temperature. Used scavenger: Cu(OH)2 · CuCO3,
Ag2O, Triazinane. Order: Ag2O<Cu(OH)2 · CuCO3=Triazinane (very thick layer).
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Figure 5.12: Photographic images of H2S poisoning experiment 3a in gaseous phase consisting
of 1% hydrogen sulfide and room air at room temperature. Used scavenger: Cu(OH)2 · CuCO3,
Ag2O, CuO, MnO2 and pure Hyflon (reference). Order: Hyflon (pure)<others. Blue box mark
detached scavenger layer, therfore no evaluation possible.
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Figure 5.13: Photographic images of H2S poisoning experiment 3b in gaseous phase consisting
of 0.1% hydrogen sulfide and nitrogen at room temperature. Used scavenger: MnO2, Cu(OH)2 ·
CuCO3, Ag2O, CuO, Triazinane in Trisopor® particles, Triazinane in Kieselgur® particles and
pure Hyflon (reference). Order: Triazinane in Trisopor® particles=Triazinane in Kieselgur®

particles=Hyflon (pure)<MnO2 <Ag2O <CuO<Cu(OH)2 · CuCO3.
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Figure 5.14: Photographic images of H2S poisoning experiment 4 in gaseous phase consisting
of 0.1% hydrogen sulfide and room air at room temperature. Plasticizer was used during foil pro-
duction. Used scavenger: Ag (nanoparticles), Cu(OH)2 · CuCO3, Ag2O, Fe2O3 and pure Hyflon
(reference). Order: Hyflon (pure) =Cu2O<Cu(OH)2 · CuCO3 <Ag (nano)=Fe2O3 <Ag2O.
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Figure 5.15: Photographic images of H2S poisoning experiment 5 in gaseous phase consisting
of 0.1% hydrogen sulfide and room air at room temperature. Plasticizer was used during foil
production. Used scavenger: silver-triflate, PbO2, PbO, Ag2O, ZnO and pure Hyflon (reference).
Order: Ag-triflate<Hyflon (pure)<PbO<PbO2 < Ag2O=ZnO.
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